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PROGRAMMABLE POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIZER JU-60

5 -octave, 6 -voice polyphonic synth with a patch
memory of 56 of your own sounds protected by a

battery back-up (8 patches x 7 banks). Digital control
oscillator (DCO) gives perfect tuning. 6VCFs, 6VCAs

and 6ENVs. Facility to edit while you play. Tape
interface. Patch shift system lets you shift patch

numbers sequentially by a foot pedal. Other features
include key transpose, auto arpeggio and octave

transpose. Two different chorus effects for
ensemble and tone cabinet effects. Can interface via
OP -8 to MC -4 Microcomposer. (H-165 cable). A slave

Juno -60 can be controlled through a
master Juno -60 (H-172 cable.)

It'Roland
Roland (UK) Ltd., Great West Trading Estate,

983 Great West Road, Brentford, Middx. TW8 9DN.
Telephone: 01-568 4578



The Crumar Stratus is the first polyphonic synthesizer
that satisfies the needs of both the creative synthesist

and the multi -keyboard player. It offers a powerful
array of sound, from the explosive to the expressive,
and yet the majority of control comes from the keys

you play, not the dials you turn.

The heart of this outstanding versatility is found in
the six actively engaged Filters and Envelopes that

span the keyboard. These generate true polyphonic
capability, letting you depress as many keys

simultaneously as you want. Most polyphonic
synthesizers are limited by their 4 or 5 voice

capability. Go beyond that and notes drop out.

CRUMAR BABY GRAND

This is destined to be the best selling grand
piano in the world. If you are looking for a
professional grand piano, well it's here at last.
The latest in piano technology.
You'll believe us when you try one at any one
of our branches.

The Stratus also features unique trigger modes (both
Multiple and Mono) which allow you to turn on the
Oscillator Glide, reset the LEO delay, and alternate
between the sawtooth and square waves all directly from
the keyboard. You can retrigger a particular effect
whenever a new note is played, even though other keys
are depressed.

There are other noteworthy qualities to the Stratus, like
two independent oscillators, continuously variable and
invertable envelopes and polyphonic resonances. But, we
suggest you experience this "synful" sound for yourself
at your local Crumar dealer. At a price under.£550 it's a
devilishly exciting way to burn up a stage.

STRATUS

CRUMAR SALE PRICE LIST R.R.P.
Trilogy 1,300.00

Professional Keyboards: R.R.P. CHASE SALE Toccata 500.00

CRUMAR Sy nth ephone 250.00
PRICE

175.00
TI Organ 800.00

CRUMAR Roadrunner 300.00 199.00
T3 Organ 1,150.00

CRUMAR Roady 400.00 249.00
T3 Oman & NC50

Rhythm 1,550.00
CRUMAR DP/50 Piano 1,300.00 749,00 Bass Pedals for n 200.00
CRUMAR DP/80 Loa 00 899.00 Bass Pedals for T2

CRUMAR Baby Grand Piano 2,000.00 1499.00 Home Organs:

CRUMAR Performer 500.00 349.00 Model 915 1,275.00
CRUMAR Multiman S/2 700.00 595.00 Model 920 1.799.00

CRUMAR Stratus 900.00 499.00 Model 2001 2,500.00
CRUMAR Composer 1,100.00 649.00 Model 2003/R 3,500.00

CHASE SALE PRICE

699.00
299.00

599.00
945.00

1,295.00
145.00
95.00

1,095.00
1,495.00

1,995.00
2,995.00

 a a
a la

CRUMAR COMPOSER
Solo synthesiser, Poly synthes-
iser, Strings and Organ all in one
instrument. Even includes the
very latest breath control facili-
ties and touch sensitive key-
board.
Amazing instrument at an am-
azing price.

CRUMAR SYNTHEPHONE
The latest synthesiser from
Crumar which includes breath
control facilities. The instrum-
ent of the future. Play the
synthephone at  any one of
our branches now.

LONDON: 22 Chalton Street, off Euston Road, London NY11.
Telephone: 01-387 7626/7449.

LEICESTER: Union Street, off High Street, Leicester LE1 4HA.
Telephone: 0533 59634.

MANCHESTER: 58 Oldham Street, off Piccadilly, Manchester
M4 1LE. Telephone: 061-236 6794/5.

BIRMINGHAM: 10 Priory Queens way, Birmingham B4 68S.
Telephone: 021-236 8146.

Opening hours Ries. to Sat. (inc.) 10.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Please note our
stores are closed on Sundays and Mondays.
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FICTION TO FACT
Deltalab Effectron Succeeds in translating the
highest quality studio digital processing into

affordable tools for the musician and engineer.
Prices start at f 325.00 (excluding VAT)

ADM
e

Scenic Sounds Equipment Limited
97-99 Dean Street, London W1V 5fiA

Telephone: 01-734 2812/3/4/5 Telex:27 939 SCENIC

Deltalab
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ANOTHER
STEP FORWARD
INTO THE PAST.
Celestion loudspeaker's have been the raw material of Rock
and Roll for over three decades.

The legendary Vox AC 30's and Marshall valve Amps
produced their great sound through Celestions.

The sound that inspired musicians of genius, the sound
that remains alive to this day.

Celestion now take a major step forward, with the
introduction of a new lightweight power voice coil to meet
the power handling requirements of the eighties.
THE NEW CELESTION G SERIES

Take a step forward.
Send £1.00 to the Celestion Technical Advice Dept and

we'll send you information on the New G Series, our range of
Horns and accessories plus the Celestion Speaker Cabinet
Handbook.

CELESTION 1110
INTERNATIONAL OW

Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Tel: 0473 73131
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News &
Events

Custom Sound and Trucker Amplifi-
cation are back after a long absence.
All products are available from stock
at the same prices which applied
when the company ceased trading
some 18 months ago; the new back-
ers are Audio Fidelity and further
details are available from Barry Phil-
lips on Leeds 0532 561949 ... plans
for the Frankfurt Music Fair continue
apace and the associated yearly
Music Prize is to be awarded on the
eve of the event, 4th February, to well-
known classical organist, harpsi-
chordist and music teacher Prof.
Edgar Krapp of Frankfurt Academy ...

******************Editorial *******************
:The staff and publishers of
*E&MM wish all their readers a
*prosperous New Year filled
*with music making.

1983 promises to be a year that puts micro -based music as an
* important growth area for the music industry. The continuous*
*outpouring of keyboard instruments from a wide spectrum of *

manufacturers, including major hi-fi companies as well as micro
VDU software using keyboard displays, will prompt different

* types of instruments to appear so that the techniques of wind, *
* string, percussion players and vocalists can be utilised. Low cost *
* sound sampling will be the next big step forward - not to put any *
: musician out of work, but to enable the use of any sound as a :
* compositional tool.
* Always the trend in cost is downwards so that the general *
4, consumer market can join in selling music making for all. The *
* commercial pop world reflects the successful use of inexpensive
: portable instruments to make chart hits. Nevertheless, the
* general eagerness of musicians (and dealers in instruments) to
* keep up-to-date has meant that acquiring knowledge and learning
* skills of the practical and technical side of instruments is of
: increasing importance. This is overwhelmingly confirmed by the
* strong growth of our readership, not just in the UK, but in major
ig countries, notably USA, Australia and W. Germany.

Looking back on our projects, there is no doubt that many of
E&MM's designs put ideas for creative music making into

* practice - such as the Syntom, Synwave, Synclock, Hexadrum,
Wordmaker, Electric Drummer, Panolo, Transpozer and
Micromusic series. We continue to bring low cost designs with

: this month's exciting Synblo breath controller for any electronic
 instrument, and we'll be expanding our contents to include our
* music workshops and features more regularly.

:NEXT MONTH you'll find an 'exclusive' interview with
:Tomita from Japan, an in-depth review of the Synclavier,
*d iscussions with the PPG designers, and projects that
*include Synbal, Caltune and Amdek's stereo 6 -channel
4, mixer.
************************************************

STOP PRESS!
A complete kit for E&MM's ElectroMix 842

Mixer featured in Oct/Nov '82 issues is now
available direct from Digisound Ltd., 14/16
Queen Street, Blackpool, Lancs FY1 1 PQ. This
includes all the parts, excluding the front panel
and PCB's, required to complete the project. The
price of the kit is f115 including VAT & P&P.

Polaroid's Polaproof labelling system
is beginning to catch out videotape
priates who cannot reproduce the
complex optical properties of the
unusual thin polyester film involved

. RCA have announced that their
first releases on the digital Compact
Disc system will be a selection of the
highest quality digital recordingsfrom
their extensive classical music cata-
logue ... Computerland stores intend
to follow up their recent opening in
Southampton with 25 franchises in
the UK by the end of 1984. With 300
franchises in 21 countries they al-
ready claim to be the world's largest
independent network of computer
stores... The British Music Fair will
again be a trade only affair from July
31st to August 3rd 1983. Plans are
under way to make the 1984 show
part of a completely new leisure
exhibition capable of attracting very

large numbers of visitors and ex-
tensive media coverage ... MASH is
the Musician's Association of Surrey
and Hampshire and publishes a

regular paper including local gig lists,

meetings, articles, events and re-
views. Contact 49 York Road, Alder-
shot, Hants... Philips are hoping to
use the suspension of the VHD video
disc system to establish their Laser -
Vision system as a world standard,
with high hopes for increased sales
over the Christmas and New Year
period ... London based Fidelity Radio
has received a £1 million order from
British Telecom for the design, de-
velopment and supply of a cordless
telephone system using Home Office
approved radio frequencies. Further
information from MBP, 25 Heddon St.,
London. Tel. 01-437 4115

CORRIGENDA
Oct '82 ElectroMix 842: Page 76, Figure 2. The value of C11
should be 100uF.
Nov '82 ElectoMix 842: Page 69, Figure 2. Capacitors C3 and C8
are shown the wrong way round, refer to circuit diagram in Oct
'82 Page 76, Figure 3.
Dec '82 Christmas Bazaar: Page 16. The E&MM Guitar Buddy,
priced at £19.75, is a kit as featured in the Aug '82 edition.

Amdek Percussion Synth Page 71, Figure 2. The BC107
Transistor should have collector and base leads interchanged,
i.e. collector should be left unconnected and base connected to
earth.

6 E&M M JANUARY 1983
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"I've seen many of my id

and I lean on theni



e memories.
lerfected by Korg
old friends:'

KEITH EMERSON

TRIDENT MKII, 8 Voice Polyphonic
Synthesizer, 32 Programs, Tape Interface,
Brass and Strings Sections, Split Keyboard
and many other features.

KR55B Rhythm Unit
with 96 different rhythm
patterns, intro and fill in
for each rhythm,
footswitch and control
and trigger out.

SP80 and SP8OS Symphonic Pianos.
Full 76 note touch sensitive keyboard,
6 piano presets, stereo chorus and tremolo,
built in stereo speakers. SP80S has added
strings section.

POLYSIX 6 voice polyphonic
synthesizer with 32 programmes and
tape interface. Unison mode, arpeggiator,
chord memory and programmable effects.

Many instrument designers ask
for Keith Emerson's help: so why did
Keith ask for Korg?

"Korg always amaze me
with their new ideas, and their
innovative technology turns
these ideas into reality for
musicians. I've seen many of my
ideas perfected by Korg and
I lean on them like old friends."

Korg are glad to have the input
of such a top international player
and master of the synthesizer. This
great partnership helped to create
the best seller - the Polysix.

Keith and the Polysix are just
two of Korgs stars. Below are some
more, all new and going places.

Hear them today, play them
now at your Korg Key Centre.

rbear Rose -Morris, please send me 7
details of my nearest Korg Key Centre
and the Korg range.

Name

Address

!MI 83K

Rose -Morrisnu
Now available on the Rose -Morris
Low Interest Personal Loan Scheme.

NOR
Rose -Morris & Co. Ltd., 32/34 Gordon
House Road, London NW5 1NE.
Telephone: 01-267 5151.

EPS-1 Electronic Piano and Strings. Full
76 note touch sensitive keyboard, 6 piano
presets, stereo chorus and tremolo,
equaliser. Touch sensitive string section with
variable attack and release.

Nt10

*da
SDD - 3000

Programmable Digital Delay
for Studio quality stereo effects such

as flanging, doubling, chorus, vibrato reverb
and echo. Nine programs plus manual.



RECORDED ON DEMO

CASSETTE No. 9
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This month, in the third and final part of our series on our keyboard con-
sultant Patrick Moraz, we look at Patrick's stage equipment with The
Moody Blues through the eyes of his road manager Pat Buckley, and at his
approach to live improvisation and musical philosophy in his own words.

Atypical Moody Blues concert will use
three sound desks, for PA, foldback
monitors, and keyboards. Pat Buckley

usually balances the keyboard sound on
headphones, dealing with around twelve
keyboards which use five channels on the
main PA mixer. The keyboards are almost
entirely in mono, with each one needing
slight volumeadjustments at different points
in the set.

Since Patrick has too many keyboards to
allow him to do his own mixing, and the
Yamaha CS80 in particular needs close
attention due to the wide variation in volume
of its different programmes, Pat Buckley
needs to stay on his toes. Sometimes,
however, everything takes care of itself;
"some gigs I'd virtually touch nothing all
night, maybe making a couple of adjust-
ments".

The situation depends largely on the
position of the 40,000 watts of PA speakers
supplied by Claire Brothers of Pennsylvania.
Many of these are 'flown' a bove the stage and
can tend to drown out Patrick's 1,000 watts
of monitors. The monitor amps are two
Crown PS2's, the bottom one in mono for two
bass drivers and the top one split between

two mids and two trebles, with a passive
crossover to a pair of tweeters and the whole
assembly mounted in two large cabinets.

The keyboards and monitors take about
three hours to set up with the help of a wiring
harness divided into four or five sections.
The keyboards are always set up in a circle,
although their numbers are being reduced of
late; during a recent Moody Blues tour three
keyboards, including the Polymoog and a
Minimoog, were replaced by a Jupiter 8.

In addition, there's a dual manual Mello-
tron needed for the older Moodies numbers,
a Yamaha CS80, a special dual manual
Oberheim 8 -voice for strings on numbers
such as 'Nights in White Satin', a Novatron
loaded with special effects tapes, a Roland
Vocoder Plus, and a Roland Jupiter 4.

Additional effects are provided by a
Roland CSQ 600 sequencer linked to a CR78
rhythm unit and Roland SH2 synthesiser, a
set of Moog Taurus bass pedals, and a
Clavitar with an Oberheim 4 -voice module.
The guitar -like Clavitar allows Patrick to
move about on stage, and he now has two,
the older duophonic version and the newer
monophonic which is simpler to set up and
use on stage.

Discography
Solo
Future Memories I
Out in the Sun
Patrick Moraz (Primitivisation)
The Story of i
Yes
Relayer
Yesshows

Moody Blues
Long Distance Voyager
Others
Coexistence (with Syrinx)
Lifetimes (with Diana Hubbard)
Refugee (with Refugee)

Carrere
Charisma
Charisma
Charisma

Atlantic
Atlantic

Polygram

Carrere
Deleted
Deleted

All the keyboards are DI'd through
special Claire Brothers 48V phantom power-
ed DI/splitter boxes and fed to the PA mixer
and/or Pat Buckley's keyboard mixer. On
stage the keyboards are only lightly treated
with echo, usually an AKG Echo Tower or a
Master Room echo plate on the mixer.

Gene Claire, who has engineered for the
Moodies since 1968, takes charge of the PA
sound, which although it isn't necessarily
very complex has to reflect the symphonic
style of the band.

Justin Hayward on guitars uses three
SE30 amps, John Lodge uses two Hiwatt
amps for his bass and a Roland Combo for
his amplified acoustic guitar, and the band is
completed by Graeme Edge on drums and
Ray Thomas on flutes. Patrick doesn't need
any kind of synchronising pulse from the
other members of the band for his key-
boards, although he does sometimes fill in
for the bass guitar using foot pedals.

Usually this is during the more subdued
tracks in the set, which give him his only
chance to sit down! The set typically opens
with a sequencer effect on the Jupiter 4
faded in on the keyboard mixer as the band
take to the stage, with Patrick's CS80
mounted on a rolling riser at the front of the
keyboard stacks to give him access. The
Oberheim 8 -voice is mounted on top of the
left-hand stack to give access to the tuning
controls of its sixteen oscillators. Normally
the channel for the Roland Vocoder Plus,
CR78, Jupiter 4 and SH2 is left open on the
main desk and for tracks such as 'Gemini
Dream' from 'Long Distance Voyager' Pat
Buckley is responsible for bringing up the
volume of these instruments on his mixer at
the appropriate times.

The Moodies
Patrick explains that he doesn't take

many solos during a typical Moody Blues set
because his job is more to fit in with the

10 JANUARY 1983 E&M M



production of an overall symphonic sound.
"The Moodies music is simple enough, but
some of it is very symphonic. I write most of
my parts down, or the producer does it, but
usually only after it's all on tape because
during rehearsals I can memorize the
keyboards parts. I discuss lines with the
producer and come into the studio with
various improvisations or various options,
like a kaleidoscope of tone colours and
echoes - although it's important not to let
echoes take the place of inspiration."

"I'm writing music down more now, but
don't have to, because I'm used to picking it
up by ear. I did an interview in America and
the guy took fifteen days to transcribe a
piece of my music, so there's no point for
me, when I can remember it. I don't think it's
vital to be able to read or write any music."

"The next Moody Blues album should be
out by March. 'Long Distance Voyager' was a
magical album for me, but I think this one
will be even better; I'm more used to working
with the band now, and it's a winning team in
the musical sense, and at least in the USA in
the commercial sense as well."

"The institutional policy is that anyone
can write songs, although John Lodge and
Justin Hayward tend to produce most. For
instance, I've got fifty songs I could offer
now, but that doesn't mean one of them has
to go on the album. We come along with
chords, a melody line and words, which we
then all help to orchestrate. In the studio I'm
using the Yamaha GS1 with doubled, tripled
or quadrupled programmes to get the sort of
rich orchestral sounds the Moodies need."

"Some strategic points in the set need a
string or a choir sound, but I'm trying to move
away from those; I'm like a mirror, if I hear a
sound I will reflect it and respond by putting
my own contribution to it. I also did thirty-five
film scores, including the Cannes Film
Festival prizewinner 'The Invitation', and
found I got a feeling from an image or from
the words which told me what should go with
them."

Future Memories I and II
"My improvisations often work in the

same way. The trigger is often a picture, a
thought or a fantasy, such as a rose
unfolding and growing, which would give
something very simple but orchestral (illus-
trated on Demo Cassette 9 using Yamaha
GS1, CS7OM and other synthesisers); or a
lizard, an iguana, which would give some-
thing more percussive and menacing, with
fast swirling 'cello sounds to represent the
heat of the desert and mirages" (illustrated
on the cassette using GS1, sequencer and
keyboards).

"On Future Memories, my set of live
improvisations for Swiss TV, I didn't see the
video, which was superimposed on blue -
painted parts of the scenery by Ch roma-key.
So I partly took ideas from the clothes I was
wearing for each section, mediaeval, or
futuristic, and so on. We had six TV cameras
in my studio, which has one enormous room
and one small one for mixdown and
overdubs, and we had all the TV trucks
outside in the street, sometimes from nine
o' clock in the morning."

"All the tracks on the first Future
Memories LP (still available as part of
E&MM's November 82 special offer) were
totally improvised, although some of the
others were based on backing tracks already
on the 24 track tape which were synchro-
nised to the video pictures."

"I use a lot more keyboards in the studio
than on tour with the Moodies, and some-
times two drum machines running simul-
taneously, an ARP sequencer linked to a set
of Simmons drum pads, and most im-
portantly the Yamaha GS1. We told Yamaha
about the Future Memories idea and they
immediately said we could have one on loan,

E&MM JANUARY 1983

and asked where we wanted it!"
"We shot Future Memories in four days,

and now we're hoping to have it shown on
Channel Four - Yamaha are interested too.
Each improvisation is based around a
certain riff or melody, some of it is in a jazz or
boogie style, but I don't want to be classified
as a jazz musician. I love jazz, but I play in a
classical style as well, I improvise, I play with
the Moodies and so on."

Songs and Influences
"Also in the last year I've written fifty

pieces of music including a piano concerto
and a ballet. The School of Ballet in Senegal
are going to produce my third album,
Primitivisation, and I've started to write more
songs and sing myself now."

"People don't know that I sing, but I

always did harmony vocals on my solo
albums, sometimes using the Vocoder after
Herbie Hancock first showed me how to use
it. I have a special way of writing lyrics in
English even though it isn't my first lan-
guage; I use a glossary of words for each
song just as I'd use a selection of sounds for
an instrumental, so for instance a song like
'How Basic Can You Get?' will use all the
terminology of computers."

"In that song (also part of November's
special offer) I talk about the 'Basic'
computer language, and my 'Pet' computer
and so on. Some of the vocals are done with a
Vocoder, although the overall sound isn't
intended to be mechanical."

"I also write songs in French and other
languages; I've always been interested in a
trans -cultural approach, using Brazilian
drummers or Rumanian panpipes (as on
Coexistence, the remaining LP in the special
offer pack). It's only now that the UK record
industry is becoming transcultural, but I've
always has this approach because of my
travels. I've been to Africa about fifty times, I
lived in Brazil for five years, and I've played
jazz festivals from Sao Paulo to Montreux. I
love travelling, and I play with the local
musicians whenever I can, or just listen to
them. I don't notate their music, I just get the
feel of it."

"I play percussion, vibes, saxophone,
trumpet, trombone and alpenhorn as well as
keyboards, and sometimes I end up playing
all the Latin American percussion on a track
as I did on some parts of Coexistence. Some
of the time signatures and rhythms I use are
quite involved, giving a jazzy fell or some-
times an Eastern feel, and I've been
influenced by Japanese and Chinese music."

"In school and when I studied under
classical musicians like Clara Haskil I had to
learn to write music and study in a formal
way, but I soon realised the academic
approach would put me in a kind of bondage

which would inhibit me from crossing
musical boundaries. If you want to write
music down you can even do it with a
machine like the new Yamaha now, but
there's still no substitute for listening to and
playing as much music as you can from as
many different cultures as possible."

"You should learn first to copy any kind of
music you like, from the Beatles to Miles
Davis, Chick Corea, Led Zeppelin, The Police
or the Human League. Learn all the para-
meters, the sounds, the production methods;
it's not like twenty years ago when you just
had a Hammond organ and a piano, now you
have to understand each different sound of a
synthesiser, each different waveshape and
so on. Machines can be programmed to
make playing more instant, but you still need
to know the chords in the first place!"

Instruments and Music
"I love the Yamaha GS1, which is all

digithl, but I don't have the Fairlight or
Synclavier yet. I've seen them both, but at
the moment I'm happy with the Novatron
with one of my own effects tapes on each
key; it's practical, cheap, and an integral part
of my improvisations."

"Obviously we're entering a time of new
technology, a new era for music, but I think
even with machines to help you it's im-
portant to have a musical mind. I'm very
lucky in this way; I have a sort of photo-
graphic memory for music which lets me
reproduce my improvisations at once as
soon as I've played them, or I could do an
instant transcription."

"I don't think about particular keys when
I'm improvising, about major or minor,
because you could have a very menacing
feeling played in a minor key or a major key;
it's not important whether I play a cluster or
an augmented seventeenth or whatever, it's
the shape or the intensity of the sound, or
even the spacing of a single note, which
produces the feeling."

"I've had to put back a new studio album
because of commitments with the Moody
Blues, but I've got Future Memories II to put
out, and then I'll just keep on working and
composing. However much I use a particu-
lar style, like rock or jazz or reggae, or a
particular keyboard like the Jupiter 8 or the
GS1 or the Clavitar, I won't become cliched, I
won't stick to a particular style or keyboard or
formula. For me, it's important always to be
creative; my music is an escape, it helps to
keep me in balance." E&M M

Future Memories 1, Coexistence and the
single 'How Basic Can You Get' are still
available at the special offer price of
£6.99 (inc. p&p, add 90p overseas).
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Micromusic
Analogue to Spectrum to Analogue

In the November Micromusic article we
described a circuit which allowed the
Spectrum computer to control a IV/

octave synthesiser. However, after a few
hours of laborious note programming into
the sequencer program, it was obvious that
some other method of note entry was
required - enter the A/D.

Adding the circuitry shown in Figure 1 to
the previous controller (November '82, page
16, Figure 1) allows the Spectrum sequencer
to store notes entered directly from an
analogue keyboard, again with a 1V/Octave
span.

Circuitry
The main component in the additional

circuitry is obviously the Analogue to Digital
Converter (ADC0804). This device is shown
connected in its 'free -running' mode, ie it is
converting continuously. The IC has an
internal clock circuit based around a Schmitt
trigger requiring only an external capacitor
and resistor (across pins 4 and 19) to
operate. The free running mode requires a
'kick-start' to begin converting, this is
provided the transistor connected to pins
3 and 5, WR and I'M respectively. When the
circuit is first powered up a short pulse is
generated by the capacitor/resistor network
across the logic supply rails. This pulse turns
on the transistor pulling WR low and starting
conversion.

The 'power -on reset' pulse is also used to
reset the INS 8255 (pin 35), this sets up all
the ports as inputs -a necessary step since
the tri-state option of the A/D is not used.

To allow a IV/Octave system to be used
the scale of the A/D must be set to 5.33V.
(Each semi -tone raises the voltage by
1/12th of a volt and since the system can
accommodate 64 semi -tones - 64 x 1/12 =
5.33V).

To allow for differing keyboard offsets a
preset voltage is applied to pin 7 input. This
is subtracted from the CV input (pin 6).
Therefore if the lowest key on the keyboard
gives an output of 1V and the highest 4V, the
preset should be set to 1V to trim out the
offset. The CV input now appears to be 0-3V
which would allow notes from 1C to 3C to be
displayed from the program.

The other input is the gate signal which
requires an input of 6-15V. This signal tells
the computer to load the analogue data and
move to the next step.

Programme
The small section of programme shown

in Figure 2 is a direct replacement for the
'write' routine in the previous sequencer
programme (November 82, page 72, Figure
2 lines 1000 to 1670).

The first new lines (1080-1100) interro-
gate port C. If bit 0 is set, ie a key has been
pressed (gate high) then the programme
jumps out of the loop and onto line 1110. If
bit 1 is set then a 'rest' is required. This high
level is provided by the switch used 'reset' in
the play mode. A dummy 'rest' note is set and
the programme jumps to 1120. If bit 2 is set
then 'break' is required. This high level is
12

Figure 1. Additions to the Synth Controller.

provided by the switch used as 'break' in the
play mode. If none of the above then the
programme loops back to line 1080. The
data from the A/D is read in with line 1110
and converted to one of 64 steps. If this input
is greater than 47, ie more than 4 octaves,
then the program returns for another input,
otherwise the input is stored in the memory
location pointed to by s+a (base address
plus displacement). The list subroutine is
then called to display the entry. If all inputs
are 0, ie all keys and switches released, the
programme returns for another note - this
prevents multiple entries when a key or
switch is held down.

The prototype casing and controls.

Calibration
The calibration procedure is as follows:

Measure the output voltage from the key-
board when the lowest C is pressed - this
voltage should be noted and set on the
'offset' preset, then set the 'scale adjust' to
give 5.33V at pin 20..To check calibration
type in the following line.
10 PRINT INT (IN 159/4); " "; AT 0,0:GO TO
10

This gives an output of the keyboard in
decimal numbers at the top of the screen.
The lowest C should give 0 increasing by 1
with each semi -tone, 12 with each Octave.
Minor adjustments of 'scale adjust' and
'offset' should be made to prevent jitter
between numbers.

Operation
The basic sequencer operation is similar

to previous explanations except for the
'write' selection. After entering the number
of notes, the entries are made directly from
the synthesiser keyboard. The 'reset' button
is pressed for a Rest and the 'break' button to
clear the selection if a mistakle has been
made.

Housing
The prototype was housed in the plastic

box shown in the photo. A small power
supply was included for the ±15V rails with a
+5V regulator supplying the logic from the
9V Sinclair supply. All synthesiser con-
nections are made to the top panel with
3.5mm jacks, while the computer is con-
nected with a suitable edge connector.
Kenneth McAlpine E&MM

1000 REM Lr to sequence,leiet PRINT "WRITE :BODE
SEQUENCE " ;1020 PRINT n -r 0; "STEP--; prr ..B;
"GC:TRUE"; F4T 4- ,18; "NOTE"1050 INPUT "En te r N o f t ee "
;1): IF b<0 OR b >64 THEN GO TO 10
30
1040 IF b=0 THEN Gn TO
1050- LET s p =01060 POKE=
1070 FOR 3=1 TO b1060 IF IN 223=1 THEN CO TO 11102.010 IF IN 223=-2 THEN LET note- =50: SO TO 1120109E IF IN 223=4 THEN GO TO 1000
1100- GO TO 10Eie
1110 LET note=INT tIN 159/43
1115 IF ni-47- THEN LET a=a-1:
GO TO 1140
1120 POKE s+a,ntate*4
1130 GO SUB 317e
1135 IF IN 223(:,Z THEN Y.r TO 113
5
114-0 NEXT a
1240

12E,G
1270

INPUT Pt ay o r o " w
T2'4=7K1- TO
TH,FAY-11- r4O TO 3

GO TO 1000-
Figure 2. New 'Write' section to allow keyboard entry.
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TR 606
programmable rhythm machine

with all the features £185

r 1

10 Baddow Road
Chelmsford Essex
Tel:352490

JP 8
The amazing Jupiter, now
available with interface to

MC4B with OP8/0C8

TB 303
Bargain of the century! A complete
bass synth and sequencer in one,

for only £199

NEW JUNO 60!
Look at these features!

Arpeggiator, Fantastic 6 note
polyphonic 56 memories.

NOW IN STOCK
Only £999!.

JUNO 8
Roland's bestselling polysynth
At an amazing discount price.

P.O.A.

NEW EP60601
This brand new keyboard includes
two channels, equalizers, arpeggiator
and built in speaker. Just f499

IEQUErniaL Ci3CUiral inc

Pro 1 £335

Main South East Dealer!

i !Final
Pro 5 £2650

DRUMSTORE SPECIALS °"' 50 lots always Irt st,,k
the South East , agest

Premier strike back! With the
incredible value ROYALE' 5 Drums
and stands Still only £299

1

At last great sounding
electronic drums! £199

1,4 TURBO
Direct from France! We now have

, these terrific new kits in both Standard
' and Extra deep versions New

chain operated pedals Fantasnclt
5 Drum Kit £650
Cymbal Stands £28
Boom Stands £38
Stool £22
Rototom Stand £28
B.D. Pedal f46
Hi Hat £49

SUPER SPECIALS

LAcoustic Guitars

Sequencer
£795

Simmons Electronic Drums
We are the only Essex
agent All in stock and on demo

,  r7-71,-.  :
v CLAP TRAP1Vi ,

CLAP TRAP
Programmable Handclap
Synthesizer now in stock
.1.115

FESTIVAL SERIES washburn.-`1
Incredible prices +
free case worth £65!
Tanglewood £225
Woodstock £199 Electric Guitars
Monerey £225 + Basses

FUTURE MUSIC JANUARY SALE
New Keyboards
Yamaha CS5, brand new £199
Roland Promars ex demo £550
S/H Keyboards
Roland JP4 £750
Roland RS09 £295
Hohner Clavinet £250
Casio 301 f195

STAGE SERIES
Incredible Prices!
A10 £135
A15 £150
A20 £165
A20V £175

WING SERIES.
Incredible Prices'
Raven £99
Hawk £150
Falcon £195
Eagle £250

TR 808
Roland's top of the line rhythm

composer, with every feature imaginable
Now only £495

STOP PRESS
SH 101

Fantastic new
portable synthesizer from
Roland, Available NOW.
Battery powered with a
host of special features.
Arpeggiator, Remote control
arm, plus fantastic 100
note sequencer

V

K
The new concept in kit projects.
Easily assembled, top quality components
at a price you can't ignore.

OSK 100 Distortion Prices on application
CMK 100 Compressor
PHK 100 Phaser
TAK 100 Tuning Amp
EMK 100 Metronome
FLK 100 Flanger
CHK 100 Chorus
MXK 100 Stereo Channel Mixer
GEK 100 10 Band Graphic
DMK 100 Delay Machine
PCK 100 Percussion Synth
RMK 100 Programmable Rhythm

Full Range of Boss Pedals
In Stock at Great Prices

A4-4
FD8 trackstr

a c ktracks oo nil
://:,',' .Dolbyby cC

A2-2 track stereo o Dolby C

250 Multitracker, the most versatile 4
track cassette available
350 Mixer, incredibly compact but
sophisticated mixer, with or without
meterbndge

The personal multitrack miracle
now at reduced prices. Call for
a quote)

Coming soon, stereo reverb and compressor limiter

Rhodes 54
Rhodes 73

In Stock

Blazers from £155
AS50 semi -acoustic £299
AM50 semi -acoustic £255
Blazer Bass £175
Musician Bass £325

Full range of Ibanez guitars and
basses in stock now. Phone for
details.

FUTURE MUSIC JANUARY SALE - FUTURE MUSIC JANUARY
Korg MS10 £150
Compac Piano £155
New amps
Yamaha JX30 £135
Yamaha JX40 £150
Kustom 60W 2x12 como £199
Kustom 100W bass top. £175
Kustom 130W lead top £225

Kustom 4x12 cab £175

S/H amps
Vox AC 30 £145
Lab Series 100W 2x12 £225
Roland JC160 £425
Fender Pro Rev Top £125

[fast Mail Order, No Deposit H.P. Barclay Card, American Express, Access?

2050 Line Mix
3050 Delay

3030 Graphic
3040 Dolby 'C'

NEW RHODES CHROMA
Introducing the incredible new Chroma. The analogue
digital hybrid with evewthingl 16 note totally
programmable with a vast memory capacity. Computer
interface, built-in sequencer. Programmable touch
sensitivity. All this for only £3799. On demonstration
NOW!

Squier/USA vintage guitars now in
stock. Super Champ, Princeton II,
twin reverb and a complete range of
new amps in stock now. Phone for
details.

Telephone number'

Please send me the following goods:

I enclose a cheque/Postal Order for £
Or please debit my Access/Visa Account
No'

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 (

Signature'

NO DEPOSIT H.P. AVAILABLE

Please send me details on the following goods: 11 en-
close a large s.a.e.).



Completing our look at a typical TV
After last month's introduction to the
TV South studio in Gillingham we can
now look in more detail at the technical

equipment involved in a typical studio set-
up, and the way it was used in the recording
of Thomas Dolby's first concert with his
three-piece band.

The recording was being made using four
video channels. Two related to portable
shoulder mounted cameras, one at each
side of the stage, which were occasionally
taken onto the stage for close-ups of the
performers, keyboards orprojection screens.
The third was a podium -mounted camera in
front of the stage for two shots, and the fourth
a rostrum -mounted unit about 12 feet above
floor level at the back of the studio floor.

Live sound mixing can become compli-
cated, and in addition to the onstage
foldback mixer there was a PA mixer next to
the rostrum camera, and a TV sound mixer in
one of the sealed control rooms. With more
conventional bands, each mike on stage
would be fed to a splitter box so differing
mixes can be made. In the case of a largely
synthesised band direct injection is the
order of the day, and so the danger of
feedback is removed and problems are
generally simplified.

The other control room is, of course, for
vision control. The basic staff are a director

--... ,

music programme recording session.
and a vision mixing engineer, although
increasingly there's a need for a vision
effects engineer capable of using the
QUANTEL and other sophisticated MPU
controlled effects generators. The vision
mixing engineer's job can be likened to that
of a sound engineer, although in most cases
the desired result is the correct choice of
output channel rather than a correct balance
between several outputs.

Although the vision mixing engineer has
in the past had control of basic effects such
as superimposition of two pictures, cross -
fade (where one picture becomes brighter as
another fades out) or fade to black, the
position is no longer so simple. There are
scores of different types of cross -fade,
including diagonal, fan wipe, box inserts,
standard key and chroma key and highly
specialised digital techniques (such as used
on Top of the Pops of Kenny Everett's show)
and so the exact requirements of the job will
depend on the technology available (a point
which has not escaped the attention of the
broadcasting trade unions). 'Off the Record'
specialises in various types of wipes and
inserts boxed in by a glowing, neon -like

surround, an effect which can add an air of
high technology to the most basic of
techniques.

The band got as far as the end of the first
song before having to re -start it due to a
technical problem apparently in the TV
sound mix. Frantic consultations between
the stage managers and control room staff
were facilitated by radio mike/headphone
sets, basically a headphone/microphone
combination attached to a walkie-talkie
which avoids all the old problems of walking
across the studio floor while attached to the
wall by 20 yards of cable.

The second song had been underway for
all of a minute before everything ground to a
halt again. After a certain amount of cursing
and some glib padding from the floor
manager, everything got under way again
and, to everyone's credit, the whole event
was very enjoyable both as a concert and as
an exercise in TV production. Dolby's echoed
vocals blended smoothly with the overall
sound mix, and the emphasis on deep bass
rhythms from the Simmonds kit and Micro-
moog produced a powerful impression.

The Jupiter 8 and Simmonds pads were
shared between two keyboard players (often
at the same time!) and Dolby was able to
make setting changes on the PPG's Volker -
Craig VDU between numbers. The slide
projectors were also synchronised to one of
the PPG's 8 channels, but a definite human
feel was preserved despite the high tech-
nology approach. The final number before
an encore of 'Science' emphasised this, with
a long 'drum solo' on computer and elec-
tronic drums and unusual percussive set-
tings on the Jupiter 4.

The final number before an encore of
'Science' emphasised this; Dolby had
chosen to cover Joni Mitchell's 'Jungle Line',
complete with a lengthy African drum solo
on the computer and suitably tribal per-
cussive presets on the JP4.

While Dolby's computer 'Henry' provides
much of the interest of his performances, it
has been and continues to be somewhat
erratic under stage conditions - witness the
problems during the recent Marquee con-
cert. However, the richness it can give to a
live performance without resorting to back-
ing tapes makes a Dolby concert ideal
television material.

In the future musicians will have to think
long and hard whether they, too, are ideal
television material. Video as a medium is still
relatively young but developing fast, and to
neglect its potential as an artistic and a
commercial tool is to severely limit the
possible appeal of your music, whatever its
style.
Mark Jenkins E&MM

Patchbay.
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WRAISLOW
CUE

L The firm for Speakers

Bigger and Better for 1982
the colourful Wilmslow Audio brochure
-the definitive loudspeaker catalogue!

Everything for the speaker constructor - kits, drive units,
components for HiFi and PA.
50 DIY HiFi speaker designs including the exciting new
dB Total Concept speaker kits, the Kef Constructor range,
Wharf dale Speakercraft, etc.
Flatpack cabinet kits for Kef, Wharldale and many others.

* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort of our *
two listening lounges

(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *

Send £1.50 for catalogue
(cheque, M.O. or stamps - or phone with your credit card number)

* Access-Visa -American Express accepted *
also HiFi Markets Budget Card.

wamsuntmon
The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

STUDIO SUPPLY
SERVICE

061.928 5037
Make a quality demo without watching
the studio clock & breaking the bank.
Why not do it yourself? Advice is free

and equipment operation and set up is
demonstrated at the beginning of hire

if required.
8 TRACK PACKAGE -6150 PER WEEK
Fostex 8 track/Dolby C & Fostex mixer

& Teac 2 track/DBX & AKG microphone
& stand & 2 reels Ampex tape & free
delivery/collection Manchester area.

PORTASTUDIO PACKAGE -E25 PER DAY
Portastudio & Stereo Cassette Deck & Adt

& Headphones & AKG microphone & stand

LINN DRUM - New Model
Now available in the North West
the ultimate in drum machines

ATTENTION SINGER/SONGWRITERS
Add Drums & Bass to your songs. The Roland
TR808 & Bassline sound great and work in

sync together U0 the pair per day

061-928 5037 B201wP oornyvS at

le, Cheshire

"Vr

AME3EK
KITS

111 BRITAIN'S No.
MAIL-ORDER SERVICE

IOur unique 7 day money back guarantee gives
you complete confidence in ordering the latest
technology through the post.

(Roland KEYBOARDS

as i',148-464Willik.O.K.It taft

H

ROLAND SM 101 249 ROLAND CR 8000 325 ROLAND FP11 299
ROLAND JUNO 6 625 ROLAND TR 808 550 ROLAND HP60 425
ROLAND JUNO 60 999 ROLAND TR 606 199 ROLAND HP70 525
ROLAND JUPITER 8 3250 ROLAND TB 303 199 ROLAND Guitar

Synth complete 695

AMPS
ROLAND CUBE 40K 179 ROLAND BOLT 30 175 ROLAND PA 80 325

ROLAND CUBE 60K 239 ROLAND BOLT 60 325 ROLAND PA150 475

ROLAND CUBE 60B 219 ROLAND BOLT 100 495 ROLAND SST 120 350

ROLAND CUBE 100 295 ROLAND SPIRIT 30 139 ROLAND 12 into 2
Mixer 895

ROLAND JC50 250 ROLAND JC120 475

CASIO 403
CASIO 701

Cy YAMAHA
MINI KEYBOARDS
PSI 79

PS 3 129

CS01 159

PC100 279

KORG
MS 10 225
MS 20 375

Mono/poly 599
Poly six 1050
NEW TRIDENT II 1950

275
455

CASIO
CASIO
CASIO
CASIO

CASIO

VL TONE 35

MT70 199
101 199
202 275

POLYPHONIC
SK10 325

SKIS 550

SK 20 695
CP 30 899
0570M 2.495
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HOME RECORDING DEPT.
NOW OPEN AT ADDLESTONE BRANCE
SELLING ALL TASCAM 4 TRACK
EQUIPMENT Including the amazing 244
portastudio

BOSS
Full range of Boss pedals at
amazing prices. Send for f ree AVAILABLE AT LOW LOW
colour catalogue & price. PRICES.

 INSTANT CREDIT al 110 PA

Phone in your credit card number for
instant despatch

4-16 HIGH ST. ADDLESTONE SURREY
Tel 0932 40139/57877

also at
56 SURBITON RD. KINGSTON SURREY

01.546 9877
19 WEST ST. DORKING SURREY

0306 886999
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London now has another specialist key-
board shop forthe aspiring synthesist to
eye up the latest technology, and yet

there has been no sign of frantic building
work, no time-consuming shopfitting, and
above all no soul-destroying search for new
premises in Central London.

The solution to the conundrum lies in the
re -organisation of the Rose -Morris store at
81 Shaftesbury Avenue. While long estab-
lished as a music shop specialising in Korg
and Roland equipment, the store will in-
creasingly in the future become divided into
two parts, the Rose -Morris shop on the
ground floor and the Capital Keyboard
Centre on the first floor. Rose -Morris like to
describe the first floor as "a n 'Aladdin's Cave'
for the synthesiser player, with more than a
hundred synthesisers always in stock", and
have made sure not only that much more
than the complete Korg and Roland cata-
logue is there, but also that a wide range of
keyboard accessories are available.

Accordingly at the top of the stairs sits a
large display of PA and combo amplification,
including Laney, Vox and Carlsbro. Many of
these amps are suitable for keyboards, but
the display really belongs with the guitar
department and should find its way down-

Korg, Roland and much more at Capital.
16

stairs eventually. Rose -Morris have a fran-
chise for the Laney products and manu-
facture Vox equipment themselves, also
importing Ovation, Eko and Guyatone quite
apart from their keyboard lines. Clearly the
shop intends to offer a wide choice of
products both within and outside the range
of Rose -Morris specialties.

Manager and keyboard specialist Bern-
ard Jones explained that the shop had to
compete with other specialist keyboard
centres in London, but felt they could also
win out by stocking otherequipment such as
studio effects, rhythm machines and record-
ing equipment. From an original stock of
eighteen keyboards to the opening of the
Centre at the end of October 1982, Rose -
Morris have always been associated with
Korg, Roland and Casio, and even with
Teisco in the days when they used the brand
name Kawai.

This direct association with individual
manufacturers has paid off, for instance in
the availability of Korg's EPS-1 piano and
SDD 3000 Delay for the opening day some
months ahead of their official release on a
commercial basis. Another novelty from
Korg at the opening ceremony was a giant
MS20, one of only four in the world, intended

Opening ceremony: Rio Takahasi (Korg), Neil
Carter (UFO), Robert Castle and Peter J. Clarke
(RoseMorris).

for educational use and hung on the wall
complete with its built-in speaker and
amplifier.

Among other more conventional key-
boards, the Capital Keyboard Centre stocks
the best-selling Roland Juno 6, Juno 60 and
SH-101, and the flagship Jupiter 8; Teisco's
monophonic 601 and 1107 and four -note
polyphonic, and old favourites such as the
Korg Lambda and Sigma. Add itionallythere's
the Korg MS10, MS20 and Sequencer, and
all the useful accessories such as Foot
Controllers and Interfaces.

Preset synths such as the Korg Micro
Preset are also well represented, as well as a
wide range of pianos from Korg's new
Symphonic range to Hohner Pianets. All the
latest Casio equipment is neatly displayed
on multiple stands, while a glass cabinet at
the rear of the shop contains much of the
studio equipment which helps to make
Capital more than just a keyboard centre.

Heavily featured over the next few
months will be RSD's Studio 4 products,
which Rose -Morris feel will give Teac and
Fostex a run for their money. RSD's range
includes a rackable 8;4 keyboard mixer and
a mixer/cassette multitrack combination
claimed to be more flexible than the
Portastudio.

Also present are effects such as the MXR
Auto Phaser and Flanger, again rack mount-
ing, digital delays, the Amdek range as
featured in E&MM, and The Kit together with
its percussion accessories. Other percuss-
ion includes the TR606 Drumatix, the
TR808, and the TB303 Bassline for a little
automatic backing.

The future seems bright for Capital. Rose -
Morris have a long tradition of supplying
prestigious names, from Adamas guitars for
Cliff Richard to synthesisers for Jim David-
son and for The Moody Blues and equipment
for Status Quo, Dexy's Midnight Runners and
The Clash. Business seems good, with
twenty SH-101's selling in two days, a
turnover of twenty thousand pounds a week
around Christmas and further space being
cleared for keyboards as fast as possible.

The next phase in the plan is to introduce
some form of education scheme running
over a few evenings, which without being a
full-scale 'synthesiser school' (an idea which
has been tried in the past with limited
success) will at least provide hands-on
experience for only a small cover charge.
Bernard Jones and Rob Castle will handle
the playing side, while Dave Peterson will
deal more with the technical aspects.

With such varied stock and unusual plans
for the future, the Capital Keyboard Centre
seems certain to establish itself as a major
force in keyboard merchandising almost
immediately. E&M M
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nTHE BRITISH MADE

ANTAi.X®

VISUAL
CHORD FINDER
A COMPLETE SELF -TEACHING CHORD FINDER

FOR ORGAN,PIANO AND SYNTHESISER.
I

FITS ALL STANDARD SIZE KEYBOARDS

.
MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY BRINGS

THE VISUAL CHORD
FINDER SHOWN ON A

STANDARD ORGAN KEYBOARD

A BREAKTHROUGH IN SELF -TEACHING
DIRECTS FINGERS TO CORRECT NOTES
OVER 1000 CHORDS & INVERSIONS
AUTOMATIC BASIC CHORD SELECTION FOR
BEGINNERS
ORGAN PEDAL NOTES INDICATED
CONFIRMS CORRECT CHORD PLAYED
SAVES HOURS OF PRACTICE
PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY SEQUENCE
SUITS ALL CHORD SYSTEMS
A BOON TO KEYBOARD TEACHERS

R.R.P. f79.95
PLUS POST & PACKING £1.50

PLEASE (a) SEND DETAILS OF THE V.C.F. SHARMA ORGANSI-1

(b) SUPPLY I 1 VC F.(s) £81.45 (Inc. P&P)

i ENCLOSE CHEQUE/P.O. FOR

PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE TEL:

E&MM 1 83

BRIAN SHARP,
(VOTED TOP MODERN ORGANIST OF THE YEAR)

Quite Amazing! I can't think of any budding or
accomplished organist who would not benefit from
using the V.C.F.
I like the special beginners cord section.
TREVOR DANIELS,
(BMUS LRAM AMUSTCL A.R.C.O. A.LCM ARCM ABC.A.(T.D)
A must for anyone who wants to play beautiful
harmony.
For beginners or buskers up to sophisticated jazz and
theatre organ players. The V.C.F. is your left hand's
best friend.

THE VISUAL CHORD FINDER IS
BUILT INTO THE ALL BRITISH

SHARMA'
HOME ORGANS

(FULL INFORMATION ON PRICES, SPECIFICATION,
DISTRIBUTION & DEMONSTRATIONS OF

SHARMA ORGANS FROM ANTALEXI

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE FROM THE
MANUFACTURERS OR YOUR LOCAL

ORGAN DEALER

ANTALEX --isr marketing Ltd.
Unit 5, Laurence Industrial Estate,
Eastwoodbury Lane,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS2 6RH
Tel: (0702) 512123.
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Westone
Concord Bass 1

If you were a wily Japanese guitar maker
who wanted to project a good image in a
market still prejudiced in favour of

Western instruments, would you call your
guitars Matsumoku, or Westone? No prizes
for guessing, but I'm afraid the game is up,
Mr Matsumoku; the neck plate of this
Westone bass has your name stamped on it.
Not to worry, though. I don't know much
about Westone, but I do know what I like, and
I like the Concord. It makes me wish I

needed a bass so I could buy one for myself!

First Impressions
When my friend and I were photo-

graphing the Concord, we also took my
Precision and Jazz basses for present and
forthcoming ''Hot Wiring" articles. Now, I'd
always thought that the Precision was a
pretty good-looking instrument, and the Jazz
even more so, but this neat sli m line Westone
made them both look quite lumpy, some-
how! You can judge for yourselves, anyway,
from the appropriate photograph.

The good impressions start earlier than
this, in fact; the bass came in an exceedingly
smart well -fitting shaped case (not included
in the price) which contained a selection of
freebies to further reward the lucky
purchaser. There was an Allen key for
adjusting the truss rod (although you
shouldn't, really); there were two plectrums
of different weights, and there was a
connecting lead.

Quite simply, this is the best free lead I've
yet seen with an instrument: I've paid actual
money for worse leads than this, much
worse. To begin with, it doesn't have nasty
moulded plugs that break inside and force
you to chuck the whole lead out; neither does
it have crunchy plastic plugs that split when
you step on them. No, it has proper metal
plugs with strain relief springs, and it's made
up with low noise cable. When you bend it,
ordinary screened cable often makes a
crinkling noise that is actually induced in the
cable itself and reproduced through the
amplifier. Low noise cable can be dis-
tinguished by the layer of black conducting
plastic between the screen and the inner
insulator.

On the debit side, this lead is a bright
yellow colour (so you won't lose it, I suppose)
and in a perfect world it would be a bit longer
than three metres; say twice as long to allow
for some energetic leaping about. Still, who's
going to look a gift horse in the mouth? I
make no apology for going on at such length
about a mere lead; let's hope such thought-
fulness has been lavished on the instrument
as well.

On first playing, without plugging in, the
Concord felt quite stiff - unrefined, if you
like - but it soon loosened up and was very
pleasant to play from that point on. In
particular the strings felt quite flexible, but
not floppy, and playing with the fingers was
especially rewarding. A little investigation
with a tape measure showed that this was
due in part to the scale length - the
vibrating length of the string between the nut
and bridge.

There are two scale lengths in common
18

a

use on basses - 34", which is what Fender
Precision and Jazz basses use, along with
most other modern basses. The Gibson EB
series, and Fender Mustangs and Music -
masters (among others) are short scale, 30",
which makes them easier to play (especially
when using string bending techniques) but
their strings aren't taut enough to give that
snappy sound that's so popular nowadays.
Also, accuracy of intonation is worsened as
the ratio of a string's length to its diameter
gets smaller, and short scale basses can
sound 'soggy' because of this; essentially,
the notes' harmonics tend to be slightly out
of tune with their fundamentals.

The Westone uses a 32" scale length,
which is far more than a numerical com-
promise. Intonation, ease of playing, ease of
string bending, and sound were all very
good. The strings play a part in this too; the
free plectrums have GHS stamped on them,
and I don't get any points for concluding that
this bass is fitted with their strings. They are
certainly a worthy opponent for the ubiqui-
tous Rotosound roundwounds. Thankfully,
imported basses no longer appear in the
shops with horrible flatwound strings fitted
to them; not surprising, really, for uncounted
prospective purchasers must have been

GUITAR REVIEW

N

severely discouraged by the dead clunk that
was all that could be obtained when trying
out one of these instruments.

Construction
The neck feels smooth, pleasant and

easy, and is made of a single piece of maple
with a separate maple fingerboard, plus a
couple of extra little bits laminated on to the
head to make up the width. I'm not too sure
about the use of a single piece of wood for the
neck; unless the timber used is very
carefully selected - and it probably wasn't
on an instrument the price of this one -
warping could occur as time goes by, or if the
guitar is subjected to a change of tempera-
ture and/or humidity. Maybe the finger-
board will hold things steady, but most
manufacturers seem to use laminated necks
nowadays. I'm probably being alarmist,
since the neck has certainly survived the
journey from Japan, but I wouldn't take the
Concord to any rain forests if I were you.

The truss rod is adjusted from the body
end of the neck via a cut-out which allows the
Allen key in. I didn't try it to see if it worked,
and neither should you unless you abso-
lutely know what you're doing (despite the
tool for the job being provided). The fret and
dot inlay work is first class, but the nut is a
grotty plastic item; I don't expect brass, or
even favour it, but a bit more craftsmanship
wouldn't go amiss. The open G string is a bit
loose in its slot, and rattles if you 'whang' it
too hard.

All maple fingerboards need to be
protected from the player's grubby fingers -
and some have exceptionally grubby fingers,
no names, no pack drill. . . One guitar I

renovated had green marks which had sunk
into the fingerboard and really had to be
scraped hard to remove them. A Martian
rock star, perhaps? The protection usually
takes the form of a glossy lacquer which
needs to get a little 'worn in' before it feels
right - to my fingers at least - but Westone
have used a smooth matt finish which is
much more pleasant and feels good straight
away, with no apparent stickiness. The
coating seems a little thin, however, so I hope
it isn't going to wear off too soon.

The neck has 21 frets instead of the more
normal 20, making the top note E. This is a
lot more use than Eb in the keys commonly
used in rock, and I found myself playing it
quite a lot, since it's easy to get to and the
accurate intonation and good strings really
make the top notes sing out. Some reserva-
tions about the neck, then, but it's doing its
job at the moment.

The body is contoured in all the places
you hadn't previously realised you had a
bulge, and is very light and comfortable; you
could take this bass on stage for a long
stretch without wearing a groove in your
shoulder. The lack of weight doesn't seem to
have had a detrimental effect on the sound,
either, which is reassuring.

The Hardware
The hardware is mostly standard - the

all -in -line machine heads look a lot like
Schallers, but aren't. The bridge is Fender
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ROCK CITY MEGA STORE
ALL YOU EVER DREAMED OF. 100's OF GUITARS, AMPS,
KEYBOARDS, DRUMS, ETC. ETC.
KORG KEY CENTRE

KORG POLYSIX IN S7 OCK NOW,

3EQUErlria inc
PRO 5 P.O.A.
SEQUENCER P.O.A.

RING NOW FOR
PRICES WE DARE

NOT PRINT

f365
11,-(=oRoland

JUNO 60 f999
ROLAND JUNO 60 £999
ROLAND JUNO 6 £550
ROLAND EP6060 £499
ROLAND SH101 P.O.A.
ROLAND TR808 £495
ROLAND TR606 £185
ROLAND TB303 £199
ROLAND CR500 P.O.A.
ROLAND CR8000 P.O.A.
ALL ROLAND AMPS, GUITAR SYNTHS, ECHO,

SEQUENCERS IN STOCK
PHONE FOR BEST PRICE!

KORG POLYSIX £P.O.A.
KORG MONOPOLY P.O.A
KORG SP80 PIANO P.O.A.
KORG SP805 PIANO/STRINGS P.O.A.
KORG TRIDENT II P.O.A.
FULL KORG RANGE IN STOCK

Rhodes Chroma

The latest 16 channel pro- ALL RHODES KEYBOARDS
grammable polyphonic syn- IN STOCK!
thesiser with dynamic key- AT CRAZY PRICES
board. IN STOCK NOW

FENDER, FENDER
FENDER SQUIRES
FENDER STRATS
FENDER TELES
FENDER BULLETS
FENDER ACOUSTICS

FENDER PRE BASS
FENDER JAZZ BASS
FENDER TWIN REVERB
FENDER PRO REVERB
FENDER CHAMP
FENDER PRINCETON

10 Mosley Street,
Newcastle on Tyne,
Wear
Tel: 0632-324175

povt°
scow

24
- 224 -4

34
38..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

RING NOW! FOR BEST DISCOUNTS

r1 "00g

MOOG ROGUE f199
HUGE STOCKS AT THESE MAD

PRICES!
MOOG ROGUE £199
MOOG SOURCE P.O.A.
MOOG OPUS P.O.A
MOOG MEMORY MOOG P.O.A.
MOOG LIBERATION P.O.A.
MOOG TAURUS P.O.A.

CASIO

CT -1000P f325

CASIO CT 701 £445
CASIO CT 403 £275
CASIO CT 202 £275
CASIO CT 101 £195
CASIO MT 70 £199
CASIO MT 60 £149
CASIO MT 31 £69
CASIO VL5 £79.95
CASIO VL1 39.95
CASIO VL10 26.95

GIVE US A RING IT WILL BE WORTH IT.

WESTONE & FCN MUSIC
CONGRATULATE HAWKWIND

ON THEIR
CHART BUSTING ALBUM

CHOOSE
YOUR

MASQUES

Viestone
BRITAIN'S No. 1
SELUNG GUITARS

Sole distributors throughout the UK.
Fletcher Coppock & Newman Ltd.,

Morley Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1 RA

Constructor Series Speakers

IT'S
SO

EASY
Have fun, save
money, building
a Kef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
necessary and
the end result is
a proven top-
quality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc.
The cabinets can be 'painted or stained or finished with iron -on veneer or
self adhesive woodg rain vynil.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E.

Prices: CS1 (As 101) £110 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50
CS1A (simplified LS3/5A) £103 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5.50
CS3 las 103.2) £129 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. E10.00

CS5 las Carlton II) £192 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £15.00

CS7 (as Cantata) £250 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £18.00

neWILMSLOW
CHUM

4;(__ The firm for Speakers

:1*

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 lAS
1982 Catalogue - f1.50 post free

ghtning service on telephoned credit card orders! 4,7,
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style, with individual string length and action
adjustments, although no Allen key is
provided for this. The pickup, again, is
Fender Precision style, split into two halves
picking up two strings each. In fact, the
pickup looked a bit like a DiMarzio model P
in a black casing, complete with adjustable
pole pieces (no Allen key again) but I think I
said the wrong thing when I suggested this to
Andy Glover, F, C & N's demo engineer.
They're probably still laughing about me in
the Fletcher, Coppock and Newman can-
teen, because the pickup is Westonethrough
and through. Very good it is too.

A beneficial side effect of all this look -
alike business is that if after a while you
decide you don't like some part of your
Westone bass, it's easy to change it for
something you do like from the vast range of
replacement parts now available, most of
which seem to be Fender style. There should
be no reason to do this straight away, though;
all the bits supplied as standard do their jobs
properly. The machine heads worked
smoothly, and retuning wasn't constantly
necessary during the three weeks or so I had
the bass at home - during which time the
temperature fluctuated quite a bit.

The bridge may not be the heftiest I've
ever seen, but if the Concord sounds this
good with this flimsy piece of bent metal,
what is it going to do with one of those
massive brass items you can buy now? And
perhaps Superwound strings as well? On the
subject of strings, most manufacturers do
string sets for 30" and 34" scale lengths, but
none specifically for 32"; this bass is fitted
with a long scale set, and the wound portions
of the E and A strings (rather than their

Photo by Chris Richardson.

coloured bindings) are wrapped round the
machine head posts. Apparently this can put
a strain on the string's core and sometimes
fracture it; this has never happened to me,
but string makers don't guarantee their
strings under such circumstances.

The action was set quite high - or at least
it seemed high at first, but some flash
playing soon proved possible despite this.
Appearances can be deceptive sometimes.
As high an action as you can comfortably get
away with is an advantage on any sort of
guitar, but especially on bass with the violent
playing styles that are currently in vogue.

The pickup is pretty good, as I men-
tioned, and I can't imagine that you'd be in a
hurry to swap it for something else, except
perhaps as an experiment. The rest of the
circuitry is also standard; a volume control
(which tends to come on suddenly at the end
of its travel), a tone control with a decent
range and a smooth action, and a jack socket
on the front where you can see it, hurrah!

Put all this together, and what have you
got? Quite a persuasive instrument, in fact. A
bass which sounds good if you're a beginner,
and will sound the way you want it to if you're
more experienced; a bass which sounds
good whether you play with fingers, thumb,
plectrum or a big stick. The best news is that
it won't break the bank; the Westone
Concord I costs just £199.95. The case is
extra to keep the basic price to a minimum,
and that will set you back £39.50 extra.

All right, the Concord doesn't have the
sheer authority that the best basses have,
but I'd recommend almost anyone looking
for a new instrument to at least try it out; you
could end up with more change than you'd
expected! I wonder what the other Westone
guitars are like?
Peter Maydew E&MM
The Westone Concord Bass / is distributed in the
U.K. by FCN Music, Morley Road, Tonbridge, Kent.
Tel: 0732 366421.

biggles music
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TO THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

IK_2Roland
EX -STOCK

JUP 8, JUNO 6, SH101.
IN THIS MONTH, THE JUNO 60
6 NOTE POLY, 60 MEMORIES.

HUGE STOCKS,
PHONE FOR UN

STEINBERGER
EX -STOCK

BEST PRICES
BEATABLE QUOTES. 0,04/

oeio-
BASSES 0001; 0'."".1440

Vaairo.OP (<0
(0

C'R)P.SKV\4 c 4<c-

e>A0.;?\-P.

IEQUErKiaL
CRCUir.3 inc

PRICES
SLASHED

MARSHALL, EX -STOCK
BEST DEALS AROUND.

SEQUENCER
SYNTH

PRO I £349.00

JUST IN, THE
AMAZING KIT

FROM SIMMONS,
COME IN AND
GIVE IT A GO!

a
TRACE ELLIOT

EX -STOCK, THE ULTIMATE
IN BASS AMPLIFICATION

NO DEP. H.P. ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, P.X. SERVICE, REPAIR, HIRE 200W -20K.

85 WEST ST, OLD MARKET
BRISTOL TEL: 0272 552147
585319

182 KINGS RD,
TEL: READING
0734 584945

214, EXETER ST,
TEL: PLYMOUTH
0752 29858
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Dian-made music
at it's very finest

by POWERTRAN
For over 2000 years man has entertained himself and his friends
with music played upon instruments he has fashioned with his
own hands. From the earliest pipes of hollow reed in the cradles of
civilisation, the brazen trumpets of ancient Rome, to the subtle
strings of renaissance Europe. Pleasure in the making Pleasure
in the playing and Pleasure in the listening.

Now - in the 1980's its the turn of the electronics age, the age of
Powertran.

In our twelve years of research and development we have
introduced probably the most comprehensive and sophisticated
range of synthesisers and supporting equipment ever offered to
the music making, home constructor.

Each kit is a perfect example of how craftsman -made components,
ingenious design technology, originality of concept -and rigid
quality and price control- combine together in kits that are both
fascinating and satisfying to construct. Our clear step by step
instruction manuals ensure that the kits are well within the
capability of the first time builder as well as the dedicated
enthusiast.

Once you've made your Transcendent Synthesiser you will be
able to make the music of all the ages - from the earliest sounds of
the simple pipe, through the most complex harmonies, to the
most modern tonalities of Stockhausen .... or Steel Eye Span,

Pg1/11:1111
WORLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS

PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANDOVER. HANTS. SP10 3WW

TELEPHONE
(0264) 64455

E&MM JANUARY 1983

NEW! DESTINY Modular Mixer

This versatile modular mixer, featured as a constructional article in
Practical Electronics can be built up to a maximum of 24 inputs, 4
outputs and an auxiliary channel. Each input channel has Mic and
Line inputs, variable gain, bass and treble controls and a
parametric middle frequency equaliser. There are send and return
lacks, auxiliary, pan and fader controls and output group switching.
The output channels have PPM displays and record and studio
outputs. The auxiliary channel also has a PPM display and there is a
headphone monitor jack and a built-in talk -back microphone. The
mixer modules plug into base units each of which takes up to 6
channels. To eliminate hum, the power supply is in a separate
cabinet.

KIT PRICES:
Input channel £19.90 Base unit and wooden front
Output channel £18.50 Pair of mahogany end cheeksf27.50
Auxiliary channel £22.50 Power Supply and cabinet £12.50
Blank Panel £3.00 All prices are VAT exclusive £19.50

TRANSCENDENT POLYSYNTH -- A four octave polyphonic synthesiser with
outstanding design characteristics and versatility and performance to match.

Complete kit f275.00 plus VAT (single voice)
Extra voice lup to three morel £42.00 plus VAT

EXPANDER A new matching 4 voice expander to team up with your
polysynth for even a greater range and capability Complete kit £249.00 plus VAT

TRANSCENDENT DPX -- Offers a five octave keyboard with power to match.
Two audio outputs (can be used simultaneously) to give harpsichord and
piano/honkytonk or reed with strings/brass and both are fully polyphonic.Other
features include switchable touch sensitivity and a chorus ensemble unit with
strong/mild effect switching. An advanced design made simple with our clearly
laid out instruction manual. Complete kit (295.00 plus VAT

TRANSCENDENT 2000 Although only a 3 octave keyboard the '2000'
features the same design ingenuity, careful engineering and quality components
of its larger brethren. The kit is well within the scope of the first time builder -
buy it, build it - play it! You will know you have made the right choice.

Complete kit E165.00 plus VAT

1024 COMPOSER Come right up to the minute with this new design. It will
control your synthesiser with a sequence of up to 1024 notes - or an equal
selection of shorter sequences. The Composer is mains powered with
automatically charged battery to preserve your programme after switch -off.

Complete kit £85.00 plus VAT

DEMONSTRATION TAPE Demonstration tape now available of all three
kits 130 minutes) £2.00

PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence irrespective of any
price changes we will honour all prices in this advertisement until
the end of the month following the month of publication of this
issue (Errors and VAT rate changes excluded)
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost
plus El handling and documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT, or
at current rate if changed. No charge is made for
carriage. Cheques, Access, Barclaycard accepted.

 SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional
service (U.K. mainland only) add £2.50 (VAT
inclusive) per kit FREE ON ORDERS OVER
£100

 SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to
collect kit from the factory, call at
Sales Counter. Open 9a.m.
12 noon 1 4.30p.m.
Monday Friday.
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How many of you are working on a
revolutionary piece of electronic hard-
ware in your 'garden shed' workshop,

hoping that one day your labours will come to
fruition and you'll be running your own
design and manufacturing company whose
success is based on your backroom in-
vention? Well keep at it - because that's
exactly how Sequential Circuits Inc started
life.

Dave Smith is the brains behind SCI. He
started his career in the music industry from
the palatial surroundings of a large cup-
board in his bedroom where he designed
and made sequencers. This was in 1974,
and the exact designation of the product was
the Model 600 Digital Sequencer, a device
that didn't exactly make him rich, but served
as an entree into the synthesiser world. In
1976, he released an updated version of his
sequencer - the Model 800, which did start
to bring in the bucks, enough for him to
invest in some more sophisticated test
equipment, to leave his job at Diablo
Systems and to concentrate solely on his
company - Sequential Circuits Inc.

His next product was a programmer for a
synthesiser (the Model 700) which appeared
in 1977. Now this was something really new
- it enabled owners of instruments such as
Minimoogs, ARP Odysseys, 2600s, and
modular synths to be able to predetermine
the settings of various parameters and to call
them back at a touch of a button. The
programmer of 1977 was very similar to
those we see incorporated in the synths of
today save that the older synths didn't have
many voltage controlled parameter settings
(i.e. you couldn't vary the resonance of the
filter (say) with a CV). This programmer was
therefore a bit limited, nevertheless, in order
to give it as much control as possible over the
final patch, Smith built two voltage con-
trolled ASDR envelopes into the programmer
thus by-passing the synth's envelopes but
enabling their parameters to be stored in
memory - a neat solution.

The programmer brought in even more
money,_ and this was enough to get him
started on his main ambition - to build a
programmable polyphonic synthesiser that
would not be a compromise. In July 1977,
Dave Smith first revealed the Model 1000
Prophet synthesiser, which was available in
five and ten voice format. Unfortunately it
was soon realised that the ten voice module
was inherently unstable, as there just wasn't

enough room in the instrument's elegant
casework to house the extra voices and to
maintain an adequate circulation of air. The
original Prophet 10 was therefore withdrawn,
however there are a handful of these
instruments still around, most of which have
been 'modified' (at some expense) to
maintain their stability.

The Prophet 5 was a winner from the word
go. It was, and still is, a brilliantly designed
instrument, and this is proved by the fact
that even after five years it is still one of the
best selling polyphonic instruments in pro-
duction. The instrument features many
unique design concepts. It is fully pro-
grammable; offers auto tuning (almost
unheard of in 1977); and is a true voice
assignable polyphonic offering two osci-
llators per voice. Although the instrument
was an instant success story, this didn't
mean that SCI didn't have their problems. As
any production engineer will tell you, every
component in your product must be second,
third and even fourth sourced, i.e. if you can't
get parts from your usual supplier then have
a couple of other back-up distributors
readily on hand. Alas, the Prophet was one of
the first instruments to use the SSM (solid
state logic) synthesiser voice chip set, and
inevitably there was a hold up in supplies,
and there was only one source!

This put SCI in a most embarrassing
situation - they had geared up production
to meet the enormous demand for the
instrument, then had been let down on a vital

Prophet 5.

part; consequently they were sitting on large
numbers of 99% finished units, ready to be
shipped, apart from this one (actually the
instrument used five) chip. Lessons were
learnt from this, and eventually, both for
supply and reliability reasons SCI went over
to using the Curtis chip set in the Prophet -
which they still do.

Two other products were soon to be
added to the SCI catalogue - the Prophet
10, a dual manual version this time, with ten
voices, a larger programmer and several
other rather interesting features; and the
Pro -One, a monophonic synth based on a
single voice of the Prophet 5. The Prophet 10
wasn't as big a success story as the '5, it isn't
as attractive to look at and doesn't really offer
the musician (especially the recording
musician) enough extra to justify the extra
expenditure. The Pro -One, however, has
become one of the most popular mono -
phonics around, confounding all the scep-
tics who said, on its arrival, that the market
wasn't big enough to support another
monophonic.

More recently, SCI have released the Pro-
fx system -a programmable rack mounted
effects and audio processing unit. In fact
these should just be arriving in the stores as
you read this; but the one that everyone has
been waiting for since it was initially revealed
at the Winter NAM M show in California last
January is the Prophet -t8.

Designer and President Dave Smith.

Sequential Circuits products have been
handled in the UK, up until the beginning of
this year, only by Rod Argent's Keyboards in
Denmark Street, London. They initially saw
the potential that the Prophet offered as far
back as 1977, and were responsible for
importing them directly from the Californian
factory. Incidentally, their American Head of
Sales is a certain Bob Styles, who was the
original manager of Rod Argent Keyboards
- not only did he recognise a good product,
but also a good company, and he left the UK
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Pro -Ones under testing.

to work in sunnier climes at the US company
HQ. At the beginning of 1982, SCI set up
their European headquarters in Mijdrecht
(pronounced My-drecked) in Holland. There
was hope that the European operation could
be based in London, but the Dutch author-
ities made it financially more attractive to
move to Holland. Nevertheless, SCI Europe
is run almost exclusively by people from the
UK, so if ever you find you need to contact
SCI you won't be assaulted by a burst of
incomprehensible Dutch - double or other-
wise.

SCI's European team is led by Tim Oake,
Manager of European Operations, and Tim
Salthouse, European Sales Manager (ex. of
Rose Morris and Casio). The servicing side is
run by two ex-Argents men Steve Garth,
European Service Manager, and Paul Teb-
but, the resident electronics engineer. Jan

Prophet t8.

meantime, perhaps we should finish this
profile by taking a close look at the current
products.

The SCI Catalogue
The Pro -One: (rrp £450.00) An excellent
monophonic (see review E&MM March 82)
with two oscillators, noise generator, mixer,
24dB/octave LP filter, 2 x ADSR envelope
generator, comprehensive modulation and
cross modulation section, 3 octave C scale
keyboard, 40 note sequencer, arpeggiator,
and a useful selection of interface jacks.
The Prophet 5: (rrp £2,992) This pro-
grammable polyphonic has undergone sev-
eral updates since its inception. Rev 1

Prophets with the power switch on the front
are s/nos 0001 to 0182 - these have no
cassette interface. Rev 2s (s/nos 0183 to
1301) have the power switch on the back
and tune and edit buttons on the front panel
in its place. Rev 3s (s/no 1301 to 2469)
utilise the Curtis Chips fully, and offer voice
defeat and adjustable scaling facilities. Rev
3.2 (s/no 2470 upwards) feature analogue
and digital jacks for interfacing the Prophet
to a Poly -Sequencer. In addition more recent
Prophets have 120 memories as standard as

/

r I

SCI Pro-FX.

Van Leeuwen looks after the accounting side
of things, which is quite a task when dealing
with US products being imported then re-
exported throughout Europe.

The Mijdrecht facility is most impressive,
the warehouse is enormous, and one can
only deduce that SCI will be adding dram-
atically to their product catalogue in the near
future in order to maximise the potential that
such a European base offers. In fact certain,
'tie-ups' with other US manufacturers have
already been discussed, and we envisage
that some news will be forthcoming at the
Frankfurt Music Fair in February. In the
E&MM JANUARY 1983 23

opposed to the original 40.
The Prophet's main features include: 5

voices consisting of 2 x VCOs, Noise, Audio
mixer, 24dB/octave LF VCF, 2 x ADSR
envelopes, LFO, comprehensive Poly and
Mono modulation; programmer; interface
facilities, cassette interface; and five octave
C keyboard.
The Prophet 10: (rrp £6,185) Essentially a
dual manual ten voice version of the Prophet
5, but with additional keyboard assignment
modes enabling doubling, alternate and
normal voice routing; a programmable
equalization section; and an onboard cass-
ette unit with poly sequencer (optional).
The Pro-fx System: A unique rack mounting
modular system which enables the musician
to preprogram his signal processing. The
system consists of Model 500 Mainframe;
the 510 Phase Shifter; the 512 Distortion
Sustainer; the 514 Mixer; the 516 Para-
metric Equalizer; and the 518 Reverb Unit.
The modules can be combined as desired in
the six slot rack; prices range from £170 to
£626 for the System Controller.
The Prophet t8: The instrument that is going
to take SCI into 1983 with a bang. The t8
features a touch responsive (both velocity
and pressure) 6 octave keyboard; it is fully
programmable with eight voices which can
be layered and split as desired. Final details
of the instrument aren't available yet, but it
looks as though the t8 is going to be one of
the most important new instruments on the
market for many years.
The Poly Sequencer: (rrp £925) This is a
remarkable multi channel digital sequencer
with 10,000 notes storage which can be used
in real or step time. It incorporates a built in
digital tape recorder for storing program and
sequencing information.
The Remote Keyboard: (rrp £638) For
those wishing to move around on stage SCI
have developed this remote keyboard con-
troller for use with the Prophet 5 or 10. It
features a four octave keyboard with con-
veniently located program selection
switches. Also, in the 'neck' of the controller
are pitch, modulation and volume perform-
ance wheels for expression. All these are
housed in a unit weighing less than 10Ibs.
The Remote Keyboard is linked to the main
instrument via a twenty foot multiway cable.

E&M M

For further details contact SCI, 3051 North First
Street, San Jose, CA 95134, USA, or Postbus 16,
3640 AA Mijdrecht, Netherlands.
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WHERE DOYOU GO FOR THE BIGGEST
CHOICE IN STUDIO EQUIPMENT?

Equipment from 42 manufacturers is on display at
London's biggest pro audio dealer! Park outside - and
come and hear all about it!
PLUS THE BEST ADVICE.
Impartial technical help to ensure you get the system
you really need. Our engineers are here to help you
with installation and after -sales assistance. ASK
ABOUT OUR FAMOUS PENNY PINCHING
PACKAGES.
Finance, H.P. or Leasing.
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Electro-Drum Column Part 4

Part Four of our electro-drum column,
written by our consultant drummer
Warren Cann of Ultravox, continues
with some more examples of beats
useful to the modern percussionist. As
always in this series, the patterns
shown are suitable for both the acoustic
kit player and the programmer.

"This month I'm introducing far more
variation into the high -hat part by using both
closed and open positions. In the last two
examples the bass drum part becomes more
demanding for acoustic players, and the hi -
hat can be at any speed you like. It's all a
matter of practice for the acoustic player, or
for the programmer a case of developing a
feel for rhythmic pattern which will stand you
in good stead throughout your musical
career."

HIGH -HAT
(c) CLOSED
o OPEN

9' WARE Ditti

17

BASS DRUM

RECORDED ON DEMO
CASSETTENo.8

Ell CD'

9

17. 2 & 4 on the snare drum, syncopated bass drum, and a high -hat part that departs from the
usual 'closed' mode and opens up.

18.
gr-71 .7"; ,737 :777

9.i
r r r r

18. 2 & 4 on the snare, 1 & 3 on the bass drum, and syncopated 16th on the high -hat.

19. 7 7 7 7

9:fid

19. Off -beat% notes on the high -hat with a quick 16th sneaking in near the end of the measure. 2
& 4 on the snare drum, bass drum on the down -beat (the '1') and on the 'land' and '3'.

20.
. gn: grin ,1-71

r r r r r r r 7

20. A variation of 18.

21.

9.J

21. High -hat can be '/a notes, '/8 notes or if you're feeling energetic try 1/16ths. The snare is on
2 & 4, the bass drum a bit busy compared to the beats scored so far, but a very good rhythm and
one with many uses.

22.

22. A variation of 21.
25E&MM JANUARY 1983



Divided Alien Playbax 80 Daevid
Allen Charly CR 30218

The best single word to sum up
this album is 'difficult'. From the
founder of Gong and the world's best
known hippy you may expect 'un-
usual', 'bizarre', or 'weird'. This goes
some way beyond. This is 'difficult'.

Playbax 80 consists of rhythm
tracks from the 'New York Gong' LP
cut into multiples of bar lengths and
spliced into loops which are played
back in semi -organised 'loop con-
structs' intended to suggest fresh
themes and treatments.

The rhythm tracks are almost
subliminal as regards content - they
are too blurred to be separated into
individual instruments, into drums or
bass, they are simply pure rhythm.
While repetitive, such a backing can
become hypnotic, and Allen's task in
overdubbing guitars and voices is
largely in choosing whether to break
the trance or preserve it.

The guitar is usually heavily treat-
ed with chorus, flanger and echo.
Sometimes it's reversed - unless
that's Michael Brainhorn's synthe-
siser on the backing track - and
sometimes the vocals are reversed -
unless they were sung that way? Allen
would enjoy the listener's puzzle-
ment. The solution lies in one of the
lyrics - 'Just enjoy yourself. The
musical details aren't as important as
the overall effect.

This message paradoxically ap-
plies to the lyrical content as well.
Chanted syllables and titles such as
'when', 'bell' and 'dab' cease to have
independent significance and be-
come simply part of the music. Isn't
this how it should be? Allen puts the
question into perspective in the
sleeve notes; 'There is one main
condition to all of our daily lives; that

.7, we should not remember why we are
really here'.

 Black Forest Gateau Neu! Cherry
Red B RED 37 Another archive

: release from Cherry Red, this time a
compilation from the seminal 70's
German band whose family tree links

 them with Kraftwerk, Can, Harmonia,
: La Dusseldorf or almost anyone else

you could name. Lengthy tracks such
as the classic 'E -Music', 'Isi' and
'Hallogallo' introduce Klaus Dinger's

.*: robotic 4/4 drumming overlaid with

.: Michael Rother's imaginative treated
:. guitars, piano and electronics.

Having anticipated the Kraftwerk
 rhythm by a few years they then move
.. into raucous punk ('After Eight') and

gentle concrete music ('Leb Wohl') in
a display of versatility which makes

. their passing much to be lamented.
: Authoritative sleeve notes by Dave:::: Elliot of (appropriately) Neumusik

Magazine complete a package which
,:.:.:.:.:.: is both nostalgic and totally up -to -

d ate.::::: Saints and Sinners Whitesnake
;;;;: Liberty LBG 30354 The new White-
::::::: snake line-up again features David

Coverdale on vocals, now with ex-
: MSG drummer Cozy Powell, Micky

Moody and Mel Galley on guitars and
vocals, Colin Hodgkinson on bass and
Jon Lord on keyboards.: The ten tracks run through the

. entire heavy rock repertoire, from

   
20711EW% B -21ErilY

slow ballad styles with powerful cres-
cendos to faster blues and boogie
numbers. As usual Jon Lord's key-
boards weave in and out of the guitar
lines, and his instinctive sense for
dynamics shows clearly. For solos on
'Love an' Affection' or 'Rock an' Roll
Angels' he's able to jump imme-
diately to a setting capable of domin-
ating the entire sound, whereas else-
where his Hammond organ and Piano
create a backing which is unob-
trusive but vital to the overall feel.

Well worth studying for 'a quick
refresher on your rock technique.

The Queen Collection Louis Clark/
RPO EMI EMTV 33 Fresh from Hooked
on Classics, arranging the strings for
ELO and an interesting solo album
called Perspective (going back a few
years now!) Louis Clark presents an
evening at the Albert Hall with the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and
Choral Society.

Lacking the bite of Brian May's
guitar or Freddie Mercury's cutting
vocals the whole enterprise is a little
low-key, but at least the basic quality
of the melodies is left. On classically -
structured tunes such as 'Bohemian
Rhapsody' these really stand out, and
make the whole project worth a listen.

The John Lennon Collection EMI
EMTV 37 Opening with the all-time
classic 'Give Peace a Chance', this
album traces Lennon's solo work
from the days of John and Yoko,
Timmy Leary, Rosemary, Tommy
Smothers, Bobby Dylan, Tommy
Cooper, Derek Taylor, Norman Mailer,
Alan Ginsberg and Hare Krishna to
'Double Fantasy' an.d the popular
singles 'Starting Over' and 'Woman'.
Material is taken from 'Shaved Fish',
'Walls and Bridges', 'Mind Games',
'Plastic Ono Band', 'Imagine', 'Rock 'n'
Roll' and 'Double Fantasy' and the
difference in studio techniques from
1969 to 1980 can be quite startling. If
you're not particularly enamoured of
the melodies it's an interesting exer-
cise to listen out for the very unusual
treatments and miking techniques
for acoustic guitars, bass drums and
vocals in particular.

Electro-Music Top 20
1 Chromium EchoesNeuronium
2 1st LP J -P. Rykiel
3 Eclipse M. Garrison
4 Vortex Amon Duul II
5 Synthesist H. Grosskopf
6 Belle Alliance Ashra
7 Tales of Fantasy Bernd Scholl
8 Digital Dream Neuronium
9 Fusion Vander/Top
10 Vivre Ice... P. Languirand
11 Visions Gandalf
12 Galaxy Cygnus A R. Schroeder
13 Kamikaze 1989 Edgar Froese
14 The Visitor Neuronium
15 Eyeless Dreams Wolf. Duren '

16 Audion Synergy
17 X Klaus Schulze
18 Queen Millenia Kitaro
19 As Falls Wichita... Metheny/Mays
20 Haleakala Deuter
Compiled on Mail Order Sales by
Lotus Records, 23 High Street, New-
castle -Under -Lyme, Staffordshire,
UK. -

ABBEY ROAD
Brian Southall

The story of the
nrorkfs most famous

recording studios

Foreword by Paul McCartney
Preface by Ge9r9e Marto

Abbey Road
by Brian Southall
Published by Patrick
Ltd.
Price £6.95

Abbey Road and its famous
studio may be internationally
known through association with

the Beatles album of the same name,
but its musical reputation is high
enough to ensure for it a place in
history quite independently. From the
early days of Sir Thomas Beecham,
violinist Jascha Heifetz and Yehudi
Menuhin and other classical music-
ians to the Joe Loss Dance Band, Cliff
and the Shadows, the Beatles and
Kate Bush, Brian Southall's book
gives a comprehensive guide to a
studio whose history reflects that of
the music business itself.

Over 200 pages of text with
plentiful photos provide reminiscen-
ces, technical details, a few trade
secrets and a fascinating catalogue of
artists, including Sky, Pink Floyd,
Alan Parsons and Adam Ant. Abbey
Road has produced over seventy
number one singles alone - they're
all listed here, and there's every
indication from this excellent book
that the list can only become longer in
the years to come.

Stephens

Sharp Software Techniques
by D. H. Trowsdale & M. Turner
Published by Sigma Technical
Press
Price £5.95

This is an extremely handy book
for users of the MZ-80K and MZ-
80A micros. It's a companion to

'Software Secrets' by Graham Beech
and contains numerous programs,
small routines, hints, tips and 'inside
information'. The programs, whilst
being useful and entertaining in their
own right, give valuable practical
experience of programming tech-

niques under the headings games, .:
utilities and education, including :.
organ composer and music tutor
programs. There are two sections on
hardware modification and not often
mentioned POKES, PRINT and mach- :
ine code copying details. Finally, rr;

conversion data for PET, Apple II, :
Tandy TRS-80 and Research Mach-
ines 380-Z is given.

:
The basics of flowcharting and

subroutines are then described along
with the basic logic elements and the s:
'IF' statement before delving into a
very informative section on the ZX81
graphics.

To demonstrate many of the prin-
ciples discussed, several programs. .:
all of which can be stored in the 1K
machine, are listed.

The book then takes the reader :
inside the ZX81 to consider the 'black e.
boxes' or circuits inside the 'chips'. :*
Flip-flops, shift registers, counters
and memories are all discussed .
including the Sinclair hardware.

The Z80A processor is dealt with .:
in detail including a complete print
out of the processor's instruction set. .:

The last two chapters concern
writing and using machine code in r:
the ZX81 with details of some very :
handy routines available from the e:
BASIC ROM. The book ends with a
comprehensive Glossary of basic
computer terms.

This book is ideal for the ZX81 .
beginner or enthusiast who wants to
make more of his machine and :.
understand the internal workings of :
its Z80 processor. E&MM

ZX81 User's Handbook
by T. J. Terrell and R. J. Simpson
Published by Newnes Microcom- :
puter Books *:
Price £4.95 :

The Sinclair ZX81, now available .:
at under £50, is an excellent first :
buy to introduce the user to the .:

fascinating world of computing, how- :
ever, the manual supplied leaves e:
many questions unanswered. This is .
where this handbook takes over. ,,

The first two chapters deal with .
connecting the computer to the
necessary peripherals namely, power .:
supply, TV and cassette recorder, :
then entering information via the .:
keyboard. .

The next chapter explains deci-
mal, binary and hexadecimal number :
systems and how to convert between
them, progressing into binary arith-
metic and floating point notation.

Arrays, strings, substrings and the :
mathematical functions, often a

source of confusion for the beginner,
are dealt with next with clear sample :.
programs to demonstrate the use of
each.



HONKY-TONK MUSIC
300-302 LONDON RD. (A13) HADLEIGH, NR. SOUTHEND, ESSEX, SS7 2DD

SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY . . . AT STONE AGE PRICES!!!
LARGEST SELECTION OF MUSICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IN ESSEX

IL_.2 Roland MAIN
AGENT

C.S.Q. 100 Sequencer s/hand £195
JUPITER 8 Polyphonic Synthesizer with 64 memories, split
keyboard, arpeggiator, priced to sell!! Please Phone
JUNO 6 Polyphonic Synthesizer, fully variable with chorus
and arpeggiator Please Phone
JUNO 60 same as Juno 6 but with the addition of
64 memories! Please Phone
SH101 Monophonic Synthesizer the very latest model with
100 Step Sequencer Please Phone
SHO9 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C.O. plus sub -
oscillator, external signal input £269
C.S.O. 100 Digital two channel sequencer with built in
metronome and portamento 095
SH2 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O.'s, sub -oscillator,
fully variable £395
RS09 Polyphonic Strings with variable organ section, built in
chorus and vibrato £395
E.P.11 Electric Piano, 5 octave keyboard auto accomp. built in
amplifier £346
H.P.30 Electric Piano, 5 octave keyboard with built in amplifier
and speaker £299
H.P.60 Touch sensitive electric piano, 5 octaves, 4 voices,
built in amplifier Please Phone
H.P.70 Touch sensitive electric piano, 6 octaves, 4 voices,
stereo outputs, chorus Please Phone
EP -6060 Electric Piano, split keyboard, twin channels,
arpeggiator, graphic E.Q. Please Phone
RS101 string synthesiser, s/hand £245
SHO9 monophonic synth, s/hand f 1 95
101 synth plus 102 expander, s/hand
EPOS piano, arpeggiator, s/hand
SH2000 pre-set synth s/hand

£375
£225
£29.6

MAIN AGENT
FOR ESSEX

ROGUE Twin oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer with noise
generator, L.F.O., pitch bend etc New Low Price
TAURUS II Synthesizer bass pedals with stand and twin
oscillator synth. module E499
OPUS 3 Strings, organ and brass sections, all very variable
with many poly -synth. sounds £599
SOURCE Monophonic Synth., twin V.C.O.'s, two channel
sequencer, arpeggiator, 16 memories £799
MEMORY MOOG Polyphonic Synthesizer, 18 oscillators,
memories, arpeggiator, sequencer £2650
PRODIGY, immaculate, s/hand £225

OTHER KEYBOARDS
TRILOGY Polysynth, strings and brass £799
JEN SX1000 mono synth. Fantastic value £159
FENDER Rhodes Stage 73 piano £695

WURLITZER EP200, piano, s/hand £375
HOHNER Globetrotter Piano, s/hand £145
CRUMAR Roadrunner Piano, s/hand £145
HOHNER Clavinet D6, secondhand, excellent f 1 75
CASIO 201, 29 sounds, secondhand £165
HOHNER K4 string ensemble, secondhand £225
ELKA 490, strings, in case, secondhand f 199
EKO P15 synthesiser, new £169
VOX piano inc. stand £165

KEYBOARD STANDS
X -TYPE stand for most small synths £19
Z -TYPE stand for most keyboards f28
CASIO single stand (fits other keyboards) f29
ROLAND stand for 09 series f25

KORG
CENTRE

itedalaa46

KEY DEALER
FOR ESSEX

POLYSIX Polyphonic Synthesizer, 32 memories, plus tape
interface, chord memory and arpeggiator £999
TRIDENT 8 -note Polyphonic Synthesizer, 16 memories, very
variable string and brass sections, priced to sell .... £1495

MONO -POLY 4 oscillator extremely versatile Polyphonic
Synthesizer with arpeggiator £545
LAMBDA Strings, organ, choir, brass, electric piano, piano,
clavichord, harmonics, stereo chorus £865
DELTA Polyphonic Synthesizer, fully variable with strings and
stereo outputs f 699
SIGMA Twin oscillator monophonic Synthesizer, 20 pre-sets
each one variable, touch sensitive £445
MS10 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C.O., fully patchable
and expandable £235
MS20 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O., twin envelope
generators, external signal processor £375'
MS50 Expander unit for M.S. series, oscillator, filters, twin
envelope generators etc. £275
&Q.10 Three channel analog sequencer for use with MS10,
MS20 and MS50 £225
80 ELECTRIC PIANO Touch sensitive, 76 notes, 6 voices,
chorus, key transpose, amplifier £595
80s ELECTRIC PIANO as model 80 but with string section
and stereo vibrato £675
MS 10 monophonic, s/hand £195
MS 20 secondhand, immaculate £295
L.P. 10 Electric Piano secondhand £225
NEW! EDP -1 super piano P.O.A.

CASIO®
VL-1 0 Miniature version of VL-1
VL-1 Rhythms, ADSR, sequencer, calculator
VL-5 4 -note polyphonic, reads music
MT -31 22 sounds, built-in speaker
MT -40 As MT -31, plus auto drums, bass
MT -60 New MT size version of 601
MT -70 New MT size version of 701
CT 101 25 sounds, built-in speaker
CT 403 25 sounds, auto bass and drums
CT 601 5 octave, 10 voices, auto accompliment
CT 701 as 601, but reads music
1000P Polyphonic Synth., sequencer, split keyboard .

MT -11 8 sounds, 8 -note poly f49
MT 41 as old MT 40 but only £79
MT -45, 8 -sounds, 8 -note poly, drum rolls f99
MT -65 20 sounds, reverb & vibrato £149
PT -30 monophonic, 12 rhythms £69

NEW
MODELS!

£25
£35
f69
f69
£96

£149
£199
£195
E275
£396
£495
£326

0 YAMAHA POWER
POINT

CS01 Portable Synthesizer with built in speaker, free head-
phones and strap £159
MA10 Headphone amplifier for producer series £69
MM10 4 -channel mixer for producer series f69
CS5 Monophonic Synthesizer, single V.C.O., noise generator,
L.F.O., pitch bend, portamento etc £199
CS15 Monophonic Synthesizer, twin V.C.O., twin V C.F.,
twin V.C.A., L.F.O., portamento etc. £399
CS15D 29 pre-sets plus fully variable twin oscillator
Monophonic Synthesizer £395
CS20M Programmable Monophonic Synthesizer, 8 memories,
twin V.C.O., plus tape interface £695
CE20 6 polyphonic pre-sets, plus 14 touch sensitive mono-
phonic pre-sets £899
SK10 Symphonic ensemble, variable strings, organ and brass
sections with chorus E299
SKIS Polyphonic Synthesizer with variable organ and string
sections, chorus £675
CP11 Electric Piano, 4 mixable voices, 8 rhythms, auto
accomp., built in amplifier £386
CP25 Touch sensitive electric piano, 61 keys, variable wave
forms and filters, flanger £999
CP30 Touch sensitive electric piano, 73 keys, stereo outputs,
variable delay time £975
CP35 Touch sensitive electric piano, 73 keys, variable wave
forms and filters, stereo £1375

TEISCOSYNTHESIZER
CENTRE

S6OF Single oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer with porta-
mento, pitch bend with sensitivity and delay vibrato £249
S110F Twin oscillator Monophonic Synthesizer, 6 point touch
sensor, portamento, transpose switch, LED indication £425
S100P 32 voice pre-set monophonic with touch sensitivity for
growl, vibrato, wow, brilliance and pitch bend, built-in flanger
and reverberation for emerging sounds £375
SX400 Top model, 49 note, 4 voice polyphonic, 4 oscillator
synthesizer, 8 memory with editing £1396

TEAC 244 Portastudio
4 Track cassette recorder and mixer £585

TEAC 3340
4 Track reel to reel, 1 01/4in spools £699

ECHO UNITS
ROLAND SDE 2000 digital delay £445
ROLAND RE -201 space echo (tape) £325
ROLAND DM100 analog echo/chorus £139
KORG SE -300 stage echo (tape) £275
KORG SD -200 analog echo £169
EVANS AE -205R analog & reverb £169
EVANS EP100 analog echo f99
EVANS EP50 analog echo £85
EVANS MX99 analog echo £69
TEISCO SR450E analog echo/chorus £110
EVENTOE HM80 digital harmonizer & echo, s/hand £295
ROLAND DM300, echo and chorus £185
BINSON Echomaster, secondhand £145

PROGRAMMABLE UNITS
ROLAND Drumatix TR606, 32 rhythm patterns £199
ROLAND Baseline TB303, 64 pattern memories £215
ROLAND Rhythm Composer TR808, 16 voices £525
ROLAND CR8000 pre-set and programmable £299
SOUNDMASTER Memory Rhythm £69
SOUNDMASTER Deluxe memory rhythm £110
MATEL Synsonics unit £175
KORG KPR 77 NEWT P.O.A.
BOSS DR55 Doctor Rhythm f79

GUITAR TUNERS
KORG Micro Six Electronic Tuner, V.U. meter
KORG GT6 Electronic Tuner, V.U. meter

E25
£36

KORG WT12 Chromatic Tuner, V.U. meter £89
MATCH -A -TONE tuning guide £8
ZENON Chromatic, push button £95
SEIKO Chromatic, meter £69
SEIKO Quartz tuner, meter f29
BANANA LEDs & meter £29

OTHER RHYTHM UNITS
THE KIT. Variable touch sensitive pads for bass drum, hi -tom,
lo tom, snare, cymbal and hi -hat and incredible for £195

THE KIT, bass drum & hi -hat control f39
THE KIT, Clap module, external trigger f79
THE KIT Tympani module, external trigger f79
THE KIT, Synth Drum module, external trigger f79
ROLAND CR.68. Compurhythm, 20 rhythms with manual or
auto 'fill ins', s/h, Immaculate £126
ROLAND CR.5000. 24 preset rhythms with variable arrange
section, auto or manual 'fill ins' E225

SOUNDMASTER Disco Rhythm, 12 rhythms f39

* KLONE KIT
At last! a SIMMONS type Drum kit at a sensible pricef 299
Using the REMO 5 -PAD practice outfit, the 'KLONE KIT'
control module fits on the cymbal arm and offers VARIABLE
VOLUME TUNING, DAMPING & PITCH DROP on Snare, Bum
drum, Hi -tom, Mid -tom & Floor tom. Other features are
MASTER VOLUME control, MIX output socket and Separate
BASS -DRUM outfit.

AMDEK HAS ARRIVED!
(effect unit kits from Roland)

DSK 100 Distortion kit £25
CMK 100 Compressor kit £29
PHK 100 Phaser kit £34
TAK 100 Tuning amp kit £29
EMK 100 Electronic Metronome kit £29
FLK 100 Flanger kit £53
CHK 100 Chorus kit £45
MXK 100 Stereo 6-ch. mixer kit E75
OEK 100 10 band graphic E.Q. kit £59
DMK 100 Delay (echo) machine kit £109
PCK 100 Percussion Synthesizer kit E45
RMK 100 Programmable rhythm machine kit £75
AMDEK 'Compu-Music' Computer interface unit. Com-
poses Drums, Bass, Chords and Melody!! Amazing P.O.A.

BOSS PRODUCTS
SP1 Spectrum parametric equalizer
BF2 Flanger
CE3 Stereo chorus, new model
CE2 Mono chorus
C S2 Compressor
DS1 Distortion
SD1 Super overdrive
GE7 7 -band graphic E.Q
GE10 10 -band mains graphic E.Q
NF1 Noise gate
PH1 Phaser
PH1R Phaser with resonance
TW1 Touch wah
DM2 Echo delay
0C2 Octaver
VB2 Vibrato
RX100 2 channel reverb
DM100 Echo and chorus
DM300 Echo and chorus
FV100 Mono volume pedal
FV200 Stereo volume pedal
PD1 Rocker distortion pedal
PW1 Rocker wah pedal
PV1 Rocker volume pedal
ACA -220 Mains adaptor
J-5 Junction box
KM -2 2-1 Mixer pre amp
KM -04 Compact 4-1 mixer
KM 60 6 -channel stereo mixer
KM -400 4 -channel mains mixer
KM 600 6 -channel stereo mixer
MA15 Monitor amp, 15W
MA5 Monitor amp, 5W
MA1 Mascot amp
FA1 F.E.T. pre amp
MS100 Monitor speaker 100W

tea
f59
£60
£55
£43
£39
£39
f55
£79
£32
£46
£55
£46
£79
f45
f49

£105
£139
£185
f39
f44
f55
f62
f59
£10
f13
f15
f30

£195
£52
f85
f79
1E46
f28
f23
f59

ELECTRIC GUITARS Et BASSES Amplification Et Sound Reinforcement DRUMS AND PERCUSSION

Over 200 in STOCK, New Et Secondhand
Most Leading Makes in Stock

Huge Selection of Combos, Amp Tops,
Cabinets, Mixers, Microphones Et Accessories

50 Drum kits, 200 Cymbals in Stock
Huge Selection of Percussion & Accessories

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE ON ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD
ALSO NO -DEPOSIT H.P. Er PART EXCHANGE AVAILABLE D

cm)
SOUTH EN IJ 553647
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Part I This article is the first in a series on the ever-expanding world of computer

music. Following on from Macro -music, we'll be looking at the basics of digital
synthesis, the development of software techniques, hardware solutions for high
quality synthesis, microcontrolled one -chip synthesisers, and the latest com-
mercial 'add-ons' for microcomputers.

macro-music is all about making
music on large, expensive
mainframe computers, and, in

my idle moments, I dream about hav-
ing a Cray -1 supercomputer (33 mil-
lion operations per second) for my
computer music studio. Anyone who
caught the 'Horizon' programme on
computer graphics will have seen what
a computer like that can do for the
visual artist, so just think what it could
do for the cause of digital synthesis!
(Pause for a great sigh of frustration
...). Of course, the truth of the matter is
that all the money in the world won't
make a man happy, and even the Cray -
1 won't necessarily balance out the
creative input = creative output equa-
tion. Even more salutary to bringing one
down from cloud cuckoo land are the
experiences of the early pioneers of
computer music.

When computing was a matter of
vast arrays of gas -guzzling thermionic
valves, some early computer program-
mers made the first tentative steps
towards using their tricky charges for
more frivolous activities than calculat-
ing annual turnovers and the like. At
least, this was the attitude of their
manufacturers. Music and sound syn-
thesis was definitely at the bottom of
the list of computer applications - ex-
cept for one enlightened company, Bell
Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill,
New Jersey. A young Massachusetts
Institute of Technology graduate, Max
Mathews, joined the Acoustic Research
Department of Bell Labs in the early
'50s to apply digital techniques to the
analysis of speech transmission. The
original work that Mathews initiated

was for computer simulation of tele-
phone speech after it had passed
through mouthpieces, carbon gran-
ules, selector switches, and many miles
of cable. The rationale behind this was
that a successful simulation would
allow new telephone systems to be
tested without actually building them!
The modus operandi of this program
was to subject digitized speech to the
synthetic bruta I izations of the 'modern'
telephone system so that it came out in
all its grunged glory replete with the
customary noise, distortion, and re-
stricted bandwidth one's led to expect
from this side of 20th century com-
munications. Though this was far from
what one wants in digitally -synthe-
sised music, there was an important
principle at work - that of the digi-
tization of sound.

As every electro-musician knows,
sound is a pressure wave that varies
from moment to moment, and these
pressure differences make themselves
heard by vibrating the tympanic mem-
brane in the middle ear. If these pres-
sure changes can be turned into some -

thing the computer can understand,
then you're halfway to the goal of sound
digitization. An analogue -to -digital con-
verter (ADC) provides the means of
doing this by converting the pressure
changes (in terms of voltage fluctua-
tions from a pre -amplified microphone)
into data (in the form of a stream of
binary numbers). These changes can
be measured 30,000 times per second
and then stored in the computer's
memory as a corresponding sequence
of 30,000 numbers. The numbers can
then be manipulated by various mathe-
matical operations (as in the case of
Mathew's telephone simulation pro-
gram) and eventually returned to the
outside world via the opposite con-

._ version process - digital -to -analogue
conversion (DAC) - as sound (Figure 1).
So, the two key procedures for sound
digitization are analogue -to -digital con-
version and digital -to -analogue con-
version. This, of course, meant that one
of the first hurdles facing Mathews and
his team was the development of suit-
able hardware to do the conversions.
The fact that the digitization procedure
allows any sound heard by the human
ear to be reproduced from numbers is a
very attractive proposition, and led Max
Mathews to suggest that a computer
"can make the sound of any instru-
ment that exists today or of any in-
strument that anyone can possibly con-
ceive of making in the future."

For Mathews, this relationship be-
tween music and the computer really
started in earnest after a contemporary
piano recital he'd attended with a friend
one night in 1957. Of the various pieces
played, only the Schoenberg seemed
'satisfactory' to them, and that promp-
ted Mathews to start work on a pro-
gram to show that he (or, rather, the
computer) could do better. (Curiously,
that's the only time that Mathews has
shown an egotistical bent; the rest of
the time he's been an unassuming and
mild-mannered as Clark Kent!) Con-
sequently, Mathews rents time on an
IBM 704 computer, a machine so new
at the time that the only model was on
display at IBM World Headquarters on
Madison Avenue in New York City. This
led to the much applauded observation
that digital music synthesis was born
quite literally in a shop window! In fact,
it was only the processing that took
place in the middle of the window dis-
play; the final audible product was rea-
lised only after the 704 -generated data
(in the form of magnetic tape) had been
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Figure 1. The Digitization of Sound.
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passed through a 12 -bit Epsco DAC
back at Bell Labs.

Like any infant of the digital age, the
first cry was a fairly primitive cri de
coeur. The first program, Music I,

generated just one sort of sound - a
triangle wave with no choice of enve-
lopes. However, pitch, amplitude, and
duration were prescribable, and one
person (a psychologist by the name of
Dr. Newman Guttman) did actually
write a piece using Music I, although, by
most contemporary accounts, it
sounded rather terrible. These limita-
tions weren't helped by the difficulty of
getting adequate computing time to
improve on the original program or just
for plain experimentation by interested
parties. Fortunately, Bell Labs recog-
nized the potential of these develop-
ments, and the next program that
Mathews wrote, called, logically
enough, Music II, which was capable of
four independent voices, with a choice
of sixteen waveforms stored in memory,
was developed on an IBM 7094 at Bell
Labs in 1958. The first more -or -less
commercial result of this work was a
couple of records called 'Music from
Mathematics' released in 1959. One of
these was issued privately by Bell Labs
to show what could be done with the
new digital technology and the other
was from Decca (DL9103). Interest-
ingly, the reactions to the early ex-
amples of computer music were much
as they are now; composers were in-
trigued, but unsure about coping with
learning a new language; traditional
musicians were downright antagonis-
tic; rock musicians were keen to ex-
plore new territory; and Joe public
didn't really understand what was going
on.

Higher sampling rates
Both Music I and Music II, as well as

the subsequent series of programs, re-
lied on the computer calculating the
string of numbers needed to produce
sounds after reading in and manipulat-
ing data supplied to the synthesis
program by the composer. However,
the much greater bandwidth needed for
high quality music synthesis, as oppo-

Sampled Sine Wave

7 .7 .7 -.7

Analogue to Digital
Conversion

Storage in Computer
Memory

Recreated Sine Wave

Digital
to Analogue
Conversion

Figure 2. Sampling of Waveforms.

sed to speech, put considerable de-
mands on the design of digital syn-
thesis programs. The main problem is
that the faster a wave is changing (i.e.,
the higher the frequency) the more
often it's necessary to put in numbers
into the DAC to recreate a reasonably
faithful version of the waveform (Figure
2). If each of these numbers represent a
waveform sample, and the numbers are
sent to the DAC with a sampling rate of
2n Hz, then it was demonstrated by
Mathews that the maximum possible
audio bandwidth was n Hz. This is the
all-important sampling theorem, and
the 1/2 sampling rate bandwidth repre-
sents the Nyquist limit for digital syn-
thesis.

What this means for digital synthe-
sis is that a 20 kHz bandwidth would
necessitate a new sample being sent to
the DAC at least every 25 us (a 40 kHz
sampling rate), and that just wasn't
feasible for the first generation of com-
puters. The solution adopted by
Mathews in his program design was for
the computer to calculate the neces-
sary numbers at its leisure and store
them on tape for playback via a DAC at a
later stage. This technique of 'delayed
playback' synthesis means that the
computer has no real-time constraints
as far as processing of DAC data is
concerned. The big advantage of that is
that the quality and variety of synthe-
sised sound is limited only by what the
composer and programmer feel like
putting into the system. In fact, there

ORSIMUMI
:04

University of Toronto Electronic Music Center.
(Photo courtesy of UTEMS/Prentice Hall.)

are a number of advocates of delayed
playback synthesis amongst users of
microcomputer music systems (Hal
Chamberlin, in particular), and, judg-
ing by his incredibly authentic rendition
of Bach's D minor Toccata and Fugue,
it's an approach that makes a lot of
sense if real-time synthesis isn't a

necessity. However, one of the big
problems of delayed playback synthe-
sis using high sampling rates (for high
fidelity) is the large amount of data
storage needed.

As a contemporary example, Hal
Chamberlin's NOTRAN system (using a
special music transcribing language),
with a 20 kHz sampling rate and 12 -bit
DAC resolution, stores all the pre -
computed DAC data on floppy disks,
but, in performance, feeding the data to
the DAC requires a new disk to be
replaced every 20 seconds! In the early
days of computer music, data storage
wasn't as straightforward as using
floppy disks, and the typical 12 Mbytes
of storage needed for a 5 minute piece
meant that cumbersome and expen-
sive tape playback machines were re-
quired. Even more to the point, as
regards what the composer had to put
up with, was the fact that 12 x 106
numbers took a great deal of pro-
cessing, and a conversion factor of
100:1 was the norm when comparing
the time required for processing with
the amount of music that actually
emerged.

E&M M
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MORE NOTES TO PLAY
LESS NOTES TO PAY

FREE GIFT VOUCHERS worth up to £115
Now's your chance to get your hands on FREE GIFT VOUCHERS That's how confident we are in the excellent sound quality and

worth up to an incredible £115 when you purchase one of these brilliant reliability of these truly superb Casiotone and Yamaha instruments. You
instruments by Casiotone and Yamaha - from Micro Musical the mail order don't have to know a single note to play them. In fact, they're ideal
specialists in electronic keyboards. Use the FREE GIFT VOUCHERS to teaching aids for all ages. But the more expert you are, the more you'll
purchase either a MINI KEYBOARD which can be combined to form a enjoy them.
powerful twin keyboard arrangement or ACCESSORIES of your choice. So send off your order today (no stamp needed). But hurry, supplies

All our prices are very competitive and fully inclusive of VAT, packing are limited.
and same day despatch, subject to availability.

Every keyboard carries TWO GUARANTEES- your money back in Free Gift Vouchers, Mini Keyboards or Accessories
full if you're not completely satisfied within 14 days of purchase - our extended
manufacturers guarantee for an incredible 18 months.

CASIOTONE MT -60
PORTABLE KEYBOARD

RRP £175

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE ZO

FREE £25 GIFT VOUCHER
 MINI version of the CT -403

CASIOTONE CT -202 THE
MULTI

SOUND
KEYBOARD

MICRO MUSICAL ICPRE Z
RRP £325 f

FREE £85 GIFT VOUCHER
 49 pre-set sounds. 8 note polyphonic.
 Variable Vibrato. 4 tone memories.
49 key. 4 octave keyboard.

CASIOTONE CT -701
THE KEYBOARD WITH A BRAIN

MICRO MUSICAL PRICEAAP £555 £445
FREE £115 GIFT VOUCHER

 61 note keyboard
(5 octaves) 8 note
polyphonic.

16 rhythms.
Casio Chord.
 20 pre-set sounds

Arpeggio, sustain, variable
vibrato.

 Melody guide.
One key play.
 Programmable memory by
barcode music and/or manual

must be requested at time of ordering.

CASIOTONE MT -70
PROGRAMMABLE

KEYBOARD
RRP £255 994

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE I
ry

I
FREE £50 GIFT VOUCHER

49 note keyboard programmable Casio Chord.
by bar code music or manual  Melody guide
programming. indicators.
 20 pre-set sounds. One key play.
 10 auto -rhythms. Arpeggio.

CASIOTONE CT- 403
PERFORMERS

KEYBOARD

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE LIG
RRP £325 re gib -75

FREE £85 GIFT VOUCHER
49 key. 4 octave  Automatic
polyphonic keyboard. accompaniment.

 25 pre-set sounds. Vibrato, Sustain.
 16 rhythms.

YAMAHA CSOI
MICRO

MONOPHONIC
SYNTHESIZER

MUSICAL PRICE 7.4I
MICRO (.89

FREE £40 GIFT VOUCHER
32 -key keyboard.  Breath control.
 Pitch & modulation wheels.  Low frequency
 Built-in amplifier &
speaker system. Glissando control

oscillator.

MINI KEYBOARDS
CASIOTONE VL-1.
The famous VL-Tones as featured on £35.95
Tomorrows World.

CASIOTONE MT -11.
Latest model from Casio. 32 note keyboard. tt note
polyphonic. 8 preset sounds. Sustain and
Vibrato. Mains or battery operation.

CASIOTONE MT -31.
37 note keyboard (3 octaves). 8 note polyphonic.
22 preset sounds. 4 tone memories. Sustain and
Vibrato. Mains or battery operation.

£49

£69

YAMAHA HS 500. A 25 note keyboard.
5 instruments in one. 5 electronic musical games with
three skill levels. 4 note polyphonic 95system. Mains or battery operation. X,

YAMAHA HS 200. As HS 500.
but without musical games. £39-95

Micro
Musical

37 WOOD LANE
SHILTON

/ COVENTRY CV7 9BR PS30. RRP £389
MICRO £375PRICE £375

SEND OFF YOUR ORDER TODAY as ps2o hut with esolovoices FREE £50
NO STAMP NEEDED.

CASIOTONE CT -101
ENTERTAINER &

EDUCATOR KEYBOARD

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE £195
FREE £50 GIFT VOUCHER
8 note polyphonic 49  Vibrato & Sustain.
key keyboard. Tone memory.
 25 pre-set sounds.

CASIOTONE CT-100OP
DIGITAL

SYNTHESIZER
KEYBOARD

----1311-P £375MICRO MUSICAL PRICE £325
FREE £85 GIFT VOUCHER

6I note keyboard (5 octaves) with  10 pre-set sounds.
y note polyphonic capability.  Vibrato & sustain

 A rpeggio/sey uencer effects.
 Up to 1000 program-  10 programme
mable sounds. memories.

YAMAHA PCIOO
THE TEACH YOURSELF
SPACE AGE KEYBOARD

MICRO MUSICAL PRICE I
RR P £345 1.6 279

FREE £50 GIFT VOUCHER
 Yamaha teach -yourself  10 orchestra voices.
Playcard System &  10 rhythms.
Melody Lamps. Sustain.
 Auto Bass Chord. Arpeggio. Complete with case
Transposer Pitch Control. and 12 Playcards.

YAMAHA PORTASOUND
PORTABLE KEYBOARDS

PS10. RRP £249 MICRO
MUSICAL PRICE £209

44 keys. 6 instrument voices plus sustain.
115 Auto rhythms. Single limier chord. FREE £40
53 -way power system. GIFT VOUCHER

MICRO
PS20. RRP £299 MUSICAL PRICE £275
49 keys. I0 instrument voices plus sustain.
 Automatic Arpeggio. 24 Auto rhythms.
Single linger chord. fingered chord. FREE £50
 Multi Ease. .1 -way power system. GIFT VOUCHER

ACCESSORIES -TICK HERE
CASIOTONE S.p
Bar Code 1 usic Books( pair) 5.25
CSH Stand CT Models 30.(X)
CSP Stage Stand CT Models 35.00
CSE Stage Stand Extension 12.(8)
SPE Sustain Pedal CT s 6.50
VPE Volume Pedal CT s 25.00
HC3 Hardcase CT202 44.00
HCA Hardeuse CT101/403 30.00
HCBCaseCTI(X)013/701 40.00
Prelude Chord Computer 20.(X)
CPI Chorus Pedal CT s 49.95
PC3 Hardcase MT60/ 70 13.(X)

YAMAHA
Prelude Chord Computer 201130
PS Songbooks 9 titles. each 4.00
LI Stand for PSIO. 20. 30 30AX)
PA1 Adaptor PSI. 2, 3. CSC! 12AX)
EPI Volume Pedal 12.00
PPI Adaptor PSIO, 20.30 33.00
SCI Softcase PSIO. 20. 3() 30.00
VH51 Headphones PS
range 20AX)
CPI Chorus Pedal 50.()0
ADI Adaptor HS5(X) 6.00
BCI Breath Control CSOI 19AX)
Playcard Packs PC100.each 5.00

Orchestra/Solo Ensemble. GIFT VOUCHER
111 IM =11M N1N INN NNI INN1
 TO MICRO MUSICAL LTD., FREEPOST, 37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON.

COVENTRY, CV7 9BR.

o Please send me (qty) keyboard model no. value and IIO FREE gift voucher value Mini keyboard model no Iop . value and/ or Accessories value
O U I enclose cheque/postal order to the value of £ or debit my I 1

. 1E3 ACCESS account no I
H 1 Name

p' Address

Interest Free Credit Izero % APR I with' t the listed value of Free Gift Mmehers. on all FlastcodeLim - 111

H.P or Credit Card transactions. Ask for details - free Securicor 24 hour delivery of 24 Hour Telephone Ordering Service: 0203-61676CT models. or same day despatch by post for smaller items.
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Tape of the Month

TRANXMIXXION (Stockport, Cheshire) 8
tracks; Peter Goodwin, 8060 and Z80 based
computers and Powertran sequencer. Arnie Sage,
ARP Axxe, ARP Solus, Cat, Yamaha CS50, Syntom,
Synwave. Teac 4 -tracks. HH 12:2 mixer. A very
mixed set going back over the last couple of years,
containing much that is fairly average together with
some of the best electronic pieces ever heard at
E&MM. All synthesisers and percussion are

capable of computer control, and the basic
rhythms are monolithic and compelling. Over them
weave a series of fluid leads, digital -sounding bell
noises, swirling strings and many sounds which,
while emphatically melodic, defy easy description.
Comparisons? Kraftwerk, Depeche Mode without
vocals (except one beautiful contribution by
Sandra Jones on 'Day in the Sun') or perhaps John
Foxx meets Robert Schrbder. Commercial? Per-
haps not, but this is how it should be done.
Music: 8 Production: 8 Presentation: 8 Tape: 8

INDUSTRY (Shrewsbury, Salop) 'Centres of
Industry/Canopies of Experience'. Christopher
Jenkins, Moog Sonic 6, Wasp, Welson strings,
Transcendent 2000, Spider and Oberheim se-
quencers, VL-1 and Master Rhythm. Teac A3340,
ProKit 6:2 mixer. 'Centres of Industry' contraststhe
discords of heavy industry (the fuzz guitar and
percussion of 'Machines') with the harmonies of
electronics (the Mexican -flavoured synth melodies
of 'Microprocessors'). 'Canopies of Experience' (it
says here) goes on to explore the possibilities of
electronic harmony on 'Distance Lends Enchant-
ment' (rhythmic but formless) 'Dance on Dust'
(with hints of Peter Baumann, conventionally
melodic) with the chilling 'She's So Alien' (un-
ashamedly Numanesque), with 'Connie Schnitzler
Goes to the Bog' (satirising the results of a
complete break with ideas of conventional melody
and rhythm) and with 'T.H.R.U.S.H. Central' (con-
centrating on repetition as the image of eternity in
music). None of this, of course, is meant to be
taken seriously (it says here).
Music: 6 Production: 6 Presentation: 9 Tape: 6
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DECREE NISI (Yorkshire) 'First and Last'. Bob
Ellis from RAF Linton and friends have produced a
varied tape of electronic pieces ranging from pop
to gentle ballads to sinister sound collages in the
Hawkwind vein. After a brief flirtation with
aerobatic flying Bob now intends returning to solo
electronic music by updating his Yamaha CS30/
Casio setup to Korg and Roland polyphonies and
E&MM digital delay. This should ensure that the
lead sounds are as rich as the polyphonic textures
and sequences on his rather exotic solo keyboard
pieces.
Music: 6 Production: 6 Presentation: - Tape: 7

e

ROB WILLIAMS (Nottingham) 4 tracks:
Roland SH-09, Wasp, Casio MT -30, Doctor Rhythm,
AKS, Drumatix, vocals & alarm clock. Otari 8 -track
or Teac 2 -track and Sony cassette deck. A very
accomplished tape of rhythmic pop ('Hi -Rise
Boys') melancholy electronics ('D.I.T. Disco',
including an excellent foghorn sound on AKS) and
a few novelties. Influences from Depeche Mode to
Klaus Schulze to Rolf Harris - there's a wonderful
version of 'Sun Arise' complete with synthetic
didgeridoos. The vocals are good too - interest-
ingly enough the 2 -track recordings are every bit as
clear and sharp as the 8 -track recordings.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: 7 Tape: 7
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EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY FOR E&MM READERS!
Each month our Tape of the Month Winner will have the chance to discuss their music with Martin Rushent, top
producer for Human League, Altered Images etc. at his Genetic Sound Studio!

UNCLE IAN AND THE TOOTH
DECAY (Petersfield, Hants) 'The Urban Picnic'.
Mark Francombe, guitar, E -bow and electronics.
Nick Elborough, Kitten synth, incredibly clunched
up guitar(!). Helen Badham, bass and electronics.
Uncle Ian, Soundmaster Rhythm. 14 tracks of very
powerful improvisations, tape collages, jam sess-
ions and general lunacy. Definitely brings to mind
the mid -70's improvisations of Can and Amon Duul
II, with a few jazz influences thrown in together with
an infectious sense of humour. Side two has a
mystical feel with typical Gong -like glissando
effects and titles such as 'Mystyk in the Rain' and
'Radio Batteur'; a very impressive tape considering
it's all recorded live onto an Akai 4000 DS.
Music: 6 Production: 6 Presentation: 7 Tape: 7

LINEAR MOTION (Reading) 5 tracks; Martin
Jones, bass. Simon Hood, drums. Dave Sharp,
guitar. Rob Bridgman. Jupiter 8, RS 202, SH5,
SH2000. Everybody, vocals. Union studio 8 -track,
Oxford, Engineers Calvin & Dave. At good old-
fashioned pomp -rock band in the Genesis style
who play mainly lengthy, grandiose, semi -autobio-
graphical and rather depressive songs about love
and rejection. Lots of orchestral climaxes, heavy
guitar flanging, harmony vocals and keyboard
pyrotechnics - watch for the polyphonic porta-
mento! The band play regularly around Reading
and Oxford and should be worth checking out.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: - Tape: 8

AERIE (Shrewsbury, Salop) 'Inertia Remains
Dominant'. David Gate, Godwin and Welson string
synthesisers, Transcendent 2000, Korg MS 10 and
Sequencer, DR55 and vocal. Robert Andrews,
Ibanez Artist, Zenta bass, string synth and vocal.
Teac A3340 and HH Stereo mixer. An interesting
and often eccentric collection of pieces of concrete
music, free improvisations and tape collages with a
hint of Gong and Henry Cow. The recurring use of
taped birdsong, dogs and even gardeners (all
meticulously credited) gives the whole tape a
relaxing pastoral air, only occasionally broken by
sinister interruptions from echoed vocals, synths
or guitar.
Music: 6 Production: 6 Presentation: 6 Tape: 6

GEOFFREY ARMES (London) 'Radio Al-
bania'. MCS Drum Computer, Oberheim polyphon-
guitar, bass, saxophone, Moroccan clay drums,
tapes. Teac 8 -track and Revox. Two very accom-
plished tracks which belong almost in the realm 01
avant-garde classical music. 'Radio Albania' uses
taped radio transmissions and 'Somerset Childrer
in Alexandria' uses taped playground sounds tc:
evoke specific atmospheres in a similar style to
Holger Czukay's work but a little sparser. Geoffrey
Armes' free jazz/electronics band 'The Duplicates'
should be something to look out for.
Music: 6 Production: 7 Presentation: 5 Tape: 7

MOSCOW (Kirkella, North Humberside) 'From
the Edge to the Sea'. Kieran Moses, vocals. Twig
Leafe, self -built Stratocaster, Rickenbacker guitar.
Jez Ross, Tama/Zildjian drum kit. Bill McKeown,
Kramer bass. Mark Elvidge, self -built poly and
monophonic synthesisers. A very professional 8 -
track recording made at Soundcraft Studio,
Bridlington, and showing the beginnings of a highly
distinctive style. There are hints of Duran Duran,
Teardrop Explodes and reggae music, with an
imaginative use of string and brass arrangements
on the keyboards. Almost certainly a band who can
look forward to some commercial success.
Music: 7 Production: 7 Presentation: 6 Tape: 7

The following also deserve a mention:
Mystery Plane A three-piece from London with
three tracks resembling Japan or a lightweight
Visage - excellent sound from Drumatix and
acoustic drums, good vocals and guitar treat-
ments, but a little hissy for Teac 4 -track.
George Garside A selection of instrumentals
recorded on two home -built modular synths,
rhythm machines and Casio VL-tone. Some
excellent rich sounds, a brave cover of Vangelis'
'Chariots of Fire' and not too much hiss for a pair of
cassette decks.
Music 8 Two tracks recorded live using four
Transcendent 2000 synths controlled by a Sinclair
Computer. Quite a catchy pop sound and decent
vocals.
Terminal 3 16 -year -olds Darren Washbrook and
Simon Young are developing a catchy pop style
similar to Depeche Mode or a harsher Silicon
Teens which should result in some very high -
quality music in the near future.
Leather Canary Some catchy instrumental pop
from James Vincent and Mark Hughes with a good
balance of synth melodies, rhythm guitar and
electronic percussion, and some nice low-key
vocals.
Martin Weetman Very gentle and attractive in-
strumental music heavily featuring phased Fender
Rhodes Piano, flutey leads and rolling strings.
Ideally suited for film music perhaps; a touch of
Camel in there somewhere?
We've recently received our first music
videotapes from some enterprising
readers; if you have a videotape of your
performances or backed by your music,
send it along! E&MM will pay return
postage; VHS system only at the
moment.
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AMPLIFIER REVIEW

BGW 750C
Power Amplifier

BGW are a company, based in Cali-
fornia, who manufacture professional
power amplifiers and electronic cross-

overs. Their products are distributed in this
country exclusively by Theatre Projects
Services Ltd.

Two versions of this amplifier are avail-
able, the 750B, which has 11 stage LED VU
meters and the 750C reviewed here, which
simply has 'clip' indication.

In normal use, i.e. Stereo, the power
amplifier is capable of producing 225W
continuous average power output per chan-
nel into 8 ohms. When the two channels are
used in a bridge configuration a monaural
output of 720W continuous can be obtained.

Weighing in at 26Kg the amplifier is not
exactly light but can be manhandled using
two large handles bolted to the front panel. A
standard 19" x 7" panel allows the unitto be
rack mounted, however, despite the panel
being 'A" thick the amp is best supported at
the back in addition to the normal fixings.
The matt black casing is 12" deep.

The mains lead is terminated in a

moulded, parallel blade, U ground plug,
standard in America, but which must be
removed for use in this country.

Input connections can be balanced or
unbalanced. Standard 'A" jack sockets are
included for unbalanced inputs along with
XLR plugs which can be used with un-
balanced inputs, although the latter will
require additional transformers.

Five way binding posts are used for the
amplifier outputs, allowing banana plugs,
spade connectors or tinned wires to be
connected.

To prevent hum loops earth and signal
grounds can be separated if required by
removing a connecting link on the rear
panel.

The front panel is sparse but functional.
Each channel has a 22 step gain control
marked in dB's, allowing precise control over
the output volume (a good feature with
around 200W behind each pot!). Above each
control is a clip indicator which indicates
when the peak output voltage has reached
the power rails. The LED's stay on for approx
'A of a second once lit to indicate if peaks are
occurring which are too fast to see. A third
LED to indicate 'Power -on' is situated above
the power switch, a rocker switch with a built
in circuit breaker which disconnects the
mains supply should overload occur.

Circuitry
The input signal is passed through a filter

network to remove DC and RF interference
and then into a precision operational ampli-
fier with a high slew rate.

The output is fed into two complementary
transistors which divide the signal into
positive and negative components. These
signals feed another pair of complementary
transistors, this time in a current amplifying
configuration, to provide enough drive for
the main driver transistors. These drive the
output stage, each channel consisting of ten
150W power transistors! The outputs go
through load compensation networks before
passing to the protection circuits.

The chipping indicator for each channel
34 JANUARY 1983 E&MM

is driven from the output of the op -amp when
the output is at a significant level to try and
push the power section over the supply rails.

The output protection circuit is provided
by a relay which operates under two
conditions; firstly it delays connection of the
load for about a second after switch -on, to
prevent transients damaging the speakers,
and secondly it disconnects the load when
DC is detected on either channel.

A fan is used to cool the massive heatsink
assembly, however, should this output stage
start to overheat a thermal switch mounted
to one of the output transistors will speed up
the fan. If the temperature still continues to
rise a second thermal switch will cut off the
load until the output stage cools.

Construction
The casing is extremely rugged, built

from 16 gauge steel throughout. Removing
the top panel reveals the expansive heatsink
assembly, with the power transistors mount-
ed in two rows of five for each channel. The
transistor leads protrude through the heat -
sinks and are soldered to the main drive
circuitry mounted underneath on a glass -
epoxy PCB. Connections to the board are
made via multi -way connectors which allow
each module to be easily disconnected for
servicing or replacement.

The transformer takes up almost 1/3 of
the case and probably contributes to most of
the weight! The supply smoothing capacitors
are not exactly small either providing
21,000uF of capacitance on each rail.

The output protection relay is mounted
on a third PCB next to the capacitors. The fan
is mounted in the centre of the rear panel
and blows air through the gap in the two
heatsinks, across the transistors and out of
the ventilation slots in the case.

The quality of construction is high as can
be seen from the photograph.

Operation
To obtain a stereo output speakers are

connected (via external fuses) tothe binding
posts at the rear of the amplifier. If mono
operation is required then only the left input
is used and output taken across the 'positive'
posts. The left output now becomes the
'positive' signal out. 'Mono' must also be
selected on the slideswitch on the back
panel, which grounds the right input and
applies the left input signal to the inverting
input of the right channel. The two outputs
now work opposing each other. The resultant
output across the two 'positive' posts is
therefore double the output voltage swing.
An external fuse must be used and the load
impedance should not be lower than 8 ohms.

Conclusions
Test results of the amplifier supplied

showed that the specifications were even
better than claimed with noise levels at
-108dB and distortion at 0.007%.

The unit certainly has most of the
elements necessary to build a professional
sound system around, be it in a PA or studio
application. These include; low noise, virtu-
ally distortion free operation over the whole
audio spectrum, versatile input/output op-
tions, circuit protection devices and sturdy
construction both externally and internally.
BGW obviously have faith in their products
covering each unit with a 3 year guarantee.

The 750C is priced at £800+VAT and the
750B at £860+VAT. These units, however,
can be hired from Soundhire.
Kenneth McAlpine E&MM

For further details contact Nikki Antoniou at
Theatre Projects Services Ltd., 10 Long Acre,
London WC2E 9LN. Tel: 01-403 3838 or 01-
240 5411 for Soundhire. Please mention
E&MM when doing so.

Specifications
Intermodu lotion Distortion:
Small Signal
Frequency Response:
Hum and Noise Level:

Input Sensitivity:

Input Impedance:
Damping Factor:
Output Impedance:

Power Requirements:

less than 0.02% from 250 milliwatts to rated power
+0, -3dB, 1Hz to 90kHz
+0, -0.25dB, 20Hz to 20kHz
Better than 106dB below 225 watts (unweighted,
20Hz to 20kHz)
2.12 volts far maximum power output. Voltage gain
26d8 (20 times)
Greater than 15k ohms
Greater than 230 to 1 referencedto 8 -ohms C lkHz
Designed for any load impedance equal to or greater
than 3.5 ohms
Interchangeable for either 100, 120, 200, 220, or 240 volts
A.G., 50-60Hz 1500 watts
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TEL. 06632/2442
STUDIO HOUSE
HIGH LANE VILLAGE
NR. STOCKPORT
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MANSFIELD
182/184 Chesterfield Rd. North
Telephone (0623) 651633
SHEFFIELD
720 City Road, Sheffield
Telephone (0742) 640000
NOTTINGHAM
39 Radford Road, Hyson Green
Nottingham Tel (0602)704820
LEICESTER
22/32 Humberstone Road,
Leicester Tel (0533) 24183

CONTACT PAUL EASTWOOD OR PETER BERRY

72-74 EVERSHOLT STREET
LONDON NW1. Tel. 01-388 5392

FULL SERVICE AND SPARES BACK-UP AVAILABLE

Finally someone is At Rhodes we've always felt there's a big difference between a keyboard that responds
like a machine and one that plays like a musical instrument.

At last there's a synthesizer that comes up to our standards that; can understand

prepared to do CHROMA. The first in a new family of advanced musical instruments.
The Chroma is a hybrid of digital and analogue technology that combines the best of
both worlds. This 16 -channel programmable polyphonic synthesizer has an acousticfor the synthesizer- style keyboard response. So, instead of pushing buttons that look like keys. you can
finally feel what you're playing.

whatRhodes did
cwitoemvaerhyakse5yOboparred-seSteziceessa. pclaussseattfeurtinhteerrfalc00e thvoeiccehprorozsmcmomespuotnercainstseerfttaecaerealsinoclmudakeeds

Chroma the first intelligent music terminal. The compatability factor we're most proud of

for the piano though, is the one all Rhodes instruments have - with people. The way we look at it. advanced
electronics don't mean a thing unless you've got that human touch that makes music what it is - feeling.

CBS7&WO-- I ,nderFlouse. Jeffreys Road. Enfield. Middlesex EN3 713L
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Rhodes Chroma
Limited only by your imagination

Get your fingers on e
Chrome at-
Ballymena
Nichol Brothers
13/15 Church Street, Ballymena,
Norther Ireland
Tel: 0266 49616
Doncaster
Music Ground
245 Station Road, Dunscrolt.
Doncaster Tel: 0302 843037
Eastbourne
Peter Bonner
12A Grove Road. Eastbourne,
Sussex Tel: 0323 639335
Epsom
Bootleg
5/7 South Street, Epsom. Surre
Tel: 01-782 4528
Essex
Future Music
10 Beddow Road, Chelmsford,
Essex Tel: 0245 352490
Hastings
Peter Bonner
39/41 Sedlescombe Road North,
St. Leonards, Hastings, Sussex
Tel: 0424 421885
Leicester
Carlsbro Sound Centres
22/32 Humberstone Road.
Leicester. Leicestershire
Tel: 0533 24183
London
Chase Musicians
22 Chalton Street, Off Euston
Road. London NW1
Tel: 01-387 7626
Rod Argent Keyboards Ltd..
Denmark Street, London WC2
Tel: 01-240 0084
Soho Sound House
18A Soho Square. London WI
Tel: 01-434 1365
Manchester
A.1 Music Centre
88 Oxford Street. Manchester 1.
Lancashire Tel: 021 236 0340
Chase Musicians
58 Oldham Street. Manchester
M4 ILE Tel 061 228 2865
Mansfield
Carlsbro Sound Centres
182'184 Chesterfield Road
North. Mansfield, Notts
Tel: 0623 651633
Sheffield
Carlsbro Sound Centres
720 City Road. Sheffield, Yorks
Tel 0742 640000
Tyne & Wear
Rock City Music
10 Mosley Street, Newcastle
upon Tyne. Tyne & Wear
Tel 0632 324175
Worcester
Rod Argent Keyboards Ltd.
15 The Butts, Worcester,
Worcestershire Tel 0905 61174
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by Charles Blakey

Tuning Up -
A Review of VCO Calibration Methods Part 2

This month we continue with some
other practical methods for tuning
and calibrating your VCO's.

METHOD 2.
Oscilloscope; Additional Oscillator

Conventionally the vertical axis of an
oscilloscope displays the amplitude of
a signal applied to its input while the
horizontal axis displays time. Timing is
obtained through an internal sawtooth
oscillator and if the oscilloscope has a
calibrated scale then this may be used
to obtain an approximate measure of
frequency. For example, a waveform
input having a frequency of 1kHz dis-
played with a sweep time of one milli-
second per division of the graticule
should show one complete cycle of the
waveform per division.

Most oscilloscopes have facility for
using an external time base on the
horizontal input. Suppose that the
same sinewave signal is applied to both
inputs then due to the nature of the
timing waveform and the equality of the
two inputs a perfect circle should be
displayed screen. Whether the
circle is symmetrical will, however,
depend on the quality of the ampli-
fiers. If separate sinewave oscillators
are now used for the two inputs then
when their frequencies are equal a
circle will again be generated. In this
instance the circle could be asym-
metrical due to variations in amplitude
of the two inputs. Also as one of the
oscillators drifts slightly the circle will
turn into an ellipse, or even a straight
line, at a tangent to the vertical axis. The
latter is due to phase differences be-
tween the two signals. These displays
are known as Lissajous Figures. Of

greater interest from a calibration point
of view is that if the frequencies of the
two inputs are integer ratios then
clearly defined figures are generated.
For example, if the ratio is exactly 2:1
then two complete ellipses are formed
resembling a bow tie. For calibrating it
is best to keep to a 2:1 (or 1:2) re-
lationship since at higher ratios the
complex patterns formed as the oscil-
lators drift slightly apart can be very
confusing.

In references to the use of Lissa-
jous Figures the additional requirement
usually stated is a Signal Generator.
The latter is just a name for an oscilla-
tor and so another VCO would serve the
purpose and the essential factor is that
the second oscillator should be stable -

Control Voltage VCO
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Figure 3. Method 2.
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at least for the duration of the cali-
bration. Similarly, the method usually
refers to using sinewaves but many

controlled oscillators do not
have a sine output. A triangle wave-
form will do just as well and while two
triangle inputs are assumed below, a
combination of sine and triangle wave-
forms will work equally well, but the
shapes obtained will differ. The cali-
bration arrangement is shown in Figure
3.

From a keyboard keep note A =
440Hz held and adjust the frequency of
the stable oscillator to match the fre-
quency of the VCO being calibrated.
This will be shown by a stable single
diamond shape on the oscilloscope
screen (Figure 4a). At this stage you
may need to adjust the amplitude
control(s) to obtain the best shape. Now
press next lowest A and if the frequency
is not half that of the stable oscillator
there will be a complex pattern on the
screen. To find out whether the VCO
being calibrated is sharp or flat adjust
the frequency of the test oscillator first
one way and then the other in order to
obtain a stable pattern resembling
Figure 4b. Do not worry about exact
shape or whether in fact you end up
with a figure resembling an eight the
important feature is the figure now:
resembles a doubling of the original
shape obtained at the first matching. If
the frequency of the stable oscillator
had to be decreased then the VCO is
sharp, i.e., the frequency ratio is greater
than 2, and the 'scale adjust' pre-
set should be turned accordingly. Con-
tinue the first step (keyboard A =
440Hz; adjusting stable oscillator to
match; pressing next lowest A) until

JANUARY 1983 E&MM



pressing A = 220Hz gives a figure of the
type shown in Figure 4b. In practice it
will be difficult to maintain absolutely
stable Lissajous Figures but so long as
they are rotating at a speed of about one
per second then this is adequate. This
is not necessarily a reflection of the
stability of the VCO but more the
stability of the control voltage and the
accuracy of its measurement.

Figure 4. Lissajous Figures.

The procedure is similar when using
an external control voltage for calibrat-
ing. The initial slight difficulty that
some may experience is obtaining a
frequency in the region of 440Hz
(within ± 50Hz will do). This can be
obtained by simply listening to the
output of the VCO through an ampli-
fier and getting in the region of A =
440Hz by ear. Alternatively if the oscil-
loscope has a calibrated time scale
then use the method described earlier.
Another approach relies on the fact that
most constructors will be familiar with
the sound of the dreaded mains hum
and the control voltage can be set so
that the output of the VCO into an
amplifier resembles this. Alternatively,
the output from the secondaries of a low
voltage transformer may be input to one
side of the oscilloscope and the VCO
frequency matched to a single figure.
With both the latter methods the con-
trol voltage is then increased by three
volts which should bring the VCO into
the correct frequency range. Note the
voltage reading, get the single Lissa-
jous Figure as above and then decrease
applied voltage by exactly 1.00 volts
and proceed as already described.

The Lissajous Figure technique is as
accurate as the first method using a
digital frequency meter but the remain-
ing problem is having scaled the VCO
one does not have the means for tuning
it to an exact standard. The technique
may also be used for the high fre-
quency adjustment (when fitted) al-
though the figures will be less stable.
Simply aim to get the double figure
rotating as slowly as the initial single
setting up figure - or at least as slowly as
patience will allow!
METHOD 3.
Tuned Musical Instrument

This is a popular method since it
does not require additional test equip-
ment and many constructors will know
someone who has a tuned keyboard
instrument. In fact, it does not matter
for calibration purposes whether the
musical instrument is exactly in tune so
long as it is a polyphonic instrument
E&MM JANUARY 1983

which uses a frequency divider. If the
instrument is another synthesiser then
the calibration can only equal its scal-
ing and in these circumstances it would
be preferable to use Method 4. The test
set-up is shown in Figure 5.

The arrangement shows the outputs
going to a stereo amplifier but they
could equally well go to separate ampli-
fiers/speakers which may be built into
the instruments. The method will work
best if the waveforms are of low har-
monic content, for example, a triangle
from the VCO and an equally mellow
sound from the musical instrument
being used. Also observe that in this
and other methods we show the volt-
age controlled oscillator being calibra-
ted going direct to the amplifier, or
other equipment. In some synthesisers
it may not be practical to have a direct
link from the VCO but this can usually
be circumvented with jump leads. The
alternative is to connect the ampli-
fier, or other test equipment, to the
output of the synthesiser. Normally
there will be a voltage controlled filter
and amplifier in the signal path and
these should be set to their fully 'open'
position. If the VCA does not have an
'open' facility then set its envelope
generator to maximum sustain and the
note on the keyboard will have to be
kept held down during the calibration
step - a matchstick wedged between
keys will keep the hands free!

From the keyboard attached to the
oscillator being calibrated press A =
440Hz and also press the same note on
the musical instrument. In this in-
stance the two sounds will have to be
matched using another adjustment at-
tached to the VCO, for example, the
initial frequency adjust (RV17 on VCO 1
of the 'Spectrum'). As the pitch of the
two instruments become closer one
should hear a secondary beat fre-
quency and the time interval between
beats decreases as matching
approaches. When zero beat is ob-
tained press next lowest A for both VCO
and musical instrument. In this method
the best approach is to turn the 'scale
adjust' pre-set until zero beat is ob-
tained once more. The direction of
turning as well as the number of turns to
achieve matching should be noted.
Afterwards turn the pre-set half the

number of turns back in the opposite
direction. Remember, as in all
methods, to keep an eye on the volt-
meter and press the key again if the
voltage changes during a calibration
step. Press A = 440Hz on both instru-
ments and repeat the above procedure
of matching with the scale adjust pre-
set and going back halfway. The num-
ber of turns of the pre-set will gradually
decrease until only a part rotation is
required for perfect matching.

When an external control voltage is
used a different approach is required.
Press A = 440Hz on the musical in-
strument and adjust the calibrating
voltage for zero beat. Note the voltage
reading. Press next lowest A and reduce
calibrating voltage until zero beat is
obtained once more. If the voltage
adjustment required is less than 1.00
volts then the VCO is sharp and the
scale adjust pre-set is rotated in the
direction to achieve the correct scale. If
this is not known then turn it in one
direction and repeat the previous step
and note whether the voltage required
is lower or higher than before. If lower
then it is being rotated in the correct
direction. Simply continue the proce-
dure: A = 440Hz; match with applied
voltage; press next lowest A and alter
scale adjust pre-set if the volt-
age change required to achieve zero
beat varies from 1.00 volts.

At high frequencies beats are much
more difficult to discern and thus the
method is not really practical for a high
frequency trim adjustment. If this trim
is fitted then normally its wiper will be
grounded during the low frequency
scaling and the best approach is to sub-
sequently set the wiper in the mid
position and tweak the pre-set if there is
an audible tendency for the oscillator to
go sharp or flat at high frequencies.
METHOD 4.
Stable Oscillator.

The advantage of using a correctly
tuned instrument in Method 3 is that
both calibration - at least at the impor-
tant lower end - and tuning can be
achieved. This 'beat frequency' tech-
nique may, however, be used for cali-
bration when only a stable oscillator is
available, such as, another VCO.

The arrangement is the same as
Figure 5 but with the stable oscillator in
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Figure 5. Method 3.
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place of the musical instrument. With a
keyboard /VCO calibration set-up, note
A = 440Hz is pressed and the stable
oscillator adjusted until zero beat is
obtained. Now press next lowest A and
use the same procedure as Method 3,
namely, alter the 'scale adjust' for zero
beat. This time, however, the beats are
on notes an octave apart and some will
find them more difficult to hear. Turn
the trimmer half way back, as before,
and repeat the procedure until zero
beat is obtained on both notes. Often
some benefit will be obtained by ad-
justing the volume from the ampli-
fiers so as to more clearly discern the
beats.

The procedure using an external
control voltage is virtually the same as
that described in Method 3, except that
the stable oscillator is not touched and
one relies on hearing beats between
notes an octave apart.

This method is applicable to most
situations. For example, with the 'Spec-
trum', VCO 2 could be used as a sepa-
rate stable oscillator by disconnecting it
from the keyboard by omitting R163.
Similarly, in a modular system, such as
the Digisound 80, a second initially
uncalibrated oscillator may be used as
a stable VCO when calibrating the first
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Figure 6. Method 5.

and then the latter used to calibrate the
second. Furthermore, the 'beat fre-
quency' technique can be very accu-
rate especially if the person has what is
known as a 'musical ear' which is not
the same as an ear for music. In
contrast, however, there is a surpris-
ingly high proportion of people who
cannot hear or have difficulties with
beat frequencies. These problems are
increased when the beats are an octave
apart. The next method overcomes this
problem.
METHOD 5.
Tuned Musical Instrument or Stable
Oscillator; Ring Modulator.

The set up is shown in Figure 6 and
the techniques used are exactly the
same as for Methods 3 or 4 according to
whether a tuned musical instrument or
stable oscillator is used. The outputs of
both the VCO and the calibrating aid

should preferably be waveforms of low
harmonic content and in this instance
they are taken to the two inputs of a ring
modulator. One will recall that the
action of a true ring modulator is to
produce the sum and difference of the
frequencies of the two inputs. If the
inputs were two pure sinewaves then
when the inputs become matched the
output from the ring modulator will be a
pure tone an octave higher and with an
amplitude half that of the signal in-
puts. Thus there is a quieter pleasing
tone when the two inputs -are matched.
If, however, we put in sinewaves of, say,
438Hz and 440Hz the output will con-
tain frequencies of 2Hz and 878Hz. The
effect of the 2Hz component is to cause
variations in amplitude, rather like
'beats' but much more clearly audible.

E&MM

THE NEW B.E.L. BC3 NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
WE'VE SLIMMED DOWN EVERYTHING BUT THE QUALITY

The only thing you'll find the B.E.L.
BC3 Noise Reduction System doesn't
cover is rackspace.
The new slimline BC3 comes in 8, 16
and 24 track versions with simultane-
ous en -code and decode. No switch-
ing is required.
The B.E.L. BC3 is available at the
slimmer price of £1056* for the 16 -

track system.
So save money and space, find out
more about the new B.E.L. BC3 Noise
Reduction System for your local
dealer or contact us on Luton 450066.

*All prices are subject to VAT.

B.E.L. MARKETING, 29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
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At last musicians have access to the
ding capabilities previously reserved

those privileged few who could afford
time -- now you can afford your own
f you can afford the time. Fostex

developed the world's first
recorder at a price that

flat.
super quiet 73dB sin (with

C*) is a pleasure to listen to
e its remarkable crosstalk is

' I kHz, adjacent channels).
The most advanced electronics and

arepacked into the compact A-8

JANUAJRY
83

SALE OFFER:
1nterest-iree

credit

0% A,P R.) on Fostex

equipment
or FREE pair

6301 monitors
when

A-13

purchasing
complete

system 1 free monitor

with 250 Multitracker).

recorder: automatic sel sync, individual
track monitoring, unique group select
function for four buss mixers, i 5 i.p.s. tape
speed, built-in Dolby C, overdub.<, may be
punched in with a footswitch whilst an
optional remote control unit gives full
access to the tape transport. Accessible
electronics and cool running all add up to
fast, reliable operation.

If you have the time and the musical
concepts let the London Rock Shop set you
on the right tracks with Fostex: the
affordable 8 -track, but not at the expense
of quality.

A-8 - 8 -T r a ck Recorder
-

: £11
A-2 : 2 -Track Recorder : £ 4
350 : 8-4-2 Mixer : £ 4
3060: Meter Bridge : £ 11
8030: Remote Control : £

All prices include 15% VAT

Every home should have one?
Fostex 250 Multltracker: £589

The uttimate cassette -format suitc
studio from Fostex. Record up to four tr
at one time with complete hide
control of tone and volume at in
output stages. Keyboards, guitars,
machines and microphones conveniently
plug direct into the front of the multitrac
with a trim control to match any signal le
to the input.

Simul sync, track pingponging,
bounce down, echo send/return, monit
mix, twin headphone sockets, built-in i
output
75d8
perform
multitrack

Fostex
NEW.

Stereo
3050:
Digital de
20

Dolby C 4
3030:
Dual I
6301:



MOOG: The
incredible new

Memorymoog
is a 6 -voice,

100 memory,
3 vco per

ote polysynth. At
last a polyphonic

Minimoog!
Extensive cross

-modulation
produces

xciting new sounds:
somehow it's different.

£2,565. 'The
Rogue', Taurus

bass pedals,

Opus 3' ...

KORG: POLYSIX
polysynth, 6

-voice, 32
memory, 1 vco pernote polysynth atunder

£1,000!
MONO -POLY,

4 -voice,
4 vco fat

synth with
ring mod, arpeggiator,

producing

great effects: £535.
CX-3 drawbar

organ, Delta
polysynth -+ strings.

CASIOMAGIC:
An amazing

range of 16 keyboards
from the new MT -11 portable,

8 voice mini keyboard
at £49, new

CT -405
(£275), CT-202 (E275)

to the 1,000 sound

CT -1000P
(E325).

Interest -free
credit on items over

f200 during
Jan. '83sale

only.
 JVC: KB -500:

Portable, stereo,
mains/battery

keyboard with
rhythms, aux.

input

and computer
chord memory.

£399.

 YAMAHA:
The

incredible, go-anywhere
mini CS -01 synth. mains/battery,

optional

breath
controller forVCANCF.

 Plus manyone-off second-hand,
shop-soiled

and ex -demo
models at sale prices.

KORG: SDD
3000: Digital

Delay -1023
MS, 9 program memories

ROLAND:
SDE 2000:

Digital Delay
-670 MS, delay/flanger/chorus

MXR: Pitch
Shift Doubler

- stereooutputs

MXR: Dual limiter/Compressor-stereo

in/out

VESTA FIRE:
Rack -mount

spring reverb
+ FURMAN:

Reverb

ACCESSIT:
Stereo

spring reverb
+ controller

ACCESSIT:
Compressor/Noise

gate/Dual
sweep equaliser

ACCESSIT:
Patch bay/Headphone

splitter/Dual
15w power amp

YAMAHA:
Analog echo, chorus,

Hanger: E
1005, E 1010

YAMAHA:
Producer

Series: Stereo
mixer 6/2,Headphone

amp

BEYER, SENNHEISER:
Range ofstudio headphones

AKG: D80, D 190,
D310, D320,

D330 microphones

SHURE:
Complete range

of new PE series microphones

SHURE: Undyne 517, Unisphere
588, SM57,

SM58 mikes

SENNHEISER:
MD421-U + AUDIO TECHNICA:

Microphones

AMPEX: Grand
Master 1/4"

tape + TDK: cassette tapes

D.I. BOXES:
Lead testers:

Whirlwind
cables: Switchcraft

plugs

The Kit: The Clap:
The Tymp: The

Syndrum +
much, much more

idon Rock
Shop brings

you the latest
advances in guitartechnology:

'EINBERGER
BASS:

Graphite fibre
reinforced epoxy

resin one-piece
neck

dy produce
acoustic properties

vastly
superior to

wood: longer
sustain, in -

I harmonic
content,

dead spotseliminated,
active electronics,

precision tuning,

it balance,
amazingly

compact,
24 frets,2 pickups,

unique sound.
f985 Inc.

carrying cover,
strap and accessories.

AND GUITAR SYNTHESIZERS:

GR-300 Blue
floor unit featuresswitchable

ranging
(over 1 octave

±), automatic
minimoog type

vibrato, filter sweeps

triableattack/decay,
built-in compressor

for addedsustain.
Choice offour guitar

lers: G-202:
with humbuckers

(white, blue or red)
G-303: fitted neck,

ckers (left-handed
available)

G-505: U.S.A.
type with

trem (met.
blue, met. -red,

G-808: neck
thru' body, humbucking

pickups.
Prices from f599 complete.

Please ring
for details

of bass guitar synthesizers.

Plus: *Tokai
replicas,

Fender Squier,
Fender U.S.A.,

Gibson,
Ibanez, Aria

Ovation,
Jaydee, Pangborn,

Kramer, Westone

 TRACE
ELLIOTT: The

Rolls-Royce ofbass amplification.
We are recently appointed

sole London
agents for this great

bass gear.
Our stock

includes preamp,
power amp,

combo (1 x 15" and 8 x 10") set-ups to
choose from.

 AMPEG
SVT BASS

STACK: 300
watts of pure

valve power
Sole London

agents

for this recently
updated tower

of power

SESSIONETTE:
The boogie

man's back
relief! At last, a British

made combo
that

packs a real punch with
soft overdrive

at low volumes and
wails when

you wind it

up. 75 watt output
with a Celestion 12"

speaker that
can handle

the sting in its tail.

At only £225 you've
got to give a try. Optional footswitch

available for clean/dirty

channel change.

 ROLAND:
Cube 20, 40, 60, 100, 60B

Cube 40k, 60 keyboard

Jazz Chorus
JC 50, JC 120

Spirit 10,
1513, 30, 50,

30B, 50B

Bolt 30, 60, 100 EN Boss MA-1, MA -5, MA -15, MS -100

 PLUS: Ohm, Lab
Series, Fender,

Music Man,
Carlsbro, Vox,

Pignose, V -amp, Yamaha

Interest -free
credit on items over

f200 during
Jan. '83sale only.

London's professional
Sequential

Circuits dealer
have the very newest

models at the

latest reduced
prices:

PRO -ONE
IModel 100)

 More features per£ than any
other professional

monophonic,
single voice synth

on the market.

 3 octave, 37 note
keyboard pitch and modulation

wheels

 2 oscillators with
mixable

waveforms 24dB/octave
fat filter

 DualASDR envelopes
(VCF + VCA) Extensive

modulation
facilities

 40 notesequencer
and

arpeggiator 
External audio

input

 CV in/out + gate in/out Best price on application

PROPHET 5
(Rev 3.3)

 The standard by
which other

polysynths arejudged

 5 voice, 2vco per note 120 user-programmable
sound patches

 5 octave,
61 note

keyboard tape dump
facility for patches

 permanent
edit mode  variable

scale mode
 noise generator

 interface
to sequential

circuits POLY-SEQUENCER
with 10,000

note storage
and

digital tape sequence
file. REMOTE

PROPHET
keyboardavailable

*Interest -free
credit during

Jan '83 Sale

SYNSONICS
DRUM

* Developed
by Mattel

Electronics of
California, an incredible,

programmable

electronic
drum kit with full professional

facilities:

 4 pressure
sensitive pads:

cymbal
(white noise),

snare drum,
torn tom 2, tom tom

(with pitch
control over

5 octaves).

 Stereo
output to pro audio or din output to home hi-fi.

 Auto or
manual bass

drum maybe used in programmable
memories.

 Tom torn 1 variable
fromsynthesized

spacedrum
sounds to deep torn tom.

 3 separate,
16 downbeat

memories can
be recorded

using all facilities, layering

indefinitely.
Memories can

be played back
individually or

blended in sequence.

 Auto-play facility
using 3 control keys

per pad.
4, 8 or 16

beats to the bar, but can

be combined
to produce

other rhythms
(rock, offbeat,

shuffle, 3/4).

 L.E.D. lights add
sight to sound as

teaching aid.

 Accent button changes
(ride -sizzle)

cymbal
sound to closed hi-hat sound.

*Only £99.95 post
+ packing

free U.K.
mainland. If notdelighted,

return

within 14
days for no quibble, money back guarantee.

Batteries
and drum

sticks - please add £3.95.
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BOSS: The
world's

leading
effects

manufacturer.
An enormous

range of pedals,

computer
-controlled

pedal boards,
carrying

cases,
mini -mixers,

effects units,
mains

adaptors,
mini -amps,

mini monitors
and tuners.

o sound
Innovator

RX-I00:
Reverb

DM -100:
DM -2:
BF -2:

CE -2:

SD -1:

DS -1,

TW-1:
FA -1:
GE -10:

Delay/chorus
Delay

Flanger
Chorus
Super Overdrive

Distortion
Touch Wah

Fet Preamp

10 -Band
Graphic

DR -55:
Dr. Rhythm

KM -60:
6-2 Mixer

KM -04:
4-I Mixer

Full colour
catalogue

available on
request.

03-2:
GE -7:

PH -1R:

CS -2:

NF -1:
MA -1:
MA -5:
MA -15:
mS-100:

ROCKER:

AMDEK:
It's new,

it's exciting
and its calledCOMPU-MUSIC.

CMU-800
(ill.). This

incredible
piece ofcomputer

hardware
connects

directly into
a microcomputer

(e.g.

Apple II) to
produce

bass,
drums, solo

voice and
chord accompaniment.

Full interface

facilities to
Jupiter 8

and other
synths with

OP -8,
CV, gate

and clock
in/out

AMDEK:
ADA-200:

Analog/digital
converter.

AMDEK:
DXY-100:

XY graphic
plotter/music

printer.
A Ant for Players

AMDEK:
Amber/green

screen + colourmonitors.

AMDEK:
Build -your

-own effects
pedals.

AIKADEK

The London Rock Shop has the
t selection ofRoiandproducts in

Whetheryou'e /ookig fora
8po/yphonic synthesizeror

as

of

for space echo
of it

tapein
fact, if Roland make it

he London Rock Shopyou can
getting Sound dviceat
e: this means being confident
ow how techno/ogyis mot/.
nd buying the right product
time. Our go/deri rule is to

OC-2:DivVibrato°7-Band
enpvrdre

der

Graphic

Noise gate

Belt amp

5wMonitor
15w Monitor

I00wMonitor

Vol./Dist./Wah

ROLAND
KEYBOARDS

JUPITER&

Polyphonic
Synthesizer

JUNO 60:

CSO I D°16°°:

Polyphonic
Synthesizer

JuNO 6:

Polyphonic
Syntheszeri

MC -4B:

Microcomposer
Digitalsequencers

Drawbar
organ

Organ -I- strings
VK-09:
RS -09:

PIANO
PLUS 60/70

HP-30/EP-11:
EP -3030:

100M:

Electric
pianos

Dual voice
piano

Modular
synthsystem

+ Power
amps,

mixers, full
-range

cabs.

ROLAND
RACK

SDE-2000:
SRE-555:

SDD-320:
SBF-325:
SPH-323:
SVC-350:

PLUS...
RE -201:

CR-8000:

Digital
delay

Chorus
echo

DimensionD
Flanger/chorus
Phaser

Vocoder

CR-5000:

Chorus
echo

cprSpomogac.epucecorhmhpourtri

PA-80/150/250:
Mixeramplifie

DR-101/131/181/221:

Microph

*New ROLAND
SH- I 01 MONOPHONIC

SYNTHESIZERS.

Outstanding
features

give this
synth a

real edge
on the

market at
only £249.

1 VCO
with sub-oscillator

and mixable
waveforms,

noise generator
and noise

mod., built-in
100 -step

digital

sequencer
with

legato, rests
and transposition,

ext. clock
input, auto

-arpeggio,
auto

portamento,
battery/mains

operated,
mod

depth on bender.
Optional

MGS-1

modulation
grip controls

upward
pitch bend, introduces

modulation
and allows

performance
with neck

-strap like
guitar.

INTEREST
-FREE

CREDIT
AVAILABLE

DURING

JANUARY
SALEI

ensure that you underand Whatthe

choice foryour music
equipment doesand that it is the correct

Latest additions to the vast Roland
range inciude the Juno6 and Juno 60

range synthesizers. These
incredibly versatile keyboardshave

youmade peop/e think twice before buying
a string/brass eitseMbie because now
you can buy e true po/yphonic

that Will sound like piano,
organ, clavinet, strings and brass for
under £600! The Juno 60 enabiesyou

toprograrrimeyourown sounds into
its S6 memories recall them, edit

themand still keep the original patch. Add
to these features the microcomputer
interface and you have a superb value
keyboardfor under f 1,000 /on& the
Korg Polysix comes near itat this
prices.

Roland coinputhythm units have
founda eft -earned niche in studios
around the I.I.K. providing instant
rhythm tracks for demos and masters
alike, The TR-606 oRuntirix Is a fully
programinabie,chain -/inking electronic
drum kit for under f200 whereas the
TR-808 RH)THilol COMPOSERhas all the
featuresof theDrumatixpius handclaps,
variable drum tunings, latin percussion
instrumentsand individualaudio
outputs. Both these units syncwith the
T8-303 8,9SSLINE:A programmabie
sequencerand synthesizer in one. Now
you have a comp/cite rhythm section at
your fingertips -a real creative too/ for
composingandsongwriting.

Further details on Roiand, /toss andAmdek
products May be obtained by sending 2Sp in
postage stamps for full colour catalogues to:
rhe London Rum Shop, 26 Chaik Faro, Rod,
Condon NAC! t
Direct sales tine: Tei: 0 I-
OPE 7 DAYS



AIVIDEK
Compressor Kit
This month we continue our Amdek series with the Com-
pressor, another useful effect which can be assembled and
customised with the minimum of technical difficulty.

" Variable Sustain
* Automatic Level Control
* LED effect on and battery check

indicator
* Pre -assembled circuit board
* Complete kit with detailed instructions

The Compressor is a useful ad-
dition to any Electro-music stu-
dio. In recording applications it

can be used to reduce the dynamic
range of input signals or in PA
situations it could be used to stabilise
often unpredictable microphone sig-
nals.

The unit compresses the sound by
boosting small signals arid attenu-
ating larger ones. This is demon-
strated in Figure 1. The input, A, has a
percussive envelope, such as that
produced by a guitar, which, when
processed by the circuit, results in
the compressed output (shown dot-
ted). The initial high peak, B, has
been reduced and the decaying input
is boosted to a sustain level, C.

The box has two controls, output
Level, and Sustain level with the

E&MM JANUARY 1983

facility to use an optional external
power supply.

The Kit
The Compressor is supplied in the

usual bubble pack, complete with all
parts, connecting wire, solder, a

handy Amdek spanner and the in-
struction sheet. The only extra items
needed are a 15-30 watt soldering
iron, cutters (or wirestrippers), pliers,
screwdriver and the ubiquitous PP3.

Once all of the parts have been
separated from their packaging they
can be spread out on a worksurface
and checked off against the parts list
in the assembly instructions. When
this has been done construction can
commence.

The first stage is to cut and strip
the appropriate leads for the pots.

:Compressor

4

tt

CPO

All the parts ready for checking off.

TIME

A

C
4 O

Figure 1. Output characteristics of the Compressor.

Steps 2-8. Pots, battery snap and LED wired to the board.

Steps 9.14. Footswitch assembled and pots fitted into the case.

43



Once these have been soldered to the
controls, the battery connector, LED
and footswitch leads can be cut to
length (Steps 2-6).

When the eyelets in the factory
assembled PCB have been suitably
tinned and filled, the leads for the
battery snap, pots and LED can be
soldered to them (Steps 7-8).

Assembly of the footswitch is next
requiring the footswitch, two 25mm
screws, springs and footswitch stop-
per plate. Once this is complete the
LED holder can be clipped into place
and the footswitch leads soldered to
the PCB (Steps 9-11).

The pots can now be fitted into the
case using the Amdek spanner to
tighten the hexagonal nuts. Once the
LED has been fitted (with its locking
ring) the PCB can be located into the
case and held in place with the jack
socket nuts (Steps 12-15).

A self-adhesive insulation sheet
now attached to insulate the PCB
from the bottom of the case. Oncethe
rubber pad is fitted to the bottom
plate it can be screwed to the case
with the four 10mm screws (Steps 16-
18).

The stages required to finish the
unit are: fitting the battery, the rubber
battery cover and the two control
knobs (Steps 19-21).

The Circuit
The circuit diagram of the Com-

pressor is shown in Figure 2.
The IC is a transconductance

amplifier whose gain is controlled by
the current into pin 1. With no signal
present transistors Q8 and 9 are off.
This allows C15 to charge via R26
almost to the supply rail. This causes
a current to flow through Q5 and into
the IC via R14 and the resistance set
by the Sustain control. This sets the
initial gain of the amplifier.

With a signal present Q8 and 9
come on, discharging C15 and caus-
ing a voltage drop at the base of Q5
turning it off, the IC now decreases in
gain since the control current has
stopped. Since the input signal has
now reduced C15 again starts to
charge and increase the gain of the
IC. The circuit therefore keeps the
output constant at a level set by the
Sustain control. The effect is switch-
ed in and out with two FET's Q2 and 3
controlled by a flip-flop toggled by the
footswitch.

Operation
ur Compressor worked first time

after assembly but should you have
any difficulties Roland UK have a 'Hot
Line' at their factory which is 01-847
1671 - they are always willing to lend
a helping ear!

Although Amdek believe they have
supplied component values for per-
fect operation of the unit they do
suggest some modifications which
can be made. Note that these mods
are made at your own risk and may
affect guarantee conditions.

Modifications
These modifications alter the At-

tack and Decay times of the Com-
pressor action.
Mod 1. Resistor R27 determines the
discharge rate of C15. If this is
increased the 'attack' increases in
amplitude giving a very 'punchy'
sound. Try values from 0-1k.
Mod 2. Resistor R26 determines the
charging rate of C15. When this is
decreased the charging rate in-
creases and vice -versa. Try values
from 10k to 330k.
Mod 3. For full control over the
Compressor action fit a miniature pot
in place of each resistor. A 1k in place
of R27 and a 220k in series with a 10k
resistor in place of R26. The two pots
could be fitted below the present
controls (with some careful drilling!)

E&MM

INPUT

Cr R3
032 10K

Rr

R4
1/60 IIK

10

BATTERY

7-000P
9V

051:
POWER

DC9V

RIS
106

ale c12

Cl
100/16

01,04 2SC732TMGR

05 - Q9 : 2SC945P

02 - C13 : 2SK30A TM `I

SUSTAIN

D2 - D6 : DS442

D4 : R05.1EB3

IC

04

0022
R22
104,

R23
10K

a
D47

3330

CII
447 7,

D1

IC

T10 103
CHECK

: 10E2

: BA662A

FOOT SW

OUTPUT

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the Compressor.

OUTPUT

LEVEL

DC9vINPUT

SUSTAIN

Steps 18-21. Base plate and

Steps 15-17. PCB fitted into
the case and insulation added.

Output Jack:
for connection to out-
side instrument such
as amp or other ef-
fector.

LED:
indicates ON/OFF
mode of the effector.
Also, serves as a

battery checker.

LEVEL.
for control of volume
when the effector is

in the ON mode.
Jack to external power

Jack to external power:
used when an optional
power pack (DC 9V)
Instrument Input Jack:
for input of guitar or other

instrument. Also,
serves as a power ON/
OFF switch to func-
tion along with the
input action of the
instrument jack. Pull
out the jack when not
playing.

SUSTAIN:
controls the length of
prolonged output
sounds. Turning to
clockwise is to get
longer sustaining
sounds.

Foot Switch:
for switching the
effect in or out of
circuit. (Silent elect-
ronic switch.)

knobs fitted to complete the unit. Figure 3. Panel description.

E&MM's special offer price for the Amdek Compressor Kit is
£28.00 incl VAT and P&P. Please order as: Amdek CMK-100 kit.

RECORDED ON DEMO

CASSETTE No. 9
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You've heard all about
Personal Studios

Isn't it about time you listened?

Personal studios come in
several flavours. Ours and Theirs.
We all make home multitrack possible.
The real differences are in the sound,
reading what's written will never tell
you the whole truth.

When you make your choice,
fancy figures or features may weaken
your senses, but they can never
disguise a rough sound.

A bumpy tale
Heads that put multitrack onto cassette are

true feats of precision engineering. Yet they all exhibit a
characteristic that's known as 'head bump. A slight
discrepancy in the way low frequencies are recorded.

Dolby 'C', which reduces noise by controlling
the higher frequencies. does not worsen this problem.
However, compansion systems (such as BEL and dbx),
which affect the entire audio band, accentuate it, unless
compensating circuit techniques are incorporated. On
the second or third overdub, what was once a clear bass
line, can become a rumble. And the resultant
mistracking, affects the clarity of everything

EMI M
IMINWIIIIO'11111
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Ng .
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Demonstrations can deceive you
Manufacturers' demo tapes are

bound to sound good. They have to, in
order to convince you. But the real
test, is when you do the test yourself.
Plug in an instrument and make your
own recording. Check how easily you
can perform an overdub. Then listen /
closely to the sound of your more /
complex mix. Listen carefully for
clear tight bass that doesn't
degrade when you bounce*.

Make sure that your
results at home will be as good
as what you heard in the store.

Thank you Dr. Dolby
The latest Dolby 'C' noise

reduction was designed specifically
for small gauge tapes. More than
twice as effective as Dolby 'B', plus
new circuitry that makes the highs
sparkle. In the field of Personal
Multitrack, it's exclusive to Fostex.
And the results are dramatic. Crisp
highs and lows with no pumping or
low frequency side effects. The sound
of Fostex is the choice of professional
music makers. Bill Nelson, Elkie
Brookes, the Undertones, Phil Oakey,
Suzie Quatro. The list goes on.

Do DOLBY C NR

A chance to listen
You won't find our Multitracker

at every music store. Fostex dealers
are selected specialists who not only
give you literature, but let you listen
and compare, and offer a choice of
accessories, advice, and help with
finance.

'dbx' is a trademark of dbx incorporated
Dolby 'B', Dolby 'C' and the Double D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories

Not all our dealers sell Theirs as
well as Ours, but just so that you can
check the difference in sound for
yourself, we'll arrange that there's
one of Theirs for you to hear.

All the dealers listed will be
pleased to oblige.

Andertons
91 Haydon Place
Guildford, Surrey

Audio Services Ltd
Studio House
High Lane Village
Stockport, Cheshire

City Music
1 Queen Street
Newton Abbot, Devon

Don Larking
29 Guildford Street
Luton, Beds.

Dougies Music Store
17 Wilton Street
Northwich, Cheshire

Frank Hessy Music
62 Stanley Street
Liverpool

HHB Hire & Sales
New Crescent Works
Nicoll Road
LONDON NW 1 0

Future Music
10 Baddow Road
Chelmsford, Essex

ITA Ltd
1-7 Harewood Avenue
LONDON NW1

London Rock Shop
25 Chalk Farm Road
LONDON NW1

Music Ground Ltd
245 Station Road
Dunscroft
Doncaster. Yorks.

REW Proshop
114 Charing Cross Road
LONDON WC2

Rod Argent's Music
15 The Butts
Worcester

Vision Store
3 Eden Walk
Kingston-upon-Thames
Surrey

Take this opportunity to
discover and compare the sound of

the Multitracker.
Because a

personal studio
should make
the best of your
music.
A rough sound

never helped to
sell a song.

Bandive Ltd, 10 East Barnet Road, NEW BARNET, Herts. EN4 8RW. 01-441 1133
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by Brenda Hayward

KNG \OTES
Part 10 Counter Melody - how to create extra melodies in your music.

This month I am using excerpts from my
Organ Master Theory Book Two for
starting to create 'Counter Melody' or

'Counterpoint', which is the musical term for
adding extra melody notes and encouraging
movement underneath the melody notes of
the music. The original melody note on the
manuscript will always be played in the
dominant or highest positions on the key-
board so that it will still be clearly heard as
the melody or theme. In Ultravox' Hymn
music in this issue you'll find counter
melodies used both above and below the
tune.

When you are listening to a group of
musicians or an orchestra, see if you can
ignore or 'shut out' the melody to concen-
trate on what is actually being played as the
'backing'. The effects you will hear are
Counter Melody, Harmony and Bass as the
musicians will not all be playing the melody
line. A musical arrangement is divided into
parts and shared amongst the musicians, so
that when each player's part is blended
together, a complete melodious arrange-
ment can be heard.

On the electronic organ, left hand chord
progressions (see Part 6, June '82) can
provide the harmony while the bass pedal
notes will be sounding the deep rich bass
accompaniment (for pedal progressions see
Part 8, September '82).

If by following my articles you can now
embellish a sparsely written bass stave, all
that is left is to learn the technique of adding
counter melody notes to transform a simple
musical score into a full arrangement.

A knowledge of scales and the note
numbers of left hand chords are necessary
to play a counter melody, as it is not simplya
case of adding any notes which take your
fancy to the melody notes. However, once
you have completed the first simple steps
this month you should be able to play your
own counter melody in any key of music. I'll
now show you various forms and ways of
playing counter melody.

COUNTER MELODY is created by a move-
ment of notes underneath a melody. If the
notes move in semitones it is referred to as
'Chromatic Movement', and if the notes
move in tones it is referred to as 'Tonal
Movement'.

One form of Counter Melody is created
underneath a melody when the 3rd note of
one chord resolves to the '7b' note of the next
chord. In Figure la 'Chromatic Movement' is
created between the 'G', 'F#', 'F' and 'E' notes
as each note movement is in Semitones.

In the 1st Bar the Counter Melody note is
'E', the 3rd note of the 'C' chord which
resolves to 'G' the '7b' note of the 'Am7'
chord. In the 2nd Bar the 3rd note of the 'D7'
chord, 'F#' resolves to the '7b' note of 'F' in
the 'G7' chord. The Counter Melody ends in
the 3rd bar with 'E', the 3rd note of the 'C'
chord.

The note movement of the Counter
Melody is: 'E' to 'G' to 'F#', to 'F' to 'E'.

The example in Figure 2 shows the same
3rd to '7b' note movement creating the same
Counter Melody in a different 'Key of music'.

Figure 1.
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C F

A normal 3 bar ending with a single, sustained melody note.

C F

Figure 7. The same 3 bar ending with added 'Fill-in' notes.

This form of Counter Melody can be
created with any number of chord changes
provided the 3rd note of one chord resolves
to the '7b' note of the next chord or vice -
versa.

A simple bar of music with one melody
note and one left hand chord can be 'filled
out' by adding Counter Melody Notes. The
added Counter Melody can be created from
the 6th, '#5' and 5th notes of the major scale
or chord indicated by the chord symbol.

Figure 3(a) shows an 'A' melody note with
an 'A7' chord and an 'A' pedal. The Counter
Melody is created by playing the 5th, 6th, '#5'
and 5th notes of the 'A' major scale under-
neath the melody note. The 'E' note resolv-
ing to 'F#', the 'F#' resolving to 'F', and the 'F'
note resolving to 'E'.

Figure 3(b) shows the Counter Melody
played underneath the 'A' melody note
which is held for the 4 beats of the bar,
starting on E.

C

1

C

The next illustration in Figure 4 shows
how a Counter Melody can be created by a
moving note between the chord changes.
The moving note creating the Counter
Melody is shown by the arrows: 'C' to 'Bb' to
'A' to 'Ab' to 'G' to 'F' to 'E'.

Using advanced chord symbols, it is
possible to create a similar Counter Melody
to Figure 3(b) by playing with the left hand
the moving notes between the chord
changes. See Figure 5.

The Counter Melody notes are 'F#' the
13th (6th) note of the 'Al 3' chord, 'F' the (#5)
note of the 'A7 (#5)' chord and 'E' the 5th
note of the 'A7' chord.

The Counter Melody notes are: 'F#' to 'F'
to 'E'.

Fill -In notes
A Fill -In uses notes from the chords of the

music to create a movement between the

Counter Melody notes.
In Figure 6 the Counter Melody starts with

the 'C' note (7b) of the 'D7' chord in the 1st
bar underneath the melody note of 'A'. The
movement resolves to 'B' the 3rd note of the
'G7' chord underneath the melody note of
'G'. The 'G' melody note is held for 4 beats
during the 2nd bar. In the 3rd bar the
Counter Melody is created by the 3rd note of
'B' in the 'G7' chord underneath the 'G'
melody note, tied from the previous bar. In
the 4th bar it is created by the 3rd note of the
'C' chord 'E', played underneath the 'C' note.
The Fill -In in the 2nd bar uses the 'C', 'D' and
'C' notes from the 'Dm7' chord.

Fill-in notes can also be used to create
movement underneath the Ending Melody
notes. The Fill-in notes are notes from the
ending left hand chords. See Figure 7.

E&MM

E&MM DEMO CASSETTES
SOUND OUT THE LATEST IN ELECTROMUSIC!
Electronics & Music Maker is the
only monthly publication to pro-
duce its own cassettes that will
provide a unique aural comple-
ment to the magazine. Produced
in our own recording studio,
these C60 cassettes will allow
you to hear the sound of instru-
ments and electro-musical
effects in our features and
reviews.
Demo Cassette No. 1 (March/
April issues) contains:
1. Matinee Organ. 2. Yamaha SK20
Synthesiser. 3. Guide to Electronic
Music Techniques. 4. Sharp MZ-80K
music/sound effects. 5. Warren Cann
plays Syntom Drum Synthesiser pro-
ject. 6. Paia 8700 Computer music. 7.
Frankfurt Music Fair.
Demo Cassette No. 2 (May/June
issues) contains:
1. Tim Souster. 2. Adrian Wagner
plays Wasp & Spider. 3. Lowrey MX -1
Organ. 4. Apple Music System. 5.
E&MM Word Synthesiser. 6. Fairlight
Computer Musical Instrument. 7.
Sharp Composer program. 8. Yamaha
PS20 keyboard. 9. Vero musical
projects. 10. David Vorhaus LP "White
Noise" excerpt.
Demo Cassette No. 3 (July/
August issues) contains:
1. PPG Wave 2 Synthesiser. 2. Syn-
wave project. 3. Wersi Pianostar
played by Hady Wolff. 4. Alphadac 16
music. 5. Atari 400/800 music. 6.
Duncan Mackay. 7. Hexadrum pro-
ject. 8. MTU music. 9. Casio VL-Tone.

10. Irmin Schmidt's Toy Planet LP
extracts.
Demo Cassette No. 4 (Sept./
Oct./Nov. issues) contains:
1. Linn Drum Computer. 2. E&MM
Harmony Generator project. 3. City
University music. 4. Casio MT -30. 5.
Roland instruments: Jupiter 8,
TR808, MC -4, & GR300. 6. Steve
Howell piece. 7. 'Ecstasy' LP by Georg
Deuter excerpt.
Demo Cassette No. 5 (Dec./Jan.
issues) contains:
1. Teisco SX-400 Synth. 2. Poly ZX81
music. 3. Study Music 1: Synth back-
ing for you to play solo of Dec. '1984'
Rick Wakeman music. 4. Casiotone
701. 5. Yamaha CS70M. 6. Roland
CR8000. 7. E&MM Synclock project.
8. Study Music 2: 'Exit' music from
Jan. issue minus theme for you to solo
with. 9. Alpha Syntauri Computer
pieces. 10. Elka X-50 Organ. 11.
Soundchaser. 12. Ian Boddy music.
13. Richard Mitchell's electronic
music for film.

Demo Cassette No. 6 (February/
March 1982 issues) contains:
1. Yamaha GS1 played by Dave
Bristow. 2. Korg Trident Polysynth. 3.
Roland Drumatix sounds. 4. Study
Music 3: Ike Isaacs performs his
'After Hours' music in Feb. issue. 5.
Firstman Sequencer. 6. Wersi Comet
played by Mark Shakespeare. 7. Se-
quential Circuits Pro -One Synth. 8.
Study Music 4: Kraftwerk's Ralph
Nutter at the E&MM interview. 9.
Home Electra -Musicians: Johnny
Demestos, Gerry Taylor. 10. Digital

Delay Line Effects Project. 11. Per-
cussion Sound Generator Project. 12.
E&MM Spectrum Synth sounds.
Demo Cassette No. 7 (April to
September 1982 issues) con-
tains:
1. Roland Juno 6.2. Cardiff University
computer music. 3. The Omnichord.
4. E&MM Soft Distortion Pedal pro-
ject. 5. Warren Cann's Drum Column
examples in Parts 1 & 2. 6. Casiotone
1000P. 7. Emu Emulator. 8. Delta Lab
DL -5 Harmonicomputer. 9. Yamaha
CS -01 Breath Control Synth. 10.
E&MM Panolo project. 11. The
Synergy.

New Demo Cassette No. 8 (Octo-
ber to December 1982 issues)
contains:
1. Rhodes Chroma; 2, Amdex Distor-
tion, Chorus and Percussion Synth. 3.

Warren Cann's Drum Column Parts 3
& 4; 4, Yamaha PC -100. 5. Technics
SX-K200; 6, Casio MT -70; 7, Hohner
P100; 8, JVC KB -500. 9. Eko Ritmo
20; 10. ZX Spectrum Synth Controller.
11. Elka Synthex; 12. E&MM Trans-
pozer project; 13. The Kit. 14. ZON
X81; 15. Crumar Stratus. 16. Paul
Nagle music.

r Cassettes Dept., E&MM, 282 London Road,
Westcl iff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG

Please send me the following Demonstration Cassettes @ £2.45 each:
(Price quoted inc VAT and p&p.) Overseas add 19p per cassette.

Insert Cassette Nos. required in lines
below:

Total no. ordered @ £2.45 each:

Amount enclosed- £

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to: Electronics & Music Maker
PLEASE PRINT
Name

Address

E&MM/1/831
1111111=
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KEYBOARD REVIEW

Korg EPS-1

In last month's Equipment Scene we pre-
viewed the EPS-1, which is a versatile
combination of electronic piano and

string synthesiser. Since it should be ap-
pearing in the shops in the first couple of
months of 1983, and its retail price has just
been fixed at £919 including VAT, it seems
an appropriate time to look at the quality of
what is undeniably a fairly expensive instru-
ment.

Happily this turns out to be very high
indeed. The EPS-1 is partly derived from
Korg's Symphonic Piano series, which with
their wooden finishes and luxurious present-
ation are evidently intended largely for home
use. This didn't stop Jon Lord taking one on
stage at the recent Zildjian Cymbals show at
The Venue in London, and making it clear
that they have the power and clarity to cut
through a full-scale PA mix.

The EPS-1 if regarded as a stage or
professional version Of the piano should then
be capable of some impressive sounds,
which in fact it is despite a specification
which at first glance appears a little basic.
There are six Piano sounds with a three-way
Equaliser, Presence, Key Dynamics and
Stereo Effects controls, and a single string
sound with a two-way Equaliser, Attack and
Release, Key Dynamics and independent
Volume control.

The keyboard is very pleasant to use,
being carefully weighted although still in
plastic, and spans six and a quarter octaves
(76 notes) from E to G. In addition it's
possible to transpose the pitch of the whole
keyboard up or down, as described below.

Working from left to right along the
vertical panel above the keyboard, the
controls are as follows: Master Volume,
which affects both piano and strings when
the Mix output is used. Piano Equaliser, with
controls calibrated from -5 to +5 for Bass
(shelving), Middle (peaking) and Treble
(shelving). Piano Presence, calibrated from
0 to 10 and activated at any time by the pull -
on method. Push -buttons with accompany-

ing LED's for Piano I, Piano II, E. Piano I, E.
Piano II, Clay I, Clay II and Piano Off.

Stereo Effects for Piano section: Chorus
and Tremolo pushbuttons with LED's, Speed
Control with LED, Intensity control. Key
Dynamics for Piano; Transpose control for
whole keyboard.

String Attack/Pull-on Attack Dynamics,
String Release, String Equaliser, with con-
trols calibrated from -5 to +5 for Bass
(shelving) and Treble (shelving), Strings On
with LED, Strings Volume.

The Power on/off switch is located on the
back of the instrument and doesn't have an
indicator light as such, although the Effects
Speed indicator at least will always be
illuminated when the power is on. There's a
heavy piano -style sustain pedal included in
the price with a socket on the back panel,
and a soft cover also included, although
there's no facility for a music stand.

In operation the instrument is quiet, easy
to use and rich -sounding. The piano sounds
are reasonable imitations of a grand and an
upright piano respectively; the electric
pianos can give a good version of a Fender
Rhodes or Wurlitzer, although of necessity
without the overdriven tine bar effect, and
the Clavinets can be deep and funky or thin,
delicate and Baroque.

In each case the II setting is brighterthan
the I, and the equaliser can expand the range
of effects available. The Presence control is a
new introduction, a complex lowpass filter
linked to the keyboard to add harmonics and
distort the sound according to how hard the
keyboard is struck. The handbook claims
that this makes it possible to colour the
sound as a guitarist would, although its use
as a complex tone control alone more than
justifies its existence.

Chorus and Tremolo are fairly standard,
can be used together and operated in stereo.
The usual effects from a slow sh ift to a manic
wobbling vibrato are obtainable. Key Dyna-
mics increases the variation available from
the touch sensitive keyboard as it is turned

towards 10 - although the handbook states
that only the quieter ranges are extended,
whereas in fact there's some loss at loud
volumes which the user would have to
compensate for using the Master volume.

The Key Transpose situated centrally is
the now familiar notched slider with C scale
central, G at the bottom and F sharp at the
top. Fine if you want to fit in with a singer or
saxophone - a little unsettling if you've got
perfect pitch! This control effects the strings
as well - Key Dynamics here can be made to
determine the attack of the strings with a
pull -on switch so that harder playing gives
faster attack. The notes are all individually
articulated, so this mode of playing can be
highly expressive. Alternatively the switch
can be pushed in to give a conventional
attack control ranging from a fraction of a
second to about 3 seconds, with release
working from a fraction of a second to about
4 seconds. The sustain pedal gives up to 6
seconds on all functions.

There isn't a lot of variation available on
the strings, although it is possible to get an
excellent deep organ -like bass. On the other
hand, the sound is very good as it is,
permanently chorused and rem ininscent of
the classic Polymoog string sound. One
excellent setting has a touch -sensitive
chorused Piano I over a slowly attacking
string section, the rear panel output jacks
giving the options of a stereo chorus, or
splitting piano and strings to two different
channels, or even both. Use of the sustain
pedal gives plenty of time to change settings
or change keyboards without a gap.

An expressive and rich -sounding instru-
ment, then, which will appeal to those who
want classic simple keyboard sounds rather
than a lot of synthesizer hardware. Probably
a permanent fixture in many studios, for
instance, in the near future. E&MM

The Korg EPS-1 is distributed in the UK by Rose-

Morris, 34 Gordon House Road, Kentish Town,
London. Tel. 01-267 5151.
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New British Microcomputer
The Lynx, the new 48K British

microcomputer from Cam-
puters, will be available from
High Street shops throughout the
country in December. Dixons,
Laskys and the Spectrum Com-
puter Centres chain have all
ordered pre -Christmas supplies
of the machine, which will retail
at £225 including VAT.

Production of the Lynx is now
under way in Cambridge. Al-
though supplies will be limited
before Christmas, Dixons expect
to be stocking the Lynx at a large
proportion of their retail outlets;
Laskys will have it in 25 of their
60 branches, and Spectrum ex-
pects to be offering it at all 60 of
the shops in its nationwide net-
work.

The new machine is expand-
able up to 192K and will have its
own printer and 51/4" disc drive
available. It is also CP/M com-
patible which opens the door to a
comprehensive selection of bus-
iness software. With a Z80A
processor running at 4MHz, a
built in machine code monitor
and 40 character by 24 row
display it promises to be a very
impressive animal.
For further details contact: Cam-
puters, 33A Bridge Street, Cam-
bridge CA3 4AB. Tel: 0223
315063.

Miniature PCB Transformers

The twin 115V primaries can be
connected in series or parallel,
for operation from 230 or 115V
a.c. mains; and the twin centre
tapped secondaries give output
voltages of 10, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36
and 48V when in series and 5, 6,
9, 12, 15, 18 and 24V when in
parallel.

The range are mounted in
resin -filled, flat thermoplastic
cases, are designed to be
through -hole soldered direct to
PCB's. Mechanical fixing can be
supplemented by four screws
using holes moulded into the
corners of the case.
For further details contact: Avel-
Lindberg Ltd., South Ockendon,
Essex RM15 5TD. Tel: 070 885
3444.

LED Snap -In Lens

BOSS Industrial Mouldings
Ltd. are now marketing a pair of
Snap -In Lens for use with T11/4
(5mm dia) LED's.

Simply by pushing either the
round or square lens from the
front through a 7.11mm panel
hole and then inserting the LED
from the rear the whole assembly
becomes firmly locked in posi-
tion without use of tools.

Moulded in red,green, amber,
clear and yellow cellulose ace-
tate butyrate and incorporating
Fresnel rings and Striated lines,
which increase apparent bright-
ness by up to 125%, these flat top
'Lens' allow up to 180° viewing
angles.

The Snap -In Lens is capable
of being used in metal panels or
pcb's of between 1.5mm and
3.2mm thick.
For further details contact: Boss
Industrial Mouldings Ltd., James
Carter Road, Mildenhall, Suffolk
1P28 7DE. Tel: (0638) 716101.

Multi -standard video
Hitachi are adding a

new video recorder to their range
- model VT 8040EM, which has
been specially designed to re-
cord and playback TV transmis-
sions not only on the PAL system
but also on SECAM and 3.58 and
4.43 MHz NTSC.

It has a computer controlled
timer which enables any pro-
gramme to be recorded up to 10
days in advance or the pre-set
recording of a daily series of
programmes. The VT8040EM has
a full line up of features which
include visual search - 5 times
faster than normal speed, auto-
matic rewind at the end of a tape,
audio dub, still frame/pause,
frame advance, slow motion (1/2
speed) and double speed play-
back. All these functions plus

conventional rewind, fast for-
ward, stop and play can be con-
trolled by a wired remote con-
trol keypad supplied with the
recorder.

All the principle controls are
finger tip light action keys and
are grouped conveniently on the
front fascia panel with LED lights
to indicate operating modes as
well as to show the system in
which the tape is being recorded
or played back.

The VT 8040EM mea-
sures 435mm wide x 145mm
high x 333mm deep and weighs
only 1 lkg. The recommended
retail price is £732.

For further details contact:
Hitachi Ltd., 32 Craven Street,
London WC2N 5NP. Tel. 01-930
0057/58.

An overall body length of only
3.68mm compared to the
5.08mm of the industry standard
OP500 device gives the OP502
Series a greater acceptance half
angle of 27°, measured from the
optical axis to the half power
point, compared to 10° for the
OP500. In addition, the OP502
has the advantage of leads form-
ed to a spacing of 2.54mm.

The Series is spectrally mat-
ched to the OP160 near infrared
emitting diode and provides a
good trade off between wide
acceptance angle and optical
gain.

Three devices are available,
the OP502, OP502A and OP502 B
with minimum light currents
ranging between 0.8mA to
2.5mA. The devices have a typi-
cal rise and fall time of 3us,
typical saturation voltage of 0.4V
and a collector -emitter break-
down voltage of 20V. The opera-
tional temperature range of the
devices is -40°C to +85°C.
For further details contact: Nor-
bain Electro-Optics Ltd., Norbain
House, Boulton Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG2 OLT. Tel: (0734)
864411.

Gripping New Case
The new Boston hand-held

instrument case range from West
Hyde is moulded from black
ABS, although other colours are
available.

The styling, which has result-
ed in an extremely attractive as
well as functional case, is ideal
for all applications involving
hand-held digital readouts.

The cases feature a separate
battery compartment and an
optional thumb -button which
could be used to operate on -off
or range -change switches for
example. A choice of display
aperture sizes allows for a variety
of digital displays to be fitted.
For further details contact: West
Hyde Developments Ltd., Unit 9.
Port Street Industrial Estate,
Aylesbury, Bucks HP201ET. Tel:
(0296) 20441.



Japan have made a name for themselves
over the last few years as one of the most
interesting bands on the UK pop scene.
Despite their popular appeal, their approach
to studio and stage work differs greatly from
that of the average rock band. Keyboard
player Richard Barbieri explained to E&MM
how the band works, what its influences are,
and how solo projects feature in the plans of
each member of the band in the immediate
future. Finally, we review one date in what is
planned as Japan's last world tour.

The Oriental flavour comes about from
an interest we've had in Japanese and
Chinese traditional music over the past

year in particular. We've picked up that
interest from visiting and playing in Japan
four or five times, and  gradually we've
become fascinated by the culture and the
traditional as opposed to the modern tech-
nological music of Japan.

That doesn't mean we're not aware of the
ways they're using electronics nowadays,
we've been in touch with the Yellow Magic
Orchestra and Ippu Do and so on for a long
time. David Sylvian our lead vocalist has
been working with Riuichi Sakamoto (for
instance on the 'Bamboo House' single) and
he's just returned along with Steve Jansen
our drummer from YMO's concert tour; now
we're all very interested in their system of
headphone monitoring on stage, it's just like
listening to a record at home!

We take most of our influences from
50

classical or traditional music nowadays
though. To be honest we can't see any good
coming from listening to other bands at the
moment; if you listen to diverse types of
music, to traditional music or to Frank
Sinatra, you're more likely to come up with
something original, rather than just be-
coming part of musical fashion.

In avoiding these fashions we're aware of
the dangers of being tied down to something
we've created ourselves instead; but I don't
think the name of the band, for instance,
limits us in any way. The Japanese influ-
ences are more on the sound than on the
methods of composition, and when we make
an album we try to give it a. specific sound.
On 'Tin Drum' we'd sometimes spend a
whole day on one synth sound until it was
perfect, and then the sound itself would
influence the way the composition went
along.

We've tended to work that way since the
group was formed. We all knew each other in
school about twelve years ago and more or
less went straight into the group when we
left. The line-up hasn't changed since then,
although David has started to play more
keyboards as well as singing recently. Steve
plays a Tama kit, sometimes a Simmons SDS
V electronic kit with the tom-toms in
particular used on stage, and also African
and Indian drums and marimba.

Mick Karn has two Wal basses, designed
by Percy Jones who's played with Brand X
and must be our favourite bassist. Mick's

also got a Travis Bean bass, again fretless,
and also plays African flute, clarinet, oboe,
bassoon, Chinese oboe and so on. I've got a
Prophet Five, Prophet Ten and Oberheim
OBXa, all of which sometimes provide tom-
tom or African drum sounds which make the
rhythms more interesting.

Studio Work
We wanted 'Tin Drum' to sound acoustic

and natural rather than electronic. although
a lot of it is played on synths with David
taking about 45% and myself about 55% of
the work. The percussion is quite dominant
because we wanted a lively sound, and we
used a new producer as opposed to John
Punter who worked on 'Quiet Life' and
'Gentlemen Take Polaroids' and who's doing
the live sound for our tour.

John's been involved in about half our
music, but on 'Tin Drum' we were looking for
a different sound, a hard acoustic sound with
a sort of 'dead echo' using single repeats as
opposed to a lot of echo or reverb. There's no
reverb in Chinese music!

We feel very emotional about the music
but a lot of careful thought goes into it,
particularly in stereo placement of the
instruments. It's actually a very sparse
album and so the placing of rhythmic
patterns and instruments is very important;
we build up a track very gradually and
carefully and try to put in the absolute
minimum, we like to keep it simple. The
spaces are the most important part of any
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piece of music!
David writes most of the songs, in that

he'll start with a title and come up with lyrics
and a very sparse chord structure, which
we'll then add to as we want. Sometimes he
might have a more detailed idea in his mind,
but he doesn't force any particular arrange-
ment on us and we're free to do our own
pieces. A year ago I played all the keyboards,
but on 'Tin Drum' it was useful to arrange it
so that if I had an idea to fill up a piece I could
go and play it, of if he had a different idea he
could go and play it - it reduced the
pressure because there's no way I could
imagine playing all the keyboards on that
album. In fact we have very different styles,
but it all comes over as one style on the
album.

Once we've got the basic idea we put a
rhythm machine track on tape and begin to
add our parts over it. Steve then plays the
drum parts in between for a much tighter
feel before we take the drum machine off;
he's a very tight drummer anyway, with
impeccable timing. We're all self-taught;
none of us is a virtuoso, it's just a matter of
knowing and having respect for what the
others can do. If I program a drum sound and
have a pattern but can't quite get the timing
right, I give it to Steve to play, for instance.

I use a Roland System 700 in the studio,
which is great for ideas but not practical for
stage use. Also I used an Emulator while I

was producing an album in Sweden, and I'd
like to use one for vocal effects like choirs
and chants. At the moment the polyphonics
are best though; I go through about 140
memories on stage, and obviously haven't
got time to start twiddling knobs, so all the
creative work is done in the studio. Re-
hearsals are pretty boring for me, because
they're just a matter of remembering the
numbers and pushing the buttons!

Stage Work
We don't feel we can perform very well on

stage ourselves, because we see the studio
as the creative medium in which to work.
Some bands are more creative live, but we
tend to feel a little uncomfortable; ideally
we'd like to create the relaxed mood of a
classical concert, but we'll probably always
get screams and shouts because we'e
labelled as a rock band, which I don't really
feel we are.

On the other hand I enjoy the excitement
of live work, which is why I'm not sure that I
want to use the headphone monitoring
system; I like to be able to hear the audience
or even the occasional feedback. In the
studio David multi -tracks the vocals, where-
as on stage Mick will sing as well; I don't think
I'll ever be able to sing!

We also have to use some backing tapes
to do 'Tin Drum' live. Normally we take the
master tapes from an album and remixthem
in the studio to produce a backing tape with
just a few of the important rhythmic
elements on it. Steve monitors that on
headphones, and the rest of us play in time
with him, so we can't get out of sync with the
tape. We try to keep it all as simple as
possible really; I haven't used the built-in
sequencer on the Prophet 10 yet, because
even if it was triggered in some way I think it
would still interfere with the backing tape
because that's already got some keyboard
patterns on it.

Also we always have a guest musician on
tour who takes the guitar parts and some
keyboards. In the studio David plays a
Rickenbacker guitar with an E -Bow, but
there are on ly two or three guitar solos on 'Tin
Drum'; Mick's bass on the other hand is very
important, his bass riffs have so much
personality. He's in great demand now for
other people's projects and I think his style
has had a lot of influence.
E&MM JANUARY 1983

We try to be visual on stage without
making it too complicated. Rather than
changing the sets we make them appear to
change by using different lighting. We
haven't been too involved in video yet
because we've never been sure of having
total control, although we were very happy
with the video for 'Visions of China' which
won a music business award as the best
video of the year. We are going to release a
video of the tour to go with with the double
live album, but we want to make them in
some ways different from the normal rock
band material.

Altogether the tour by the time it's over
will have covered two weeks in Europe, six
weeks in the UK, then Japan, Hong Kong and
Thailand. In Japan they're not quite sure
what to make of us - we've been popular
there for about four years but have only lost
the teeny-bopper fans in the last year and
become respected as serious musicians.

Programming Sounds
Programming synths is what I feel most

comfortable doing. I can only read music
very slowly, and if I sat down and tried to play
scales I'd have some difficulty. On the other
hand being self-taught helps to develop your
own style, and I now find I can imagine a
sound in my head and then produce it on the
synthesiser.

I prefer to get the sound by programming
the synth rather than by using effects. The
ring modulator effects on the Prophet are my
favourites, but I do use a rack with a Roland
Digital Delay, a Roland Stereo Flanger, Six
Channel Mixer, Pitch to Voltage Convertor
and an MXR Flanger. Now the keyboards are
going to be in stereo on stage which means I
can get the benefit of the chorus effects.

We don't use a lot of tapes in the studio;
about the only ones are those based on a
Chinese traditional singer which are cut up
and triggered from the Prophet's keyboard.
As far as we're concerend the voice is
another sound, like an instrument; we've
been very much influenced by Holger
Czukay's album 'Movies' (see E&MM May
1982) which involved three years of collect-
ing and editing instrumental sounds.

We like old, rough -sounding settings with
a touch of white noise, very deep reverb, fast
flanging, detuning and so on. On 'Ghosts' we
tried to get the same feeling as Karlheinz
Stockhausen's 1950's electronic albums
which sound very old fashioned and scary in
their way!

That means a lot of ring modulator bell
sounds, and parallel tuning in fourths and
fifths, which also accounts partly for the
Chinese feel. All the compositions are based
on repeated riffs but eitherthe melody or the
sound itself will change each time round. I

wouldn't want to program in a whole song
because we want to avoid that degree of
repetition; I don't want it to sound corn-
puterised, it's more emotional than that. It
doesn't even matter if you can't hear all the
words, because it's more important for David
to be able to constantly vary his vocal sound
in the same way that I vary my keyboard
sounds.

You'd be surprised how many people buy
a keyboard and never program it, just
sticking to the factory presets. I can't
understand anybody doint that; I always feel
incredibly guilty about using a factory
preset, say for Chinese bells, because I feel I
haven't worked for it. I'd rather give my own
interpretation.

A lot of people ask if we used a lot of
sequencers on 'Tin Drum' but there aren't
many in fact; most of it is very tight keyboard
patterns, and I'm working on my timing to be
able to produce this sort of thing more easily.
I can't find enough time to work on technique
in the broader sense.

Future Plans
We've just bought a couple of Roland

MC4 Microcomposers and next time we
record we'll use them to put down some
interesting patterns which can be left on the
tape as opposed to taking off the backing
track. I don't want to get too computerised
because it always shows: I was longing to get
these things but found I was thinking too
much about numbers and mathematics and
not enough about music. For the same
reason I don't think our music would ever
become so complex that we'd use a Fa irlight.
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JAPAN
I've just had a little trigger interface made

up for the Prophet after seeing one in
Sweden, and I'm thinking about doing a solo
album next year. On the other hand that
might not use only keyboards, or even any
keyboards at all. I might just arrange some
music for other people to play, because I've
always wanted to work with an orchestra
although perhaps one made up of traditional
instruments rather than the normal orches-
tral instruments.

I've just been working on Mick Karn's solo
album 'Titles' which has a very Eastern feel;
we're both into Turkish and Arabian music. I
think we'd all like to work on more solo
projects before recording again; after the
tour 'Tin Drum' will be totally out of our
systems, as it is I think anything we do in the
very near future might be too similar.

The group's been going for eight years
now, but I think in a sense it's a good thing to
reach the limelight relatively late in the day
because it gives you a more mature sound.
In the future I'd still like to be able to say that
we've never gone out of our way to be
commercial, that we've never done anything
because we had to.

Japan
Hammersmith Odeon
18th November 1982
An evening of elegance, both musical and
sartorial, enhanced by an excellent sound

mix and very imaginative stage set and
lighting. Extensive use of tapes rounded out
the sounds produced by Richard Barbieri's
Oberheim OBX and Prophet 10, the two
Prophet 5s used by David Sylvian and the
guest lead guitarist, Mick Karn's bass and
the acoustic drums of Steve Jansen. Visually,
the focus of attention on stage was divided
between the immaculate cut of Sylvian's
clothes and hair and Karn's robot-
like appearance as he glided eerily across
the stage.

The songs were a selection of old and
new. Beginning with 'Sons of Pioneers', the
set included 'Private Lives', 'Gentlemen Take
Polaroids', 'Taking Islands in Africa', 'Canto-

nese Boy', 'Visions of China', 'Still Life in!
Mobile Homes' and 'Methods of Dance'.
Most memorable were the highly atmos-
pheric 'Night Porter' and 'Ghosts'. The sub-
dued lighting combined with the glocken-
spiel and clarinet on 'Night Porter' to send
shivers down the spine. 'Quiet Life', which
drew the loudest roar of the evening, and
'Burning Bridges' closed the set.

The audience had to work hard to bring
them back on stage. Japan accepted the
adulation as no more than their due, and
returned for two brief encores before the
house lights came up and the clapping and
stamping reluctantly died away. E&MM
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Clef Computer
Band -Box

PERCUSSION REVIEW

If and when the Last Trump comes, there must
be a good chance that Clef's Computer Band -
Box makes it to The Great Digital Design Centre

just out of sheer ingenuity and perseverance
against all the odds. Seeing that Clef is a British
company, that might sound like nepotism or
blowing one's own (country's) trumpet, but, let's
face it, synthesiser manufacturers in this country
had had a pretty raw deal in the past, judging by the
experiences of EMS and Electronic Dream Plant,
and they deserve all the help they can get.

As it happens, there is a touch of the 'dream'
about the Band -Box, because the frustrations that
the designer encountered in playing sax in bands
- drunken drummers, keening keyboards, and so
on - encouraged him to pursue the goal of
'developing electronic musical instruments which
assist the task of the solo musician'.

Put simply, the Band -Box provides a backing
trio of drums, bass, and a chord instrument. What
makes the unit different to the auto side of the
average 'does -all -bar -making -the -morning -tea'
electronic organ is that virtually everything is
programmable by the user. In fact, the Band -Box is
intelligent, in the digital as well as analogue sense
of the word (there's a 6502 microprocessor taking
charge), and that gives it quite a competitive edge
over (thick?) units that might appear superficially
similar.

Rhythmic Starts
An extremely unusual feature of the Band -Box

is that part of the unit is another Clef product, the
Master -Rhythm. In fact, the latter actually fits
inside the Band -Box case. For any of the 1,000 or
so owners of Master Rhythms this must be good
news, because one can convert one's technological
backing -track from drums to trio by buying the
Band -Box minus the Master Rhythm. It's almost
like going from a mini to a sports car by
supercharging the old engine and putting the
chassis in a new body shell!

Whereas many programmable drum machines
of this type have a rather restricted number of
voices and rhythm memories, the Master Rhythm
has a healthy complement of 12 different voices
and 24 memorised patterns of varying lengths. The
memory and read/write control is configured
rather like an 8 -track tape recorder on which
recording is carried out one part at a time and
playback is from all 8 tracks simultaneously. The
recording mode is selected from the Program
Control switch, i.e., from bass drum, low tom-tom,
high tom-tom, snare, rim shot, long cymbal, short
cymbal, or accent options. Each of these tracks can
then be fed to one of three groups of instruments
according to the position of the Instrumentation
switch (see Table 1). The accent track has the
effect of overdriving the final output stage of the
unit, and this allows a certain amount of dynamic
spice to be added to a particular percussive event.

Table 1: Master Rhythm instrumentation
TRACK STICK BRUSH LATIN-AMERICAN
One Bass Drum Bass Drum Bass Drum
Two Low Tom-tom Low Tom-tom Conga Drum
Three High Tom-tom High Tom-tom Low Bongo
Four Snare Drum Long Brush High Bongo
Five Rim Shot Short Brush Claves
Six Long Cymbal Long Cymbal Long Cymbal
Seven Short Cymbal Short Cymbal Short Cymbal
Eight Accent Accent Accent

In general, the quality of simulation is pretty good
- especially the bass drum, snare, cymbal, claves,
and conga. In all honesty, it can't be said that the
cymbal sounds like the real thing - all manner of
ring modulation tricks are needed to procure a
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convincing metallic 'zing' - but the unusual noise
generation circuit ( an op -amp operating at very
high gain) and tune filter produces a very fair and
listenable sort of sound which is better than the
usual filtered white noise. The least convincing
sounds were the t -toms, and I think this has
something to do with the rather 'overtuned' quality
associated with the twin -T ringing circuits used for
percussive synthesis in this unit. Still, a big plus of
the Master Rhythm is that all the sounds can be
tailored to individual taste via level and resonance
presets on the instrumentation board. Such
adjustments used to entail poking about inside the
unit, but the Master Rhythm now comes with holes
conveniently situated beneath the presets for easy
screwdriver adjustment from the outside of the
case. This also makes it much easier to adjust the
drum sounds when the unit is ensconced within
the Band -Box. The length of rhythm sequences
varies from twelve measures to thirty-two accord-
ing to the position of the Rhythm Select control, but
this is effectively doubled by each section being
split into two sequence bins, A and B. Each bin can
be played entirely independently or else the
Sequence control can be set to program three
alternative modes of sequence looping, i.e., A+B,
3A+B, or 7A+B.

All in all, the variety of instrumentation and
generous length and number of sequences makes
for a very flexible drum machine. I've always
thought that mastering rhythms is a better policy
than doctoring them, and the Master Rhythm
proves my point!

As a stand-alone unit, the Master Rhythm runs
quite happily off its own batteries for a good length
of time (the blessings of CMOS RAM). Confined
within the Band -Box, the Master Rhythm can follow
the dictum of 'when in Rome, do as the Romans do'
by turning its attention to the Band -Box's power
supply. Alternatively, itcan remain independent as
far as juice is concerned. The advantage of that is
that rhythms remain intact if the Master Rhythm is
removed by Caesarian section from the Band -Box.

Also, the 6V batteries in the Master Rhythm gives a
larger op -amp output swing (desirable for per-
cussive sounds) than the 5V Band -Box PSU.
Decisions, decisions. Talking of deliveries, an
umbilical cord also comes into the picture when
the Master Rhythm is kicking away inside the
Band -Box. In fact, there's a 7 -pin DIN socket on the
front of the Master Rhythm which provides some
essential communications with the Band -Box
circuitry, i.e., the all-important clock pulse (one per
measure), a Start pulse, Rest and Play signals,
rhythm pulses from the long cymbal control
circuitry, and an audio output. The rhythm pulses
are actually used to trigger the chord instrument
that's synthesised digitally by the Band -Box, but
more on that anon. The outputs from the socket
can also be used with the Master Rhythm alone to
provide clock pulses for one sequencer, rhythm
pulses for another, and Play/Rest footswitch
connections. Very useful!

Boxing the Band
Unlike the analogue instrumentation of the

Master Rhythm, the sounds generated by the
Band -Box are wholly digital in origin. In fact, the
synthetic principles are the same in any digital
system, whether Band -Box, Emulator, Fairlight, or
alphaSyntauri. What it all boils down to is that any
periodic waveform (i.e., one that's pitched rather
than plain noisy) can be represented by a string of
numbers stored in memory as a waveform table.
The table can consist of 1,024 12 -bit numbers (as
in the case of the Casheab synthesiser for the S-
100 buss) or it can be just 64 8 -bit numbers (as
with the chord generation in the Band -Box). In
general, the more numbers in a waveform table the
higher the frequencies that can be synthesised,
and the larger the number of bits describing each
number the better the quality. However, the vast
majority of the current crop of digital instruments
use 8 -bit resolution in making up waveform tables,
and that keeps most people happy. Regardless of
the finicky details, the numbers eventually have to
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be turned into sounds of different pitches, and
there are two ways of going about that. The first
technique is to alter the rate at which the numbers
are read out of memory (the sampling rate), i.e., a
low sampling rate gives a low pitch and a high
sampling rate gives a high pitch. That's the
principle behind the Fairlight and the Emulator.
The alternative approach, and the one used by the
Band -Box, is to read out numbers at a constant rate
but skip somevalues to shorten the effective length
of the table. That ploy has the same effect as
increasing the sampling rate, i.e., the pitch goes
up. Turning these numbers into pitches is then just
a matter of send ingthe stream of data into a digital -
to -analogue converter and filtering the output into
a nice, smooth waveform.

Well, that's a brief digression from the real
matter in hand - explaining how one uses the
Band -Box and what it sounds like - but these
principles are hereto stay and one might as well get
used to them. The sound quality of the Band -Box is
actually very good (it's certainly pretty quiet as
regards noise), but there are certain limitations.
Firstly, the sounds are static waveforms (a choice
of four for both the chord and bass instruments)
with an envelope imposed on top (again, a choice
of four from the appropriate front panel switches).
This gives a fair variety of sounds, but waveforms
with no harmonic shifts during the course of the
envelope do have an organ -like quality. As it
happens, that sort of quality is quite appropriate for
the instruments that the Band -Box is attemptingto
synthesise, i.e., string/electric bass and electric
piano/organ chords, so one doesn't feel as if one's
missing out on much. The one addition that would
help animate the sounds is something like delayed
vibrato, but there are FX units on the market which
do this, and post -synthesis treatment of sounds
may be a better plan of action than trying to force
more out of the hard -worked processor in the
Band -Box. The second limitation of restricted
bandwidth isn't quite as apparent as one might
think it should be, and that's probably for the
simple reason that one doesn't normally expect a
bass instrument to do anything othe than utter the
more -or -less occasional Deep Thought. Putting
this into figures, the bass compass is limited to
sixteen notes (F1 to G2) from 44Hz to 104Hz.
Obviously, there are harmonics on top of these
fundamental frequencies, but the low sampling
rate (5kHz) and low cut-off frequency (700Hz) of
the low-pass filter on the output means that you
lose out on the highs.

Moving to the chord department of the Band -
Box, one finds a range of eighteen notes (E3 to A4)
from 165Hz to 440Hz, and the cut-off occurs at
1.6kHz. Again, this restricts the brightness of the
sounds, but that's the necessary trade-off if one

'wants reasonably clean sounds from a digital
synthesis system working at low sampling rates.

Putting the whole shishkaboodle of drums,
bass, and chord instrument together makes for a
pretty impressive combination, and the cymbals
and snare certainly help to fill in the top end of the
spectrum. All three members of the synthetic
backing trio are given separate level controls and
outputs (though a mixed output is also provided)
and this offers plenty of scope for positioning and
treating the outputs within a stereo perspective.

Micro Composing
I've purposely left the most impressive side of

the Band -Box - the composing facilities - to the
last. The bass and chord instruments have to be
fed with the right data at the right time, and that
comes from the 'scores' entered into the Band -Box.
The score memory (3.5K) is arranged as 35 pages
of 100 lines or instructions per page, making a total
of 3,500 lines. Each instruction typically consists of
a chord type and the duration of that chord entered
using the following format:
Line number: 0-99
Group: 0-11 (e.g. '0' for the top line of chords)
Column: 0-11, S., d., J., F. (e.g. '6' to select an Am
chord from the 0th group)
Value: 1-8 (in terms of measures from the Master
Rhythm clock)

These instructions are entered using the
numeric keys on the front panel in conjunction with
the Enter and Compose () keys, and an 8 -digit
display provides some all-important visual feed-
back. In fact, there are two sets of numeric keys:
those above the chord chart and the main set below
the display. Judging by the layout of the keys, it'd
be fair to make the assumption that the chord chart
keys are specifically for composing, but they're.
actually just paralleled with the main input keys. I
found this rather confusing, and, anyway, it's much
more convenient to use the main set for in-
structions because of their proximity to the Entry

and Compose keys (which actually enter in-
structions into memory). However, it's not quite an
either/or input situation because some composing
key functions (10, 11, S., d., J., and F.) don't get
duplicated by the main set, and one ends up with
flying fingers willynilly. Maybe that's making a
mountain out of a molehill, but, as anyone with a
ZX81 will know, ergonomics are the name of the
game when it comes to entering lots of data, and I'd
much prefer to see a single set of input keys with a
decent amount of spacing between them. Entering
chords is one side of the input story, but
the composing facilities of the Band -Box also allow
tacet bars (using the F. key) and segno/dal segno
loops (using, respectively, the S. and d. keys) to be
programmed. Such loops will then keep on
repeating until the Coda button (or footswitch) is
pressed, in which case the Band -Box will move on
to the next instruction after the dal segno.

If there's any stream to be crossed in getting
accustomed to the Band -Box, it's the somewhat
overwhelming choice of chords. Still, better too
many than too few! The column/group method of
choosing chords is intelligent, but it does taketime
to learn where the chords are and what some of
them actually sound like. It'd certainly be very
helpful to be able to hear the Band -Box's
interpretation of a chord at the input stage before
committing it into memory. Entering a chord into
the Band -Box only programs the harmonic flavour
and duration, not the actual rhythm with which it's
played. That crucial element comes from the
Master Rhythm, courtesy of the long cymbal
rhythm pulse, and it seems a sensible way of going
about chordal animation - particularly because,
whichever rhythm pattern is selected, the chords
will then be played with the appropriate rhythm
from the long cymbal track. However, unlike the
drums and their accent control, the chord rhythm
pulse is just a stop/go signal, and the chords can't
help but sound a little lacking in esprit de parti. One
can get around this a bit by using the right sort of
envelope, but it still sounds a bit too regular for
(my) comfort.

Though there's the Band -Box syntax to be
learnt, entering scores is a pretty speedy process.
Also, editing and reviewing is made very easy by
the faciFity to scroll forwards and backwards
through the lines of a score. As an example, the
bars below took just 17 instructions (i.e., 17 lines)
to enter into the Band -Box: 2 -bar drum intro (bass
and chords tacet), D/// A7s/ A7/ D/// A7s/ A7/
Segno: Bm/ // E7/// G/// A7///: Dal Segno D
Finish.

The Band -Box actually comes with 20 or so
preprogrammed 'classics' for instant playing, and
the protocal for accessing these or your own scores
is simply a matter of keying in the right index
numbers (page number and starting line), press-
ing Play, and retreating after lighting the blue
touchpaper. A logical place to start a score is on the

0th line of a page, but it can start anywhere within a
page and go on for as many pages as your fingers
feel like entering.

The first version of the Band -Box (or, rather, the
first monitor ROM - the source of all the
composing and synthesis routines) only provided
preprogrammed bass patterns, but the latest
software allows bass lines to be entered in roughly
the same way as chords. Four bass programs can
be entered, with up to 20 instructions in the case of
three of them and 170 for the fourth, and are
selected on playback from the Bass Figure switch.
For each bass instruction, four notes are available
from each chord. Generally, these follow the
options of root, third, fifth, and sixth or seventh. The
other instruction needed to define a bass line is the
time interval (in 1/2 measures) between one note
and the next. Again, all this is done by using the
input keys in conjunction with the Enter and
Compose keys. I rather like the sound of the Band -
Box's bass, and, with the added facility to program
in your own bass lines, it's made even more
attractive. In fact, by programming in the right
chords (which needn't be actually heard), it's
possible to make the bass play exactly the notes
you want for a bit of demonic bass solo.

Conclusions
The most obvious user of the Band -Box is the

solo artiste (indeed, I gather that a good per-
centage of units have gone in that direction), but I
think there's also a lot of general electro-music
potential in it. The backing trio concept of the
Band -Box can't fail to raise the hackles of some
people in the MU, but a fine counter -argument is
that such a unit gives musicians and singers the
chance to perform without the financial headaches
of organizing a band.

Like the Master Rhythm, the Band -Box is
available as a kit (£314 as against £439 for the
assembled version), and, according to Clef, "if you
can build the Master Rhythm, then the Band -Box
shouldn't be any problem". Anyway, whichever
option one chooses, it does seem good value for
money. Also, it's extremely reassuring to know that
the unit won't stop here as far as improvements/
additions are concerned. An add-on memory board
(to expand the score memoryto 9,000 lines) is very
much in the pipeline, and, amongst other rumours
I've heard, there's also an intention to widen the
range of sounds available for the bass and chord
instruments.

David Ellis E&MM

The Computer Band -Box costs £439 and is
available direct from Clef Products (Electronics)
Ltd., 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall, Stock-
port, Cheshire SK7 IAN (Tel: 061-4393297).
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Ivan Tcherepnin.

Or w'chtps

ARS ELECTRONICA GRAND PRIZE
The 'Grand Prize of Ars Elec-
tronica', first awarded in
1979, is an international

event that gives musicians an
opportunity to show their original
designs of electronic musical
equipment. An international
jury, chaired by Robert Moog,
along with Gerhard Dellmann,
Bertha Sarasin-Baumberger,
Prof. Dr. Werner Kreitzfeldt,
Bruno Spoerri and Tom Darter,
awarded the prize in 1982 to the
most original and future -orien-
tated new development in the
field of electronic sound pro-
duction'. Here are comments
about the seven final entries
judged at last year's 3rd Ars
Electron ica festival.
Serge Blenner (Fr.) His live per-
formance used the PPG Wave 2.2
Computer, PPG Waveterm video -
terminal and disk memory, plus
20 -channel DR mixer to analyse
acoustic sounds, make reson-
ance graphs, store 8 -track com-
positions and dynamic poly -
rhythms. Unfortunately, the pre-
sentation did not show the poten-
tial of the system, which is still
underdevelopment, but we've an
interview in next month's issue
that discusses PPG's plans.
Joel Chadabe (USA) 2nd prize.
Prepared 3 pieces for the N EDCO
Synclavier I, but without key-
board, and controlled by an RCA
3301 -ASCII terminal. Two sound
antennae (reacting from body
capacitance) and an electronic
handclap touchswitch were also
employed, the latter for starting
and stopping programs. The first
piece 'Rhythms' contained ran-
dom sequences that were self-
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generated by the system; 'Play
Thins' used the antennae to con-
trol frequency and duration to
create an improvisation between
musician and computer. 'Solo'
had the computer acting as an
improvising orchestra with
speed and instrumentation
(vibraphone and clarinet -like
sounds) changed by the anten-
nae. It proved to be an interest-
ing presentation, having some
surprise effects even for the
composer!
Hans Deyssenroth (Ger.) 3rd
Prize. Presented a `bass sequen-
cer', based on the KIM -1 micro
(6502 CPU), that controlled a
Minimoog and Roland's System
100. In addition, a Fender
Rhodes and an old Dynachord
tape echo were used. Rhythms
were generated on the Roland
TR-606. The 6K bass -computer
program holds two sequences at
a time, claimed to be derived
from biorhythms, and played two
pieces that successfully demon-
strated its abil ity to produce jazz -
style bass lines.
Uwe Hiiter (Aus.). Performed on
his 'Syntouch' - a synthesiser
shaped like a guitar, with 2 paral-
lel rows of 19 'frets' that are really
touch contacts replacing two gui-
tar strings. His playing was dis-
appointing, since he only used
one sound, especially as the
instrument does offer full syn-
thesis control from its Curtis chip
circuitry (as in the SCI Prophet
and E&MM Spectrum synths).
On its neck are 5 extra sensors,
one for pitchbend and others for
detuning. Besides VCOs, VCAs,
VCF and ADSR, there's an LEO

and 2 Bandpass filters for joy-
stick control, plus string en-
semble and noise generator.
Peter Kohlrusch & Benjamin Hei-
dersberger (Ger.) 'Head Reson-
ance Company'. Their project
was a curious soundhappening
that developed in a sometimes
confused, yet increasingly ecsta-
tic manner reminiscent of Cage's
experiments, such as 'Variations
IV'. In the centre of the stage was
a computer -controlled analogue
multiplexer that received the
sounds (via microphones) of 8
audience volunteers in arbitrary
sequence. The sound material
was further alienated by ring
modulation treatments, mixed
with taped and EMS Synthi AKS
noises. Every 20 seconds, the
connections changed with per-
formers' faces displayed on
video screens. The verbal ex-
pressions actually came out like
part -song whimpering! Apart
from the group dynamics, it
lacked musical interest gene-
rally.
Ivan Tcherepnin (Grand Prize
Winner) from Paris. His perform-
ance was based on the use of a
Persian dulcimer, played with
sticks, and treated by a specially
designed SERGE Modular Syn-
thesiser System. Incidentally,
Serge Tcherepnin, the designer
of the Serge System, is believed
to be Ivan's brother! At the end of
the signal chain was a Lexicon
PCM 41 Digital Delay for special
time modulation effects in the
range 400ms to ls. Between the
miked up dulcimer and the
Serge synth were pitch -to -volt-
age converters, and envelope

gate voltage followers as the
main controllers. The result was
'subharmonic Klangreighen'
(loosely meaning 'sequences'
and formed on specific chords
like 'inverted flattened VII'). The
overall sound impression was
very complex, mainly from the
echo treatment. It is worth not-
ing that subharmonic Klangreien
has been used before, e.g. by
Oskar Sala on his 'Mixture Trau-
tonium' composed in the 1930's
(on Telefunken 'Elektronische
Impressionen' 1979).
Dr Martin Wichtl from Vienna.
Well-known for his novel musical
instruments and devices, e.g.
mouthpieces for flute, tubular
chimes, and now - the electro-
acoustic trumpet, where a real
trumpet is the final sound
source. To get the trumpet to
play, Wichtl has a flexible tube
sealed to the tube where
a mouthpiece is normally in-
serted. This carries the vibra-
tions from the other end of the
tube which is also sealed (some-
how!) to the front of a loud-
speaker. Since his initial sounds
are from a microphone, tape re-
corder and synthesisers, fed into
the speaker via an amplifier,
Wichtl's creation is a mechani-
cal transposition of electronic
music! He readily admits his
design is very simple and with a
voice sounds like a vocoder. His
good instrumental technique on
the Lyricon produced some nice
sounds and was further modified
by various dampers/mutes and
even beer cans - most amusing!
Markus Aigner E&MM
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Punt
About the LP 'Quartet'

ULTRAVOX

Midge Ure
(Vocals, Synths, Guitar)

Billy Currie
(Keyboards &

Chris Cross
(Synth/Gtr Bass)

Warren Cann
(Acoustic & Electronic Percussion)

from their 'QUARTET' LP Chrysalis CDL 1394

An Electro-Music Transcription by Mike Beecher

Unlike 'Vienna', which was done very quickly, this latest LP was
done step by step, like 'Rage in Eden', which took three months
with some twelve hours every day on it. The rest of the tracks were also
done over quite a long period until completed. Most of the material was
recorded at Air Studios and then finished at Montserrat in the
Caribbean with George Martin doing the mixing and overdubs.

'Reap the Wild Wind' was the most percussive song from the LP with
Warren using a lot of Simmons SDSV modules. The bass line (as on
'Serenade' and several other tracks) is the group's own pre-recorded
bass guitar sound in the Emulator. The PPG Wave 2.2 synthesiser made
the main sounds for the piece, which was released as a single.

The Hymn
"We put this on a different level from the sleigh bells, jingling kind of

piece for Christmas", says Warren. "The song just gave us the feeling
for the season as a sort of anthem. There's a guitar solo from Midge in
the middle section and quite a lot of backward tape sounds - voices in
particular."

"A portion of the song is from one of the first tunes we wrote with
Midge in the band some three years ago. 'The Hymn' starts with a vocal
intro accompanied by a throaty vocoder-type PPG preset mixed with
multi -tracked vocals - sounding like a choir. The chorus section main
theme is done by Billy on the CS80 (with the ribbon controller -a trade
mark of ours!). Midge uses a lot of open strum guitar done with a capo to
keep the strings ringing."

"There's a bass counter melody in the verses on the PPG", adds
Midge, "and the triggered strings is from the Emulator (with a
Synclavier 'strings' sample we've done). The solo was done on Bill's
ARP using the flanger with a Marshall Time Modulator and second
oscillator switching octaves to give it our special sound for Ultravox.
The vocal line was quite a challenge for me especially as the key
changes up and it took a long time to get right at Montserrat - think
Russian male voice choir and you've got it!"

"I've stopped using the Yamaha CS50 and CS4OM because by the
time they're stacked up you couldn't see me above the keyboard! I've
kept Yamaha's SS30 string machine though which I think is great - I
don't think we've ever played anything without it. The main synth is
now the PPG Wave 2.2 which is very versatile. I like its stereo output
which widens the whole sound on stage, although it probably doesn't
affect out front too much. The detuning facility adjustable on every
sound is useful and so are the 99 memories. In 'The Hymn' I used a
Cymbalom type of sound with it, as well as some really good percussive
effects. In 'Visions in Blue' I play the bass in stereo on the PPG while I'm
singing the vocals - we're using Electro-Voice and Shure mics at the
56

moment. My 'vocal rack' gives me total control for singing by using
footswitching at the front mic position on stage and also at the
keyboards. I can switch in echo, bizarre EQs, flanger/doubler (more as
a doubler), AMS Digital Delay and Yamaha E1010 Analogue Delay. I
don't know of other vocalists who control their own sound on stage -
maybe I'm the only one! Peter Woods, our electronic engineer, put the
rack together for me."

"I'm using an early version of the ARP Odyssey synth plus the
Yamaha string synth for a nice phased chorus 'cello sound," says Billy.
I also like the Elka Rhapsody strings for a colder feeling. The Yamaha
Electric Grand uses an MXR Flanger to fill it out a bit and also a Boss
Chorus. Then the Yamaha GS1 has the strings for 'Visions in Blue', for
example, (I've been to Hamburg with Dave Bristow to work on new
sounds for the instrument such as a bell sound I wanted). The CS80
plays 'The Hymn' theme using its string presets - very loud! And the
Emulator gives flute sounds whilst my newest addition for soloing is the
PPG - but we don't use its sequencer. We trigger the last two from
Warren's main trigger unit, (incidentally designed by Peter Kershaw,
E&MM micro consultant)."

"My violin has a process unit that added transposed pitches of
octave, third, fourth below and fifth above, with a compressor to keep
the sound at an even output level - important for violins since its upper
notes get weaker."

Finally Chris comments on his line-up: "I use Minimoog and PPG
Wave 2.2 for bass and harmony lines with MXR flanger/doubler in my
own rack amongst other things, plus Martin side fills that are popular
these days. We've several Yamaha scope tuners (PT -4) for checking out
pitches and my guitars are Yamaha's new active guitar plus an Ibanez
Roadstar."

Warren will be discussing his percussion equipment in one of his
forthcoming drum column pages.

The group have had a completely new stage set made for their
current tour - everything is light grey, including keyboards, guitars,
PA, drums, Billy's violin right down to a grey carpet and all fittings! The
large futuristic 'building' that forms the background and sides has
windows for spots and lighting crew. Smoke billows out from hidden
pipes, and even cables have been concealed to present a 'smooth'
clean appearance. The light show bounces off the grey to give plenty of
colour.

Ultravox are currently doing a series of tours covering Ireland and
the UK. They've also a German TV show where they're doing two
songs using a 70 piece orchestra and large choir which is a new
experiment for the group. Then they're off to Scandinavia, through
Europe, followed by a short break before covering Canada, the
American East and West Coast, Japan, New Zealand and Australia.
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Hymn U Itravox

S = Synthesiser
G = Guitar
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Use these parts as a guide for drums: The bar
marked A is repeated throughout music section A,
the bars marked B are for all section B, etc. Where
important beats are added, these are indicated on
the score on a drum line.
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Hymn Ultravox
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Hymn Ultravox
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Hymn Ultravox
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ALLAN-GORDONS
qiciiclon OF WALTHAMSTOW. Tel.: 01-520 3706/8642

32 MARKHOUSE ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17

PMXR\
EFFECTS PEDALS
Noise Gate £37.41
Distortion £29.60
6 Band Graphic £37.50
10 Band Graphic £63.57
Micro Flanger £48.44
Micro Chorus £48.44

COMMANDE SERIES
Phaser £33.71
Pre -Amp £22.40
Sustain £30.58
Overdrive £24.96
Time Delay £63.38
Stereo Chorus £40.00

ereo Flanger £43.3

Electro.
'Voice
CHASSIS

SPEAKERS
10" 150 watt..188
12" 200 watt £104

15" 200 watt £105

18" 200 watt £120
CABINET DESIGNS
ALSO AVAILABLE

Ciestone
ELECTRIC GUITARS

LIMITED OFFER OF EX. DEMO MODELS

Thunder I £98 Concord III £129
Thunder IA £119 Rainbow £167
Thunder II £149 Prestige 150 £165
Thunder IIA £159 Prestige 250 £208
Thunder Ill £210 Thunder I Bass £105
Paduak I £109 Thunder IA Bass £118
Paduak II £110 Thunder II Bass £226
Concord I £89 Concord I Bass £99
Concord II £109 Cases

ElecIro SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

ELECTRO-VOICE RANGE
1 x 10" 150 watt EV + Horn £130
1 x 12" 200 watt EV + Horn £170
1 x 15" small Bass Cab 200W £170
3 -Way Systems from £295

CELESTION RANGE
2 x 12" 200 watt Dual Concentric £95
1 x 12" 100 watt + Horn £90
1 x 15" 100 watt Mini Bass Cab £105

MANY OTHER LABS AVAILABLE

[011LSBRO\
PA AMPLIFIERS COMBO AMPS

Cobra 90 rev £158 Stingray Lead f285

Marlin 150 watt £195 Stingray Pratt £395

Marlin 300 watt £275 Stingray Bass £285
Pro Bass £365

AMPLIFIER TOPS Hornet 30 £107

Stingray Lead £195 Cobra Lead £188

Stingray Proff £280 Cobra Bass £180

Stingray Bass £148 ECHO UNITS
Stingray Pro Bass 150 £195 Adri £220
tingray Pro Pass 300 £275 Pedal £9

MAIL ORDERS
MXR AND ELECTRO-VOICE

ADD £1.50
CARLSBRO ADD £10
WESTONE ADD £10
SPEAKERS TEL.
FOR QUOTE

"IT

ciss\
\\4` c;k-

kes p,o°

E&MM 1/83

MXRo
WESTONE 

CARLSBRO 0
ELECTRO-VOICE 0

ALLAN-GORDON SYSTEMS o

PATRICK
MORAZ'
needs the

NOVATRON

PLEASE NOTE: Our tape
frames fit MELLOTRONS

He says "The NOVATRON/
Mellotron is vitally essential
to my music. It has many in-
herent advantages and it en-
ables me to reproduce very
complex electronic sounds
on stage. It also features very
strongly in the basic sounds
of the MOODY BLUES."

Remember - any recordable
sound can be played on the
Nova tron.

Special Announcement: By arrangement with Syco
Systems, we have become Midland and Northern
agents for the fabulous new SYNERGY - the very
latest in Synthesizer technology. Come and try itfor
yourself. Ring Leslie or Norman Bradley for an
appointment.

STREETLY ELECTRONICS LTD.,
338 ALDRIDGE ROAD, STREETLY,

SUTTON COLDFIELD B74 2DT.
Tel: (021) 353 3171 Telex: STREL 338024 BIRCOM G.

SUPER KITS!
Sets include PCBs, Electronic Parts, Instructions. Most also incl. Knobs, Skts, Wire, Solder.
Box. Batteries not incl. but most will run from 9V to 15V DC supplies. Also see below.

AUTOWAH: Guitar -triggered wah-wah SET 58 £14.01
BASS BOOST Increases volume of lower octaves SET 138-B £8.87
CHORUS GENERATOR: Makes a solo voice or instrument sound SET 162 £31.59

like more
COMPRESSOR: Limits & levels maximum signal strength SET 133 -LS £12.37
FREQUENCY DOUBLER' Raises guitar frequency by 1 octave SET 98 f11.75
FLANGER: Fascinating delayed -feed -back effects plus phasing SET 153 £22.49
FUZZ: Smooth distortion whilst keeping natural attack & decay SET 91 £t1.68
GUITAR EFFECTS: Multiple variation of level & filter modulation SET 42 £15.42
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Fuzz plus variable filter quality SET 56 £21.17
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends effective note duration SET 75 £11.77
HARMONOLA: 3 -Oct organ with variablevoicing, attack, sustain, SET 124-T £162.15

vibrato
4 -Octave version: SET 124-F £184.71

HUM CUT: Tunable filter for reducing low frequency noise SET 141 f11.43
MAD-ROJ: Variable sirens, inc. police, galaxy, machine-guns etc. SET 146 £9.99
METRONOME: With audible & visual beat & down -beat marking SET 143 £13.52
MICROPHONE PRE -AMP: with switchable bass & treble response SET 144 £8.92
MINISONIC (PE) MK2: 3-oct very versatile music synthesiser SET 38 £181 56
MIXERS' Several - details in catalogue (see below)
NOISE LIMITER: reduces tape & system hiss SET 145 £9.99
PHASER: with automatic & manual rate & depth controls SET 164 £21 20
REVERB: Analogue unit with variable delay & depth controls SET 1 22 -LS £20.39
RHYTHM GENERATOR: 15 switchable rhythms controlling 10 SET 103-F £61.71

instruments
RING MODULATOR: for intermodulating 2 separate sine SET 87 £13.62

frequencies
SEQUENCERS: 128 -note keyboard controlled (kbd incl) SET 76 £120.45

16 -note (up to 64 -bit pattern) panelcontrolled SET 86 £64.63
STORM EFFECTS: Automatic & manualwind, rain& surfgenerator SET 154 £16.72
SYNTHESISER INTERFACE: allows instrument to trigger synth SET 81 £9.49

functions
TREMELO: Deep tremelo with depth & rate controls SET 136 £10.71
TREBLE BOOST: Increases volume of upper octaves SET 138-T £8.46
TONE CONTROL: bass & treb. cut, gain & range (6 controls) SET 139 £13.62
VIBRATO: variable rate & depth plus additional phasing SET 137 £23.99
VOICE -OP -FADER: for reduction of music level during talk -over SET 30 /9.85
WAH-WAH: with auto- trigger, manual & oscillator control SET 140 L17.31
WOBBLE-WAH: Oscillator controlled wah-wah for fascinating SET 161 £13.40
KIMBER -ALLEN KEYBOARDS 3 -Oct £32.43, 4 -Oct £40.68, 5 -Oct £48.52

(surely the best?)
KEYBOARD CONTACTS GJ (SPC0): 3 -Oct £20.29. 4 -Oct £26.50, 5 -Oct /32.71
KEYBOARD CONTACTS GB (DPST) 3 -Oct [23.27. 4 -Oct £30 45, 5 -Oct £37.62

PHONOSONICS
Phonosonics Mail Order, Dept MM31, 22 High Street, Sidcup,

Kent, DA14 6EH. 01-302 6184
Please use full address, payment CWO, CHO, PO. ACCESS. BARCLAY, or pre -arranged collection
Prices incl.UK p&p & 15% VAT. E&OE. Despatch usually 7days on most items. Details& partstnabove
kits are stated in our comprehensive catalogue. Send s.a.e (9 x 4 or bigger) for catalogue (if you live

overseas please send I 1 00 or equiv.( More kits are in catalogue.
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ELECTRO-MUSIC
CROSSWORD
COMPETITION

No. 6
Here's a chance to win
a copy of one of the most
important books for the
electro-musician - "Musical
Applications of Microprocessors"
by Hal Chamberlin. This valuable prize,
will be awarded for the first correct crossword
drawn out of the hat on Jan. 30th.
Send your completed crossword, including your
name and address to:
E&MM CROSSWORD,
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

worth £20,

1 2 3
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22 23
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0

Across
L These will change your voltage

(12)
6. Popular music paper - Marilyn

Monroe's favourite? (1,1)
7. Fifth note of the scale in the

movable -doh system (3)
8. music - the sort you're

interested in (7)
9. What you do to a Lyricon (4)

11. This computer synth is Rod Hull's
choice (8)

14. To begin, switch ... (2)
15. Code of manufacturing practice

in the UK (1,1)
17. Strips of plastic and metal which

reproduce music (5)
19. High Rupture Capacity fuse type

(1,1,1.)
20. The make of synth that started it

all (4)
21. Naturally ambient echo affect

(abbr.) (6)
23. Larry is a speedy American

synthesist (4)
24. Noise source of a guitar or bass

(6)
25. The Musicians' Union (1,1.)
26. Type of drum -a trap? (5)

Down
1. Speaker that does bird

impressions (7)
2. Ate an trout (anag.) - it reduces

the amplitude (10)
3. Improvisational black vocal style

(4)
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4. Revolutions per minute (1,1,1.)
5. Opposite of 23 Across -

musically, adagio (4)
6. Not stereo, not polyphonic (4)
7. Apple -based computersynth

pursues the noise (11)
10. Electronic device opposes

current (8)
12. Early electronic instrument, mint

here? (8)
13. -& - , regular, sad music? (1,1)
16. Charles Aznavour's song about a

woman (3)
18. They arrange bookings (6)
20. A note half the length of a semi-

breve (5)
22. Insects, or electrical faults (4)
All answers can be found in back
issues of Electronics & Music Maker.

November's Answers:
Across: 1, Module; 4, Muse; 6, Nice; 7,
Fostex; 9, Rule; 10, RMI; 11, Eminent;
14, Lol; 15, Minimoog; 17, Gig; 20,
ESSP; 23, Ultra; 24, Output; 25, Sync;
26, Layers.
Down: 1, Monopoly; 2, UFO; 3, Mix; 4,
Metronome; 5, Effect; 6, New; 7,
Fairlight; 8, Sonic; 12, Men; 13, Neo;
16, Guitar; 18, Gear; 19, Buss; 21,
Poly; 22, APRS.
November's winner: Nick Fountain
from Tooting, London.
We acknowledge with thanks the co-
operation of John Wiley & Sons Ltd.,
who distribute 'Musical Applications
of Microprocessors' in the UK.

JANUARY
Offers

CASIOTONE
CT -1000P

1,000
keyboard.
Transposition,
CT -701
split
bass

You may
valid

voice,
Programmable

Bar
keyboard,
and arpeggio,

until

8

etc.
code

never
January

-note

or
20 voices,

see

polyphonic

manually

etc. ....

SALE
offers like this again!

31 1983 subject to availability

KEYBOARDS

f325.00
plus f85 voucher
digital synthesiser.

arpeggio/real time sequencer.

programmable.
16 rhythms, auto chords
Plus f110 voucher

5 octave

-

Split

with
f445

CT -601 As CT -701 above, but without the programming
features Cash price: £315
CT -403 4 -octave easy -play, 25 voices, 16 rhythm accom-
paniments etc. Cash price: f199
CT -202 Ideal stage instrument with 49 breathtaking
voices on its 4 octave keyboard Plus f85 voucher-f 275
CT -101 25 voices Plus f75 voucher - f195
MT -70 Portable version of the CT -701 with 4 octave
keyboard and 10 rhythms .. Plus f50 voucher - £199
MT -60 Portable 4 octave easy -play with 25 voices, 8
rhythms and auto chords Cash price: f119
MT -40 Portable 3 octave keyboard plus a 15 note bass
keyboard and 6 auto rhythms Cash price: f75
VL-5 Mini bar-code programmable, 3 octave, 4 note
polyphonic, 10 voices, 8 rhythms Plus £25 voucher £79.95
VL-10 Micro keyboard Plus f15 voucher: f26.95

INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
ON SELECTED ITEMS - SEND FOR DETAILS

THE "TYMP"
4110 ONLY THE "CLAP"to

E139.THE "SYNKIT"
Only f65

AVIDEK KITS BY ROLAND
DSK 100 Distortion ....f23 EMK 100 Metronome .f27
PHK 100 Phaser f32 PCK 100 Percussion...£43
CMK 100 Compressorf27 MXK 600 6 ch. mixer .f72
CHK 100 Chorus f43 DMK 100 Delay f 105
FLK 100 Flanger f51 GEK 100 Graph Eq f56
TAK 100 Tuning Amp .f27 RMK 100 Rhythm m/c f72

PEARL EFFECTS PROCESSORS
FG-01 Flanger f52 OD -05 Overdrive f35
CH -02 Chorus f50 CE -22 Chorus Ens f90
PH -03 Phaser f41 AD -33 Analog Del ... £105
CO -04 Compressor f38 PH -44 Phaser f79
PRICES are inclusive of VAT and carriage. Send cheques, PO, or

phone your ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAYCARD number to.: -

TEMP 38 Burleigh StreetUS Dept. E&MNI

Cambridge CB1 1DG.
Tel.: 0223 312866

Please supply

and vouchers valued £
Remittance enclosed £ or debit my credit card
Number

Name

Address

E&MM
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E&MMsyni3Lo
by Kenneth McAlpine

RECORDED ON DEMO

CASSETTE No. 9

COMO

There are many ways of adding express-
ion to your playing; using footpedals,
effectors, modulation controls or by

altering control settings. The number of
parameters you can alter at once, however,
is dictated by how many spare hands/feet
you have at your disposal!

The Synblo has been designed to add
dynamic expression to an instrument signal
using only the player's breath. By blowing
into the plastic pipe connected to the unit
you can control Harmonic content and
Amplitude, with the internal Filter and
Amplifier, or another variable parameter
connected to the external output. A trigger
signal is also available which is activated
when the 'breath' signal reaches a pre-set
threshold.

A block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 1. The Breath input consists of a
crystal microphone insert mounted directly
onto the PCB. Air blown along the plastic
tube, connected tothe unit via a modified 1/4"
jack plug (see construction text), then
passes into the mic producing a signal. This
signal is amplified, rectified and smoothed
by the envelope follower and then buffered
to provide the control voltage.

The Sensitivity control adjusts the mic
level and therefore how hard you have to
blow to operate the circuit, while Decay
adjusts the decay time of the envelope
follower/generator. This control voltage is
fed to the Voltage Controlled Filter (VCF), the
Voltage Controlled Amplifier (VCA), to the
trigger circuit and to the external output. An
LED is also connected to this point to provide
an indication of the CV level.

The instrument signal is first passed
through the VCF which is a -12dB/Octave
State Variable filter which can be switched
between Band and Low pass modes. The
Resonance control alters the feedback or 'Q'
of the filter while the Level control sets the
manual cut-off frequency. The output of the
filter then goes into the VCA which also has a
Level control to set the manual gain. Both the
VCF and VCA have 'Bend' controls which
adjust the amount of control voltage from the
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'Breath' section. The output from the ampli-
fier is connected to a Bypass switch which
can be used to switch the unit in or out.

Circuit
The full circuit diagram of the Synblo is

given in Figure 2.
The crystal mic insert is connected

directly to the Sensitivity control. The signal
tapped from the pot is filtered, to cut off low
frequency 'thumps', by Cl and R1 and then
amplified and rectified by ICla, the gain of
which is set up by R3 and R2. The output
from the op -amp is used to charge upC2 and
produce the required envelope. A discharge
path is created by R4 and the control RV2
which sets ther decay rate. A final low pass
filter is provided by R5 and C3 to clean up

* Breath Control for
any Electronic

Instrument
* State Variable Filter

* Voltage Controlled
Amplifier

* External Control and
Trigger Outputs

* Provides Dynamic
Expression

* Battery Operation

any noise on the control voltage. The signal is
buffered by IC1b and then sent to the 3 pots
for Filter, Amplifier and External Bend, the
LED and the comparator IC1c. The threshold
for this device is approx 1V and is set up by
the potential divider R7 and 8.

Both the VCF and VCA require positive
and negative supplies, which are created by
producing a third centre rail which is used as
'OV'. The centre rail, is produced by potential
divider R32 and 33 and buffered by !Cid.

The VCF is built around one IC, that is the
LM13600, this device contains two trans -
conductance amplifiers and two matching
buffers. In the configuration shown IC2 acts
as a State Variable filter with a roll -off of
-12dB/Octave.

The input impedance is 47k and signals
up to 1.5V P -P can be handled before
distortion. The input signal is decoupled by
C4 and attenuated to a suitable level for IC2a
by R11 and 12. The output signal can be
taken from either pin 8 or 9 giving bandpass
or lowpass characteristics respectively.

The cut-off frequency of the filter is set by
the current flowing into pins 1 and 16 and
therefore by the voltage applied to R19 and
20. The manual cut-off frequency is set by
RV7 and the 'Bend' amount by RV3.

Breath
Input
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and

Buffer
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1
end
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the Synblo.
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the Synblo.

The output from the filter is applied to the
VCA via the capacitor C7 and is attenuated
by R23 and 24.T he VCA is based around the
CA3080 transconductance amplifier. The
gain of this device is set by the current
flowing into pin 5 and therefore by the
voltage applied to R26 and 27. The manual
gain is set by RV8 and the 'Bend' amount by
RV4. The output current is converted to a
voltage across load resistor R28. This voltage
is decoupled by C8 and fed to the bypass
switch SW1. The 'Signal Out' jack is a stereo
type to allow the battery to be disconnected
when the jack plug is removed.

Construction
The breath input on the prototype is a

plastic tube connected to the case via a
modified jack plug and socket. However,
should you want to take the mic out of the
case and use an alternative such as the
boom mic on a set of headphones, a
standard socket could be used to connect it
to the circuitry.

The breath tube was constructed using
plastic tubing with a 3/16" internal diameter
and a standard 1/4" plastic jack plug (with
metal collar). The plug is converted by
removing the tip, insulation, connecting
stem, which runs up the middle of the jack,
and the solder tags. This is accomplished by
removing the casing and cutting the pressed
end of the stem with a large pair of cutters.
The jack plug should now fall apart leaving
you with the outer tubing (earth) and
threaded collar intact. The plastic tubing
should be a good tight fit into the plastic jack
body and once secured (with an epoxy if
required) can be screwed onto the modified
metal part. The edge of the metal tubing
should be rounded off with a small file to
make insertion into the socket easier, since
the tapered tip has now been removed.

The receiving socket is a moulded plastic
Continued on page 66.

Figure 3. Component overlay of the Synblo PCB.

An internal view of the Synblo.
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BOOTLEG MUSIC
5-7, SOUTH STREET, EPSOM, SURREY.

TEL: EPSOM 24528

OPEN MON-SAT 10am-5.30pm. THURSDAY 700pm

THIS MONTH'S AMAZING BACK DOOR DEALS!!

KEYBOARDS
SH 101 New portable model with optional handgrip
SH 09 11/2 oscillators. Reduced from £375.00.

Few left at £245.00
EP 11 Piano with rhythm and transposition chord

coupler
VK 09 Drawbar organ
SA 09 Saturn organ/piano
RS 09 Organ/string machine
Juno 6 The incredibly versatile polyphonic
Juno 60 New programmable version of Juno 6
Jupiter 8 The 'Gus'
Sequencers and keyboard accessories always in stock

RHYTHM UNITS
TR 606 Drumatix compurhythm
TB 303 Bassline autobass sequencer
CR 5000 Compurhythm
CR 8000 Compurhythm with handclaps
TR 808 The ultimate

All other Roland amplifiers, Guitar synthesisers, Echo units in stock

Phone for latest "Jofci_ij_ Prices

AJust for Players

MDEK
AIVIDEK KITS BY Roland

£ £
Distortion kit £35.00 £27.95
Compression 40.00 31.95
Phaser 45.00 34.95
Tuning Amp 40.00 31.95
Electr. Metronome 40.00 31.95
Flanger 70.00 54.95
Stereo Chorus 60.00 46.95
Stereo 6 channel mixer 100.00 78.95
10 band graphic 80.00 62.95
Delay 145.00 112.95
Programmable rhythm 100.00 78.95
Percussion Synth. 60.00 46.95

SPECIAL OFFER. FREE BOOTLEG T SHIRT, POSTAGE
WITH EVERY UNIT ORDERED

TASCAM
TEIC Produc ticm Prodm is

TEAC
V9
A108
144
244
34
2A

Cassette deck
Sound on Sound Cassette
S/H Portastudio
Portastudio with DBX
The latest 4 track
6/4 mixer

AIM

/

(135.00
159.00
395.00
599.00
865.00
179.00

BF 2
PH 1
PH 1R
DM 2
CE
CE
CS 1
OC 2
VB 2
DR 55
PSM-5

BCB 6

Flanger
Phaser
Phaser
Echo Delay
Stereo Chorus
Chorus
Compression Sustain
Octaver
Vibrato
Doctor Rhythm
Effects Stage Carrying
case with power supply
and effects loop

BOSS

£79.00 £47.00
62.00
73.00 47.00

105.00 69.00
169.00 121.00

73.00 46.00
58.00 38.00
59.00 38.00
65.00 45.00

105.00 59.00

120.00 99.00

Rhodes Chroma
The latest 16 channel programmable
polyphonic synthesiser with dynamic
keyboard. IN STOCK NOW

Casio 101 £255.00 £199.00 Yamaha CS 01 Portable with breathalizer
202 325.00 275.00 and glass of Dettol
403 325.00 275.00 £217.00 £175.00
403 325.00 275.00 CS 5 299.00 189.00
CT 1000 375.00 325.00 CS 15D 669.00 389.00

Korg Trident 2,100.00 1,495.00 PS 20 330.00 265.00
M 500 SP 220.00 199.00 Crumar Trilogy 1,099.00 669.00

Jen 199.00 169.00 Stratus 899.00 545.00

YAMAHA AMPS - SPECIAL BACK DOOR DEALS
JX 20 Combo
JX 20 Combo £165.00 £89.00
JX 40 Combo 199.00 139.00
G10011 100 watt top with para

eq reverb etc. 329.00 169.00
G100112 As above with 1 x 12" 399.00 229.00

YAMAHA

THE KIT.... NOW IN STOCK!

TEAC guide to 4 track recording £450
Roland set of synthesiser manuals 995
Boss and Roland T-shirts 250
Boss and Roland heavy sweat shirts 595

Guitars by Fender, Aria, Washburn, Vantage, Westone,
Westbury, Yamaha, Hondo, Kramer, etc., etc.

Amps by Roland, Traynor, Ohm, Peavey, Custom Sound,
Trucker. Vox, Music Man, Badger, Carlsboro, Hiwatt, Loco,

Birdie, Yamaha, etc., etc.
Mikes by Shure, Beyer, A & F, Roland, Ohm, etc, etc.

ALL BOOTLEGGED AT CRAZY PRICES

li=?Roland
INSTANT CREDIT

SURREY'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

7effive,
ACCESS

TASCAM
MAC, Produk tion Prodo. is

BARCLAYCARD
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Continued from page 64.

ESINIMsyneLo
type. Since the jack plug now has no 'live'
connection half of the socket has to be
removed. This can be done using a sharp
knife or small hacksaw. This leaves only the
'earth' contact which, being sprung, holds
the breath pipe plug.

A finished case can be supplied by
E&MM. The only modification required is to
cut a hole in the bottom of the box to allow
excess moisture from the tube to drip out.
The size of the hole depends on the
dimensions of the mic used. (A sharp
modelling knife makes quick work of this
stage.)

All the components are mounted on the
PCB with the pots and sockets connected
with flying leads.

With Figure 3 as a guide insert and solder
the links (5 in all), then the resistors, diode,
capacitors - making sure that the electro-
lytics are inserted the right way round, and
finally the IC sockets, if required. The IC's
can be inserted at this stage - again noting
the correct orientation.

Presuming that the E&MM case is used,
or that you have prepared a suitable
enclosure, the wiring can now commence.

First the control panel: once the pots and
switches have been mounted the common
connections can be made. Using solid core
wire link between the right hand tags of pots
RV1-5, 7, 8 and the LED. Then connections
between the left hand tags of pots RV3, 4, 5
and between the left hand tags of pots RV7, 8
can be made. The rest of the wiring is to the
PCB and is made with reference to the wiring
table and Figure 3.

Next the rear panel: Connect a common
'earth' bar between the sockets and then
refer to the wiring table and Figure 3 for the
PCB connections.

Lastly, the mic insert can be connected/
mounted to the board using stiff single core
wire spaced approximately''/2" from the edge
(see internal photographs). Foam padding
can be inserted to prevent it moving around
if the case is likely to receive any violent
knocks.

Testing
Since there are no presets to adjust,

testing is a simple matter of connecting an
output (to switch on the unit), the breath
pipe and a battery.

With the Sensitivity and Decay controls
halfway blow into the pipe, the LED should
glow brightly then gradually fade. If this does
not occur check all connections and com-

4

An internal view of PCB and Control Panel Wiring.

The Synblo in use.

WIRING TABLE
FROM TO
1 Spare Ground 14 RV6/3
2 +ve battery 15 RV4/2
3 RV1/1 16 RV8/2
4 RV1/2 17 RV5/2
5 RV2/2 18 RV7, 8/1
6 D2 Anode 19 RV1 5, 7, 8/3
7 RV3-5/1 20 JK5/2
8 RV3/2 21 SW1/1
9 RV7/2 22 JK2/2, SW1/3
10 SW2/1 23 JK4/2
11 SW2/3 24 RVI 5/3
12 SW2/2 SW1/2 JK3/3
13 RV6/2 JK3/2 -ye battery

ponent orientations. Presuming that all is
well, connect a signal to the input, set the
Amplifier Level to full and slowly increase
the Filter level, the characteristic synthe-
siser WAA should be heard on both Lowpass
and Bandpass settings. Now turn up the
'Bend' controls and check that the breath
input modifies both the Filter and the
Amplifier.

When both the External output and the
Trigger have been tested, and are known to
be working, the unit can be used to make
music!

Using the Synblo
The only way to get the best results out of

the Synblo is to experiment and practise,
however, a good initial setting is: Sensitivity
- 7, Amplifier Bend - 8, Amplifier Level -
5, Decay - 4, Filter Bend - 8, Filter Level -
4, Resonance - 10.

Points to note when using the Synblo:
1) Since a fair amount of liquid drips from
the casing, especialy with enthusiastic
playing, it should be situated away from
vulnerable electronic equipment. A piece of
blotting paper or similar material under the
case can prevent any problems. 2) If the
internal mic is used the case should not be
placed on or near speakers which are
relaying the processed signal otherwise
feedback can occur holding the envelope on

The breath input plug and socket.

PARTS LIST FOR SYNBLO
Resistors - all V4W, 5%, carbon film
R1,10,11,23,28,29,32,33 47k
R2 15k
R3 2M2
R4,6,9,12,13,16,17, 1k
24,25.30,31
R5 100k
R7 33k
R8,14,19,26 10k
R15,21 4k7
R18,20,22,27 22k
RV1 47k lin
RV2,6 1M lin
RV3,4,5,7,8 100k lin

Capacitors
C1,3,10
C2
C4,7,8
C5.6
C9

Semiconductors
D1
D2
ICI
IC2
IC3

Miscellaneous
JK1,2,4,5
JK3
SW1,2
MIC

47nF polycarbonate
2u2 63V Axial Electrolytic
luF 63V Axial Electrolytic
1nF ceramic
10uF 25V Axial Electrolytic

1N4148
0.2" LED
3403 or LM324
LM13600
CA3080

'/4" Mono jack socket
" Stereo jack socket

SPDT miniature switch
Crystal Mic Insert
8 pin DIL socket
14 pin DIL socket
16 pin OIL socket
LED clip
Knobs and caps
Battery connector
PCB
Case
Connecting wire
1M 3/16" dia. Plastic Tubing
'A" Mono jack plug

thereby losing the effect of the breath pipe.
The external control can be used with

another synthesiser to great effect to bend
oscillator frequency, pulse width, modu-
lation depth etc., if these parameters are
accessible on the instrument. The trigger
can also be used to provide some interesting
effects. It provides a positive going +9V
signal which stays high for the duration of
the breath input or Decay envelope. This can
be used to trigger ADSR's or even to clock a
sequencer! The possibilities are endless, so
put your music where your mouth is!

E&MM

A fully finished case for Synblo with drilled, silk screened, panel is available
from E&MM, 282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG at £7.95 inc
VAT and P&P. Please order as: Synblo case.
The PCB for Synblo is also available from the above address at £2.45 inc VAT
and P&P. Please order as: Synblo PCB.
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Oland have several interesting new
additions to their Amdek range this
month, and are beginning to forge a

link between music and a newly accessible
form of heavyweight computing. Accord-
ingly the new range includes a computer
composition interface called Compu- Music,
an analogue to digital interface, an X -Y chart
plotter, and in addition a whole range of
video display units.

First the CMU-800 Compu-Music, a

computer peripheral half the size of an
Apple which only requires an optional
'personality module' to make it compatible
with almost any home computer, including
Apple (slot 5), MZ-80K, 8032 Pet and so on.

Once connected to the computer and an
amplifier the Compu-Music generates its
own sounds for melody, bass, percussion
and backing chords. The minimum 48K of
RAM needed gives 9000 programme steps,
which is sufficient for a composition about
five minutes long, although for practicality
and speed a disc drive for loading and
storage will be found useful.

The outputs of the Compu-Music are as
follows: Channel 1 is for melody, a preset
sound with variable decay. Channel 2 is for
bass, again with variable decay, and Chan-
nels 3 to 6 produce chords with a piano -like
sound. In each case a control voltage and
gate are available, which do not provide
control over dynamics at the moment.
Outputs are on standard 1V/octave scale.

Channel 7 is a synthesiser control output
only, while Channel 8 is a control output with
a portamento facility. In addition, there are
individual audio outputs for bass, melody,
chords, and for the rhythm section which
draws on the same memory store as the
other channel.

The rhythm section produces seven
sounds, Snare Drum, Bass Drum, High and
Low Toms, Crash, Open and Closed High -
Hat, and is programmed in a similar manner
to the familiar Doctor Rhythm. It can use 16
or any other number of beats in a bar, and
like the other sections can be compre-
hensively edited, chained, looped and so on
using the computer keyboard.

Tempo control is available on a front
panel pot or there are clock in and out
sockets for external rhythm machines,
sequencers or arpeggiators. The computer
VDU gives a constant display of the state of
the composition on various pages, and
reminds the user about the options available
including Point Edit, Play, Loop Play, Change
of Bias (for calibration with different external
systems) and so on.

The Amdek ADA-200 is an Analogue -
Digital -Analogue convertor peripheral, again
compatible with most home computers, for
instance via Slot 3 of an Apple. It has two
channels which sample any analogue input,
ranging from synthesisersto thermocouples,
convert the input to an 8 bit digital code and
make this available for computer manipu-
lation.

Front panel controls give a wide range of
options for AC/DC inputs, Trigger Level, and
Position where an oscilloscope display is
being used. The Sweep Trigger can activate
an X -Y plotter for a hard copy of the display,
E&MM JANUARY 1983

and so for instance a microphone input can
be digitised and displayed temporarily or
recorded on paper permanently.

Nine different sample times are available
with a bandwidth trade off in operation, so
that 8 seconds gives 2kHz bandwidth
whereas higher rates can give up to 18kHz
bandwidth. Software is presently being
written to increase the potential for manipu-
lating the stored information, and it is hoped
that Fairlight CM I -style sound reproduction
will eventually be possible. A Wave Memory
software package including an interface
card is already available for storage of up to
four waveforms.

The Amdek DXY-100 X -Y plotter has a
standard Centronics interface built in for
easy compatibility with any computer which
can already operate a printer, and offers a
very large A3 maximum paper size at a very
low comparative cost.

The DXY-100 is capable of tabulation in
0.1mm steps, automatic measuring and
data processing, simple graphic drawing,
music scoring and soon. It includes fourteen
control commands including options for
solid or broken lines, 10 different marking
shapes, 15 letter sizes, axis changeover, and
the potential for ROM expansion for complex
tabulation including curves, hatchings and
original character design. One obvious
application is in transcription of music from
the Compu-Music unit.

The range of Amdek VDU's includes two
monochrome and four colour units. The
Video 300 and the Video 300A are black and
white monitors with green and amber
screens respectively, each with anti -glare
design and intended to sit neatly on an
Apple, for instance. Like all the monitors
they offer much higher resolution than
standard television screens, greater picture
stability in the case of games, and for the
colour monitors better separation between
the sixteen tones often available nowadays.

Colour 1 has a standard composite video
input with audio channel and built-in speak-
er, whereas Colour 2 has an industrial grade
CRT and retails for around £700 as a result.
Colour 3 has a domestic grade CRT and so is
somewhat cheaper, whereas the forth-
coming Colour 4 is expected to be of an even
higher quality.

The links between Amdek's range of
music kits as featured in E&MM or Hobby
Amdek, and the peripherals now appearing
or Compu Amdek, should be a source of
great interest in the near future. Approxi-
mate retail prices are £350 for Compu-
Music, £200 for the ADA convertor, £700 for
the X -Y plotter, and £100 for Video 300/A.
Further details are available from Roland
UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great
West Road, Brentford, Middx. Tel: 01-568
45 78

Picture captions:

Amdek CMU-800 Compu-Music

Amdek ADA-200 Interface

Amdek DXY-100 Plotter.

New Amdek Equipment.

Compu-Music 'Menu' display.
Compu-Music 'Rhythm' entry display.
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This month we continue our exciting new
project with detailed descriptions of
the circuitry for the main unit and the

Pitch Ratio display option along with practi-
cal uses for the unit.

Circuit Description
Figure 2 shows the complete circuit. The

input amplifier stage ICla allows the input
sensitivity to be varied between microphone
levels and synthesiser -type levels, using the
level control RV1, and presents a high
impedance to the input source. I C lc and d
constitute the anti -a liasing filter, which is of
the Sallen and Key equal capacitor value 4th
order type with a L'utterworth response,
giving a 24dB/octave roll -off. The signal is
monitored at this point by the comparator
IC2a which drives the peak indicating LED,
D4, when the signal level is beyond the
converting range of the system. TR1 and
IC12 together with C10 form the write
sample and hold which presents sampled
analogue levels to the conversion com-
parator IC8. Analogue levels converted back
from digital data in the memory are sampled
by TR2 onto C11. The signal is reconstituted
by the sixth order Sallen and Key filter IC3b,
c and d, giving a roll -off of 36dB/octave. The
mix control RV2 then mixes the treated
signal from the re -constituting filter with the
'dry' signal from the input amplifier to
produce a composite signal at the wiper of
RV2 which then passes to the output. R1
ensures high frequency stabil ty even with
highly capacitive loads. Some of the treated
signal, controlled by the feedback control
RV3, may be mixed with the 'dry' signal by
IC1b for subsequent re -processing.

IC13a provides a control voltage for the
read clock in accordance with the settingsof
the pitch shift controls, RV4 and RV5, and
the voltage on the external control voltage
input, J3. IC13b via SW3 allows an offset to
be applied to IC13a to give additional
flexibility in choice of external control
voltages. The write clock, IC2c and d, sets
the timing for the conversion processes. In
the harmony mode SW1a is open leaving
C20 to bring about a 40kHz write clock
frequency. In the delay mode, with SW1
closed, the parallel combination of C20 and
C21 lowers the clock frequency to about
20kHz. The write clock output is passed to
the storage area via IC20 and is returned,
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* Pitch transpose ± 1 octave
* Pitch ratio display option
* Delay and freeze facilities
* External control input
* Rack mounting case

slightly delayed, to the conversion section.
The timing of the conversion process is
clarified by the timing diagram shown in
Figure 3. Analogue to digital conversion is
initialised when the write clock goes low,
causing IC4 pin 3 to go high. On the next high
to low transition of the 600kHz HF clock IC4a
the flip-flop IC5b is set. A short pulse is
gated from the high signal now on IC5 pin 9
by the monostable formed by I C6c and IC4c.
This pulse is used to start the SAR, IC7. As
explained previously, the digital word is built
up in the SAR bit by bit. The first bit, however,
is a polarity bit which is set up by IC8 before
the IC5a flip-flop changes the mode of the
DAC, IC9, from its decode mode to its
encode mode. The remainder of the bits are
set up with IC5a set and thus with IC9 in its
encode mode. IC8 compares the input
voltage with the IC9 encode output current
derived from data being put on the data bus
by the tri-state buffers IC10 and 11.

The two current output ports from IC9
each have two connections although they
are not differential outputs; only one is used
at a time, depending on the polarity of the
signal. R18, 19 and R21, 22 must therefore
be of close tolerance to keep the signal
symmetrical and hence keep the distortion
low. The output of IC8 determines the bit
state at each approximation. The last bit to
be determined is the least significant bit.
When all bits have been set up the data
remains on the data bus and is written into
memory until the write clock goes high, at
which time the flip-flops IC5a and b are reset
and the tri-state buffers are disabled. The
data bus is then loaded with data read from

!If 111111M 1,1, %IA\
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the memory and IC9, now in its decode
mode, converts this data directly into an
analogue current on its decode outputs, pins
16 and 17, and subsequently to a voltage at
IC3 pin 1. IC2 pin 1 goes high at this time
allowing the converted voltage to be sam-
pled by TR2 for re -constitution by IC3b, c and
d. TR1 is also gated to take a sample of the
input voltage at the same time, ready for the
next analogue to digital conversion. The
sampled voltage is not held frozen until the
write clock goes low once again.

Now referring to the storage section, the
read clock IC14 has a frequency range of
about 20kHz to 80kHz, determined by a
+/-10V control voltage on pin 5. The read
clock increments the read address counter,
IC15, which is a CMOS binary ripple counter.
The number of memory location addresses
and hence the delay time is determined by
the count at which IC15 is reset to zero, and
is set by SW2a. The write address counter,
IC16, is clocked similarly by the write clock
from IC2d. The two addresses set up by the
two counters are selected by means of the
multiplexer, IC17, 18 and 19, under the
control of the write clock signal on IC20 pin
6. The selected address is then put on the
memory address bus. When SW1 b is open
the multiplexer is forced into the write
address select mode to enable reading and
writing to occur at the same address when in
thedelay mode. Since four 8 -bit memory IC's
are used the relevant section is selected by
means of the decimal decoder, IC21, giving
the storage IC's 22 to 29 the requisite chip
select signals, depending on the states of A9
and A10. Data is written to and read from the
memory on the data bus.

The memory write signal on IC20 pin 8
has a delayed falling edge caused by R68
and C29 to give the address counters, the
multiplexer and the store address lines
plenty of time to settle down before the store
IC's are put into the write mode. Random
memory locations would otherwise become
corrupted as the address bits change state.
When the freeze, or repeat, footswitch at J4
is closed the memory IC's are locked in the
read mode, preventing any change in the
contents of the store.

The power supply circuit, shown in Figure
3, is quite conventional, using IC regulators
to provide the three DC voltages. The
purpose of R69 is to reduce power dissi-
pation by IC31. The analogue and digital
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of the Transpozer.
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ground rails are kept separate on the PCB,
even though they are eventually connected
at the OV input. This helps to keep at bay any
logic switching noise which could otherwise
find its way into the audio input.

Pitch Ratio Display
To allow accurate pitch shift setting on

the TRANSPOZER the option of a Pitch Ratio
display has been provided. The unit will work
quite satisfactorily without it, but most users
will probably find it invaluable when fitted.

The display as the name suggests indi-
cates the pitch ratio of the output signal
compared to the input signal.

A readout of 2.000 indicates that the
pitch of the output signal is double that of the
input and therefore one octave higher. At the
other end of the scale a readout of 0.500
would indicate that the pitch of the output
signal is half that of the input and hence one
octave lower (see photos). Obviously, a
display reading of 1.000 indicates unison or
equal output and input pitches.

The display prototype shown last month
has been modified for production models
and now requires only four connections.

Circuitry
The circuit diagram of the pitch ratio

option is shown in Figure 4.
Most of the work in the circuit is done by

IC6 a 4 digit counter with multiplexed 7 -
segment output driver. This drives the two
displays via resistors R6-12 and transistors
TR1-4. The decimal point in the most
significant digit is held on by R5.

The 'Write' clock (PR5) is divided by 2000
by the 3 decade counters IC's 1-3, and then
the D -type flip-flop IC4a configured as a -;-2

counter. The Q output (Pin 5) of this device
gates the 'Read' clock (PR4) via DI and
triggers the monostable IC5 to provide a
latch pulse to IC6. The 0 output of IC5 (Pin 6)
is used to set the flip-flop IC4b and provide a
short pulse via C6, D2 and R4 to reset IC6.
The gated 'Read' clock is connected to the
clock input of IC6. Decoupling is provided by
Cl, 2 and 3.

Basically after 1000 'Write' pulses the
'Read' count is latched into the display driver
and then, after the monostable period (set by
C4), reset before the next 'Read' count.

If the 'Read' clock is running twice as fast
as the 'Write' clock, 2000 counts will be
latched into the display, half as fast and only
500 counts will be latched in. The decimal
point in the most significant digit is held on
to give the required display.

Construction
Assembly of the PCB is straightforward

and the component overlay is shown in
Figure 5. Start with the wire links which
should be made with tinned copper wire, e.g.
1/0.6mm connecting wire with the insula-
tion removed. Then proceed by soldering
components in order of increasing height. In
addition to the usual precautions regarding
orientation of diodes and transistors you
should ensure that the body of resistor R5
clears the display socket and that its lead
under the display is flat against the PCB in
the same way as the links. The final PCB
assembly step will be the right angle 40 pin
D IL socket for the displays and the following
procedure should be adopted. With the
socket facing you insert the two dual seg-
ment displays into the socket starting at the
extreme left hand side. When installed this
will leave two pins at the extreme right hand
side unused. Now insert the socket plus
display into the holes on the PCB. Mani-
pulate it such that the displays are resting on
the PCB and their face is at a right angle to
the PCB. Solder one pin at both ends and
check for squareness before soldering the

Write Clk
IC20 Pin 3

c E&MM

1C20 Pin 11IWrite \

HF Clk
1C4 Pin 3

Convert
105 Pin 9

Start
1C4 Pin 6

Complete
1C7 Pin 2

Sign
105 Pin 5

I I

V

I I

F

The Pitch Ratio display ±1 octave.

remaining 38 pins. Now thoroughly check
the foil side of the PCB for solder bridges,
poor joins, etc.

Install the IC's in accordance with the
orientation shown by the component over-
lay. Take great care with IC6 as it is a CMOS
device and expensive! The PCB may now be
mounted over the main PCB of the E&MM
TRANSPOZER by using the 3mm studding
provided. First firmly secure the studding to
the main PCB with a nut and shakeproof

PR1

DIS1 DIS2

Figure 2. Logic timing diagram.
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Figure 5. Component overlay of the display PCB.
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Figure 3. Circuit diagram of the Power Supply.

washer on either side of the PCB. Place nuts
on each of the pillars so formed and locate
them about 1 to 2 cms from the top. The
pitch ratio indicator PCB is now located onto
these pillars. The unit is lined up with the
cut-out for the display and the nuts on the
pillars adjusted such that the PCB is resting
upon them and is parallel with the main PCB.
The display should be firmly in the panel cut-
out and if not then remove the PCB and while
holding the base of the pillars gently bend
them forward. There is sufficient spring in
the studding to provide a secure mounting
once the displays are lodged in the panel
cut-out. Next secure the PCB to the pillars
with nuts and shakeproof washers.

The final step, which is to be carried out
after the main PCB has been checked, is to
connect four wires from the 'Veropins'
PR2, PR4 and PR5 on the display PCB to the
'Veropins' on the main PCB having the same
identification - referto TRANSPOZER compo-
nent overlay, Figure 2 given last month. Note
that the prototype pitch ratio indicator also
required a -12V supply which was available
from PR3 on the main TRANSPOZER PCB.
This connection is no longer required.
1/0.6mm insulated wire is used for the con-
necting wires and these connections areto be
kept short such that they do not droop over
components on the main PCB. For the OV
line (PR1) the wire should be shaped so that

PARTS LIST FOR PITCH RATIO
INDICATOR
Resistors, 1/4W 5% carbon film
R1,2 1k0
R3.4 4k7
R5 150R
R6,7,8,9,10,11,

12 56R

Capacitors
C1,2,3
C4,6
C5

100n ceramic disc
22n polyester
100p polycarbonate

Semiconductors
IC1,2,3 74LS90
IC4 74LS74
IC5 74LS122
IC6 74C925
TR1,2,3,4 BC182L
D1,2 1 N4148
DIS 1,2 CQX87A or equiv.

Miscellaneous
14 pin DIL sockets
16 pin DIL socket
40 pin right angle OIL
socket
Veropins
Mounting hardware and
connecting wire
PCB

2 off
2 off

7 off

3 off
2 off

3 off

4 off
2 off
2 off

5 off

4 off

The display board mounted on the main board.

C2
100n T

14 1 4
5

3 IC4a 2

6-11

5V -1L 12

rIC3 14

2 3 6 710

11111

5V -.L. 5

IC2 11 4

F2 3 6 710

11/11

C3
100n

5V c4 22n

Ht

9 14 11 136

IC5
2 3 4 5

it runs at the same height as the display PCB
and then drops down at the rear of the main
PCB and along the back edge to PR1.

No adjustments are required and the
pitch ratio indicator may be checked as
follows. Switch power on and observe that
the +5V LED is illuminated. Check the +5V
supply at pin PR2 to ensure that its level has
not been affected. With the E&MM TRANS-
POZER in the 'harmony' mode turn the wide
pitch control and observe that the indicator
changes from about 0.500 to 2.000 for full
rotation. The display PCB has a generously
sized cut-out which allows easy access to
RV7 and RV8 for the calibration step.

Using the Unit
The controls are quite self explanatory.

The sensitivity control is adjusted so that the
peak LED just flickers on the loudest
passages. This setting will achieve the best
possible dynamic range. The input amplifier
sensitivity can be adjusted to allow a high
impedance microphone to be used. The
other end of the sensitivity range allows

11

C

131 1N4148

PR5

12 10 119

5V

100p

22n

1C4b I C6

IC1-3 74LS90
IC4 74LS74
IC5 74LS122
IC6 74C925
TR1-4 6C182L

sv
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Figure 4. Circuit diagram of the Pitch Ratio display.
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electronic sources such as synthesisers to
be directly injected. The output of the
TRANSPOZER remains constant at about
500mV, so no matter what input source you
use, the output should be connected to the
high level input of your amplifier or tape
recorder.

With the mode switch in the delay
position, no pitch shifting occurs, allowing
all the common delay related effects to be
obtained with a delay time dependant on the
setting of the delay select switch over the
range 6 mS to 200mS. The shift controls are
obviously ineffective in the delay mode. The
mix control being used to adjust the contrast
and delayed signals. The feedback control
allows the delayed signal to be re -circulated
to produce echo effects at long delay
settings through reverb effects at medium
delays to constant flanging effects at short
delay settings. The repeat facility is most
useful in the delay mode since longer
passages can be captured. Delay setting 6
achieves the most useful results. To repeat a
passage, the footswitch is operated just after
the passage has been played or sung, and
held for as long as the repeated passage is
required. While the passage is repeating,
playing can continue to accompany it, the
mix control being used to adjust the contract
between the repeated and direct signals.

In the shift mode, the Coarse shift control
sets the interval in the range ±1 octave. The
Fine shift control gives very precise pitch
trim adjustment of ±1/2 semitone. The delay
time switch now controls the shifted passage
length. Longer delays produce smoother
sounding shifts, but at the expense of
introducing unavoidable ADT effects when
shifting up, and missing notes when shifting
down. In most applications, delay setting 5
will achieve the most satisfactory results.
The feedback control now allows some very
interesting effects to be produced. For
instance, if the shift control is set to 3
semitones up, and feedback is used, then
the shifted pitch will re -circulate producing
harmonies of 3 semitones up plus 6 semi-
tones up plus 9 semitones up etc, resulting
in chord -like sounds. The repeat facility can
be used in the shift mode, albeit with a
reduced passage length. Only the shifted
part will be repeated, allowing the dry signal
to be played along with the repeating
harmony. A signal, once frozen by the repeat
footswitch can be shifted with a different
interval to the shift setting used during
capture, allowing some very unusual vari-
able speed and pitch percussive sounds to
be produced.

Some particularly fascinating effects are
produced when the shift interval is very close
to unison. With plenty of feedback, each re-
cycled shift will be fractionally higher (or
lower for downward shifts) resulting in
gradually rising (or falling) notes after they
have been played. With slightly less feed-
back and delay 3 and 4 selected, cyclic
flanging is produced. With just a little
feedback, the mix control central and delay
4 selected, beautiful chorus effects are
produced. This is particularly effective on a 6
string guitar, producing some very con-
vincing 12 string sounds. The chorus effect
can also "beef -up" the sound of a single VCO
synthesiser, giving multiple VCO sounds.

The CV input could be used along with an
external pre-set voltage switching network to
enable rapid selection and changes of shift

Wfi

The completed Display Board.

II
I III

oil

IA

interval to be achieved. Alternatively, if a low
frequency sinewave oscillator is connected
to the CV input, true vibrato can be
produced.

Since the shift controls are continuous,
Table 1 provides a list of semitone intervals
and required pitch ratios, allowing precise
musical intervals to be set.

Shift Up
Semitones Ratio

Shift Down
Semitones Ratio

12 2.000 -1 0.944
11 1.888 -2 0.891
10 1.782 -3 0.841
9 1.682 -4 0.794
8 1.587 -5 0.749
7 1.498 -6 0.707
6 1.414 -7 0.668
5 1.335 -8 0.630
4 1.260 -9 0.595
3 1.189 -10 0.561
2 1.122 -11 0.530
1 1.059 -12 0.500

Table 1. Interval Settings

Although the E&MM TRANSPOZER was
designed with economy in mind, the speci-
fications have been kept very reasonable.
The only limitations to be aware of are firstly
that of the cyclic glitching that is produced in
the shift mode each time a fresh passage of

the input is selected for treatment. Some
very elegant electronic ''splicing" tech-
niques have been used in some of the more
expensive commercial units to overcome
the problem, frequently employing a micro-
processor to handle the very complex signal
"juggling" algorithms. No glitch ing noise
reduction has been designed into the E&MM
TRANSPOZER due to the high cost of even a
partial solution. The problem should not be
too limiting in most applications, particularly
with careful selection of the delay time, and
subtle use of the mix control. The problem is
more noticeable at higher feedback levels,
which should be avoided in the shift mode.
The other possible limitation is that of the
quantisation noise that is only just notice-
able on instruments such as bass guitars
that have very little high frequency content.
This is very simply overcome by turning
down the amplifer treble control. However,
the quantisation noise is hardly noticeable
on most sound sources.

Most musicians will gladly accept these
slight disadavantages considering the many
effects offered by this versatile and com-
paratively inexpensive unit.

E&MM

Specifications
Max Delay Time
Pitch Shift Range
CV Input Range
Dynamic Range
Frequency Response

Treated signal
Dry Signal

Input Sensitivity
Output Level

almost 200mS
+1 octave
0 to +5V
72dB

8Hz to 8kHz - 6dB
8Hz to 34kHz - 3dB
(maximum gain)
5mV to 500mV rms
500mV rms

A complete kit for parts for the Transpozer including the case, front panel, PCB and all'
components is available from E&MM, 282, London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex, SSO 7JG at
£159.95 including postage, packing and VAT. Please order as Transpozer kit.
The Pitch Ratio Display board kit is also available at £32.95 including postage, packing and
VAT. Please order as Transpozer Display Kit.
These units are supplied with the co-operation of Digisound Ltd.
Overseas customers please add £10 for carriage.
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POWNILVI

Stereo Mixer - this is a really
versatile new mixer that enables the
constructor DJ to produce a professional
performance every time. There are two
stereo inputs for magnetic cartridges, a
stereo auxiliary input and mike input.
Other 'plus' features are auto -panning for
fast or slow slider controls, multi -mixing,

king, interrupt, input modulation, in
ort everything ... the whole works

AND - under £100 complete!
We have illustrated the DJ90
earned in our own console
ith the Chromatheque and

n SP2 200 and speakers, -
onsole only available as
ales Counter purchase.
omplete Kit - £97.50 + VAT

)RLD LEADERS IN ELECTRONIC KITS

gr
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ANDOVER. HANTS. SP1 0 3WW

TELEPHONE
(0264) 64455

MPA 200 is a low price, high powr 100W amplifier, its smart
styling, professional appearance and performance make it
one of our most popular designs. With adaptable inputs the
mixer accepts a variety of sources yet straighforward
construction makes it ideal for the first-time builder.

Complete kit £49.90 + VAT

CHROMATHEQUE 5000 - a 5 -channel lighting system
powerful enough for professional discos yet controllable for
home -effects. Sound to light, strobe to music level, random
or sequential effects - each channel can handle up to 500W
yet minimal wiring is needed with our unique single board
design. Complete kit £49.50 + VAT

ETI VOCODER - 14 channels, each with independent level
control, for maximum versatility and intelligibility; Two input
amplifiers - for speech/excitation - each with level control
and tone control. The Vocoder is a powerful yet flexible
machine that is interesting to build and thanks to our easy to
follow construction manual, is within the capability of most
enthusiasts. Complete kit E175.00 + VAT

SP2 200 twice the power with two of the reliable, durable and
economic amps from the MPA 200; fed by separate power
supplies from a common toroidal transformer. Superb finish
and quality components throughout - up to (even over!) the
standard of high priced factory -built units.
Compete kit (64.90 + VAT

Digital Delay Line
Our latest kit! With its ability to give delay times from

1.6 mSecs to up to 1.6 secs. Many powerful effects
including phasing, flanging, A.D.T., chorus, echo Er vibrato
are obtained. The basic kit is extended in 400 mS steps up

to 1.6 secs. Simply by adding more parts to the PCB.
Compare with units costing over f1,000!
Complete kit 1400 mS delay) £130 + VAT.

Parts for extra 400 mS delay £9.50p.

 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: - if you are not completely
satisfied with your Powertran Kit return it in original condition
within 10 days for full refund.

 FREE SOLDERING PRACTICE KIT: - To assist the
beginner we will supply, on request with your first kit order, a
free soldering practice kit with useful tips and illustrations.

 COMPONENT PACKS: - Most kits are available as
separate packs (e.g. PCB component sets, hardware
sets etc). Prices in our FREE catalogue.

 ORDERING: - Full ordering details, delivery
service, and sales counter opening - inside
front cover of this issue.



Concert
Review

Tangerine Dream, Fairfield Halls,
Croydon, October 31st 1982.
The inevitable autumn Tangs tour,
and inevitably a few changes, a few
surprises, a few disappointments.

Firstly, the venue. With seats going
right up to the stage it's surprisingly
intimate. During the soundcheck the
band are affable. Chris Franke ex-
plains the new set-up; one Min imoog
missing; two Jupiter 8's and all the
usual modules. The music hasn't
become simpler, he says, in fact it's
more complex, so the Jupiter presets
help.

Johannes Schmoelling outlines
his background in local Berlin bands,
session work, theatre sound engin-
eering and a surprise phone call from
Edgar Froese. Edgar adjusts his Wave
2, resplendent in red and white
leather. The concert starts.

As usual a mixed bag of old, new,
and not yet released. 'Mojave Plan', a

lot of 'Kamikaze 1989' (which they've
been playing for two years, as it turns
otit), bits from their TV music Tatort
perhaps. Piercing high-pitched digi-
tal sounds, smooth strings from the
Oberheim, solos on the Jupiter ("it
doesn't have to be a Minimoog!") and
thumping bass. No guitar yet.

An interesting if gentle light show
with shapes and colours projected
onto a huge circular background.
Encores from White Eagle, almost
danceable at times, and with some
very commercial pictorial material
hinting at all sorts of styles from funk
to chamber music.

No guitar at all. Members of the
audience sit amazed as the lights
come up. It's more commercial than
ever, without being in any way a sell-
out, and several knowledgeable per-
sons enthuse wildly. Others are not so
sure ...the only solution is to go
again next year. Ah-ha! ... So that's
the idea!

Hawkwind, Dominion Theatre,
London, 13th November 1982.
For those who missed The Space
Ritual in the early seventies, the
chance has come again to see
Hawkwind at their most powerful,
their most visually spectacular, and
their most inventive.

After a period in the doldrums
following the departure of master
synthesist Tim Blake in 1980, the
band has finally learned to use
keyboards imaginatively without out-
side help and the money seems to
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have come together for a better stage
show. Visually, it's breathtaking; a
huge futuristic warehouse or space-
ship hold backed by sixteen TV
monitors, with banks of monitors and
synthesisers on each side of the
stage, dancers in luminous outfits,
bassist and now keyboard player
Harvey Bainbridge to the left, Hugh
Lloyd -Langton on guitar at the front,
Martin Griffin on drums and leader
Dave Brock on guitar and keyboards
to the right.

As the band launched into'Choose

Your Masks' the empty space was
filled by the familiar figure of Robert
Calvert, guesting on vocals, sax, small
percussion and various toys and
gimmicks. The sound for once was
loud and clear at the same time, with
the Korg synths backing the guitars
without getting lost. Dave Brock has
been endorsing Westone guitars of
late, and perhaps a change of think-
ing has taken place - certainly
there's now sustain and distortion
without the old excessive loss of
clarity.

As the high-technology video dis-
play churned along, flashing sublim-
inal messages at the audience, it
became clear that there are new
musical directions as well as the old
'question -the- nature -of -your -orders'
anarchy. Both 'Sonic Attack' and
'Church of Hawkwind' contain a good
deal of tape collage, sequencers and
other innovations, and now there are

hints of other styles such as Peter
Gabriel's ethnic approach, a sort of
heavy funk, and gentler pieces fea-
turing Lloyd-Llangton's vocals which
contrast well with Brock & Calvert's
harsher styles. On the other hand the
terrifying Sonic Attack is still there,
along with other old goodies such as
Magnu and Psychedelic Warlords
(Disappear in Smoke), so everybody
should be happy.

About half -way through, some of
the videos started to resemble parts
of old episodes of Horizon like 'Paint-
ing by Numbers' (on computer graph-
ic techniques), but by that time the
whole experience had taken over and
it didn't seem to matter what was
happening. It's good to see that a
band now coming up for its fifteenth
birthday can keep growing and chang-
ing; it looks as if Hawkwind have a lot
of life left in them yet.

Fashion, Odeon Theatre, Bir-
mingham, 31st October 1982.
'Fabrique' by Birmingham band Fash-
ion has been one of the year's most
pleasurable releases. The fusing of a
high technology approach to the
warmest, most sensual of jazz -funk
influences produced an album of
superb technique and intense emo-
tion.

But after the sudden departure of
charismatic vocalist and songwriter
De Harris, and faced with the pros-
pect of 19 gigs in 22 days, the band
inevitably had some rough edges.
They opened with 'Move On' and 'Do
You Wanna Make Love' from 'Fab-
rique', but sadly the vital, warm
atmosphere which made previous
Fashion concerts so enjoyable was
missing. It wasn't until three quarters
of the way through the set that some
of the old magic began to filter
through during 'White Stuff'.

Drummer Dik Davis kept the

sound tight and to the point, making
full use of his Simmons kit and
Manray Chinese cymbals, while Sal-
vador Mulligan used his Roland key-
boards, Vocoder, ARP 2600 and Moog
Source to lay down sequencer lines
cleverly complementing the bass
playing of Martin Recci, which has
been going from strength to strength
and sounds better at each outing.

New guitarist Al Darby's style is
quite different to his predecessor's,
and his use of a Roland DC 30
Analogue Delay and Boss Chorus is
particularly noticeable on the new
songS, during which the band seem-
ed at last to relax and begin to enjoy
themselves.

Most of the audience seemed well
pleased with the new Fashion, and so
having survived their recent trauma
the album due for release in the New
Year should show in which direction
their future lies.
Lin Barkass E&MM
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 Considerable saving over commercial equipment
 All the commercial facilities and more
 Preset/remote/master
 Easily installed and wired

CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC

AMDEK Kits
Distortion £32
Compressor £36
Phaser £40
Tuning Amp £36
Metronome £36
Flanger £63
Chorus £54
St. Mixer £90,
Graphic £72
Delay £130
Percussion £54
Rhythm £90

by ROLAND

£580

ELECTRONIC
PIANOS

SPECIALISTS SINCE 1972
Clef Pianos adopt the most advanced
form of Touch Sensitive action which
simulates piano Key inertia using a
patented electronic technique.

71/4 OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL
Component Kit £266
Complete Kit £442

Two Domestic Models are available
including the 88 -note full-size version.
Four intermixable Voice Controls may
be used to obtain a wide variation of
Piano Tone, including Harpsichord.
Both Soft and Sustain Pedals are in-
corporated in the Design and internal
Effects are provided in the form of
Tremolo, Honky -Chorus, and Phase/
Flanger.
A power amplifier integrates into the
Piano Top which may be removed from
the Base for easy transportation.

SIX OCTAVE
DOMESTIC MODEL

Manufactured £620
Component Kit £234
Complete Kit £398

Component Kits include Keyboard, Key
switch hardware, and all electronic
components and may be purchased in
four stages at no extra cost.
Complete Kits further contain Cabi-
nets, wiring harness, Pedals and in the
case of Domestic Models both Power
Amplifier and Speaker.
The Six Octave Stage Piano has the
same range of Voices and Effects and

41113y is designed for use with an External
Amplifier and Speaker.

SIX OCTAVE
STAGE MODEL
Component Kit £234
Complete Kit £383

Since 1972, Clef Products have consistently produced leading
designs in the field of Electronic Musical Instruments, reflected
in the range of manufactured items shown in this advertise-
ment. With musical quality of paramount importance, new
techniques have been evolved and the latest musically valid
technology has been incorporated into both manufactured and
kit products. Our kits have been successfully completed by
constructors over a wide range of technical capability, assisted
by our back-up telephone advice service..

MICROSYNTH
THE COMPACT MUSIC

SYNTHESISER

*21/2 OCTAVES
*2 OSCILLATORS
*2 SUB -OCTAVES
*SWITCH ROUTING
*THUMBWHEEL

£199

Equally suited to home,
studio, or stage use, produc-
ing rich sounds, electronic or
conventional, using sub -
octaves and second VCO in
either Audio or Modulation
Mode.

COMPLETE KIT £129

PRICES INCLUDE VAT, UK CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
(CARRIAGE EXTRA ON MFD PIANOS). Please send S.A.F.
for our complete lists, or use our telephone VSA/ACCESS
Service. Competitive quotations can be given for EXPORT
orders. All instruments may be seen in our showroom.

including the AMDEK easy -build range.

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONICS)
LIMITED

(Dept. E&MM 1 831. 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall,
Stockport, Cheshire SK7 1AH 061-439 3297

"THE COMPUTER BAND -BOX"

Programmable
BACKING

TRIO!
£439

A MUSICIANS INSTRUMENT FOR:
SOLOISTS - SINGERS - RECORDING - PRACTICE -
LIVE PERFORMANCE - COMPOSITION
The BAND -BOX provides an Electronic Backing Trio consisting
of Drums, Bass, and a Chord Instrument (one of 16 Waveform/
Envelope combinations), with the capacity to store over 3,000
User Programmable Chord Changes on more than 120 different
Chords. Using advanced Microprocessor technology, Playback
of 50-100 Scores can be executed in any Key and at chosen
Tempo. Complete Music Pad is electronically Indexed and
stored on secondary battery back-up. Facility exists for
composition of Intro, Repeat Chorus, and Coda sections
including Multiple Score Sequences. Sockets are provided for
Volume Pedal and Footswitch plus separate and mixed
instrument Outputs. Total size 19in x 11 in x 4'/,in incorporat-
ing Master Rhythm.

COMPLETE KIT £314

THE Programmable DRUM MACHINE
EIGHT TRACK .

PROGRAMMING
TWENTY-FOUR
PATTERNS/
TWELVE
INSTRUMENTS
SEQUENCE
OPERATION

£119
The Clef Master Rhythm is capable of storing 24 selectable
rhythmic drum patterns, invented, modified, and entered by the
Operator on to Eight Instrumentation tracks. A three position

'Instrumentation control expands the number of instruments
available to twelve, grouped into sounds typical of playing with
Drumsticks, Brushes, or Latin American Bongos and Claves.
Sequence operation allows two rhythm sections to be coupled
with the second (6) section appearing at four, eight or sixteen
Bar repetition. All drums can be adjusted for level and
resonance on internal controls to suit individual taste, thus
producing good musical sounds in a battery driven unit tIV,in x
5in x

COMPLETE KIT f79

POWER DIMMER MODULES
A range of electronic modular dimmers designed to
suit your custom channel and facility requirement

'SUPER DISCOUNT'
Contact our Sales Desk
and save a further 20%
on some dimmer items

NOWT

SPC - Simple but effective 1000W controller f15.70
SPU - Used in conjunction with RS units for f11.90 (1K)

Remote desks in 1000 and 2000W versions £23.90 RIO
MC - Master dimmer for SPC/RS units £7.90
RS - Remote controller for SPU/SPC Units £9.40
SUP/REF - Supply/signals for up to 50 modules £20.00
Discounts on above only (order £100 to f19915%f200 to £299 20%f300+ 25%

EFFECTS ACCESSORIES
MXSL - Four channel sound to light £36.90
MXLS - Four Channel Sequencer £23.70
MXLC-S - Four Channel Sound Chaser £26.70
MXECF - Dip/Dipless Electronic Crossfade £31.90

MODULE
3 CHANNEL SOUND/LIGHT

CHASER £35.70
LB31000SLC

A high performance sound to light providing
bass, mid and treble separation, employing
active filters. Automatic switching to chase
in the absence of a music signal 1000W/
than

3 CHANNEL SOUND/LIGHT
LB31000SL

£22.70
All the advantages

of the SLC without chase.
Controls: bass/mid/treble/master

sensitivity

MODULE
STEREO DISCO
MIXER/PREAMP

LBPA3 Main supply
M - Magnetic £7.20
C - Ceramic PFL supply

£1.00

£36.70
Magnetic or ceramic deck

versions - please state
All the requirements of a stereo disco pre -
amp on the one board, left and right deck
mixers/tone controls/misc. mixer/tones/
mic. auto fade over decks/and P.F.L. The
unit can be used with virtually any power
amp.

AND THERE'S MORE
4 Chan s/I auto chase
'4 Chan multi sound chaser
'4 Chan sequencer
 4 Chan sound chaser
'Fascia panels

ACTIVE CROSSOVERS £17.90
(3 -Way 300Hz/3KHz) supply £7.20

Don't hesitate to write or phone for immediate information. All prices include VAT.
Please include 75p post except power dimmers If 1.75). Cheques/PO/C.O.D./Access all welcome.

Mon to Fri 9 a.m.-4.30 p.m. - Please note our new address as follows:
L & B ELECTRONIC, 34 OAKWOOD AVENUE, MITCHAM, SURREY. TEL: 01-640 6053.

A
POLYPHONIC SYNTHESISER

FOR

£249.95

* FULL SIZE 4 -OCTAVE KEYBOARD
* CHORUS UNIT WITH 2 EFFECTS

* EXTERNAL INPUT

Delivery within 28 days of receipt of order or send
s.a.e. for details. 3 -week money -back guarantee.

GRAHAM MORRISON
77 Eastway, Maghull, Merseyside

Tel: 051-526 5147
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rimerica
Jerry De Muth

Dean Zelinsky, who successfully intro-
duced his Dean Baby line in early
1982, has a new model of Dean guitar

on the drawing boards but he's waiting for
the market to turn around before introduc-
ing it.

"It will be a jazz/rock guitar that will out -
sustain any other guitar," declared the 25
year old Zelinsky. "I've taken all I've learned
from playing 18,000 different guitars in this
factory and got a concept fora guitar that will
be the most screaming, the most sustaining
guitar this country has ever seen. It will be
a massive guitar."

The guitar, which could be introduced at
the June National Association of Music
Merchants show if the economy recovers,
will attract "more of the conventional guitar
playing market" than will all 15 existing
models, he said. "It has a very conven-
tional body style and it doesn't lend itself to a
V -head."

But the Baby, 200 of which are produced
every month, has been extremely popular
and Dean Guitars has a large backorder for it
and for other models.

"We have too much product line out there
for the market so I'm waiting for the market
to turn around," explained Zelinsky. How-
ever, other guitar companies continue to
introduce new guitars and guitar acces-
sories. Whether their design and marketing
decisions are right, the millions of guitar
players will have to decide.

Guitars -
Two small companies from opposite

sides of the continent have introduced new
guitars. In Texas, Daion has combined its
Savage body with three individually con-
trolled Power -Pulse pickups to create the
Daion SV-3 Barbarian guitar. It features a
separate three -position mini -toggle switch
for each of the pickups, a master volume
control and middle and neck pickup tone
controls. These controls, boasts the manu-
facturer, give the instrument an extremely
wide tonal range. Other features on the SW -
3, which has a suggested retail price of $475,
include a 22 -fret rosewood fingerboard,
through -body stringing, side -lock bridge
with adjustable brass saddles, rotomatic-
style tuners and a slim, solid maple bolt -on
neck.

Massachusetts -based Pedul la Guitars
has just added the MVP Rock to its line. It
features a single -piece neck design, maple
body, easily accessible 24 -fret ebony finger-
board, brass nut and Schaller bridge and
tailpiece. But most important to the Rock's
sound is a harmonically positioned Barto-
lini LC humbucker pickup. Silicon steel
laminations, high-powered ceramic mag-
nets and special winding techniques on this
dual coil pickup give the guitar extra re-
sonance, midrange emphasis and sustain. A
unique four -position rotary switch allows the
player to choose the series or parallel mode,
or to use either of the coils individually.
Suggested retail price is $825.

The new Cod Arrowguitar features a slim,
mahogany, fully adjustable neck with a
rosewood fingerboard, nickel silver frets and
Gotch die cast machine heads on the

Pearl Spice Rack.

Pearl KX-3 Piano Effects.

Roland Combo Piano.

Fender String Stretcher.
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original Cort v -shaped head. The Cart Arrow
also has two Powersound super distortion
pickups with extra gain, each with its own
tone control, as well as active electronic
preamp with LED light. A solid brass bridge
and saddle and a solid brass adjustment
cover are also featured on the guitar which
has a suggested price of $440.

Effects
For those who want to do more with the

guitars they already own, manufacturers
continue to broaden the range of devices. A
guitar effects pedal board, dubbed "Spice
Rack," has been introduced by Pearl Inter-
national. The compact and versatile model,
GX-5, consists of a flanger (FG-02), chorus
(CH -02), phaser (PH -03), compressor (CO -
04), overdrive (OD -05), voltage regulator
(VR-5) which supplies regulated voltage
simultaneously to the five processors and an
AC adaptor (AC -90). Options for the GX-5
Spice Rack are footswitches (FS -1, FS -2), a
rubber ring for foot control of knobs (SG -1)
and an extension plug providing stereo
effect (EP -1).

The Boss DM -300 Delay Machine has
been introduced by Roland. The delay effect
is' produced by means of a noise -reduced
bucket brigade device (BBD) while natural
reverberation decays are created by the
Roland frequency controlled filter. The echo
section allows for adjustment of echo
volume, repeat rate or speed, intensity for
multiple decaying echoes and tone. The DM -
300 meaures 15 inches by five inches by
eight inches, weighs 8.2 pounds and carries
a retail list price of $495.

Accessories
For guitarists who want to move around

without worrying about cords getting wrap-
ped around themselves or wrapped around

anything and everything else, including the
cord itself, Nady Systems has introduced a
new version of its Pro -49 wireless guitar
transmitter and receiver, the Pro -49 II. Nady
Systems has completely redesigned the
circuitry to offer improved performance
capabilities, including 20-7500 Hz fre-
quency response and 100 dB signal-to-
noise ratio within a range of up to 200 feet. In
addition, the Pro -49 II features two different
frequencies which can be operated simul-
taneously.

Another product to make playing easier
for guitarists, or at least playing on new
strings easier, is Fender's String Stretcher.

This small, plastic device clips onto the
string and is moved back and forth along its
entire length to remove initial stretchiness
quickly and uniformly. It thus promises to
promptly provide both the small, manage-
able tuning adjustments and the brilliant
clarity and projection that are possible only
with fully stretched new strings. Priced at
$3.98, it comes in two models, Model S for
steel strings and Model N for nylon strings.

Roland piano
New from Roland is the EP -6060 Dual -

Voice Combo Piano, an electronic piano with
two sound voice sources which can be
individually created, then layered on top of
each other. Each of the two voices has
individual controls to select basic tone,
octave and decay. The voices can be routed
through the six -band graphic equaliser while
two separate tune controls allow the voices
to be detuned against each other to create a
thick chorus -voicing effect.

Other controls include a transpose con-
trol, an upper harmony control that creates
block chords from single notes, a split
keyboard control and a hold control and a
single -slider balance control for the two

voices. An a rpeggiator can be varied for rate,
number of beats and for four variations in
rhythm. The unit, which lists for $895, also
contains its own monitor speaker.

Monitors
To help musicians better hear what they

are doing with all their instruments and
sound effect devices, Crate has introduced
two new floor monitors, one powered and
one unpowered. Each has a cabinet built
with three different angles for three posi-
tioning choices and each has a thick black
tolex covering to help protect the cabinet
from road wear.

The Crate UFM-1 unpowered 60 -watt
monitor has one 12 -inch speaker and one
piezo horn with a three -position attenuator.
The Crate PFM-60, with 60 watts RMS into 4
ohms, also features a 12 -inch speaker and a
piezo horn with a three -position attenuator
and has an overall variable volume poten-
tiometer for on-stage control. E&MM
Manufacturers and companies mentioned:
Cort Guitars, Westheimer Corp., 3451 Com-
mercial Ave., Northbrook, III. 60062.
Daion Guitars, MCI Inc., P.O. Box 8053,
Waco, Texas 76710.
Dean Guitars, 6417 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60626.
Fender Guitars, Fender House, Centenary
Estate, Jeffreys Road, Brimsdown, Enfield,
Middx.
Nady Systems, 1145 65th St., Oakland, Calif.
94608-1175.
Pearl International Inc., P.O. Box 111240,
408 Harding Industrial Dr., Nashville, Tenn.
37211.
M.V. Pedulla Guitars, 541 Main St., South
Weymouth, Mass. 02190.
Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983
Great West Rd., Brentford, Middx.
Unicord, 89 Frost St., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALS
TELEPHONE: 0302 841274 or 843037

KEYBOARDS KEYBOARDS ROLAND, etc
MOOG Rogue Synth £199 SEQUENTIAL Circuits Pro One £349 JUNO 6 P.O.A.

MOOG Opus 3 £499 SEQUENTIAL Circuits Pro Five . £2300 JUNO 60 P.O.A.

MOOG Source £645 KORG MS10 £179 SHO9 £210

MOOG Taurus Bass Synth Pedals £489 KORG MS20 £299 SH101 £249

FIRSTMAN 8 Memory Sequencer . £129 KORG Vocoder £250 BASSLINE £189

LOGAN String Memory £389 KORG Polysix £945 DRUMMATIX £189
SOLINA String Machines £349 KORG Delta £499 TR808 £489
:********/-************ KORG Lambda £699 RS09 £349

DRUM MACHINE
* FULLY PROGRAMMABLE
* MEMORY RHYTHM**********************

SPECIAL
SIXTEEN

MACHINES £49

KORG Trident

JEN SX 1000
FENDER Rhodes 73

£1399
£149
£635

SOl Echo
KORG GT6 Tuners

ANYTHING ELSE

£439
£29

P.O.A.

* ALL INC. P&PPOLYPHONIC SYNTHESISER IN STOCKRHODES CHROMA!16-CHANNEL
PROGRAMMABLE

******4-***********
MAIL ORDER: SIMPLY SEND CHEQUES, ETC, TO ADDRESS BELOW OR PHONE NUMBER ABOVE

MUSIC
GROUND

TEAC
RECORDING EQUIP

245 STATION RD (main branch)
DUNSCROFT, DONCASTER
S. YORKSHIRE

MAIN STOCKISTS: ---
MARTIN DOBRO
GUITARS GUITARS

19 DAVYGATE, YORK
TEL: 0904 29191

51 HALLGATE, DONCASTER
TEL: 0302 20186

PEDAL STEEL
GUITARS
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PERCUSSION REVIEW

Zildjian
Cymbals

While electronic instruments are un-
matched for versatility and varia-
bility, they must often take second

place to traditional acoustic instruments for
sheer tonal quality and expression. Without
sophisticated digital sampling techniques
the electro-musician would have to expend a
great deal of effort to better the sound of an
acoustic guitar, of a gong, a bell or a cymbal,
and so these instruments still have a part to
play in modern music although displaying a
pedigree going back hundreds or even
thousands of years.

Zildjian cymbals date from 1623, when a
Turkish metallurgist, Avedis Zildjian, dis-
covered almost by accident the correct
combination of copper, tin, silver and trace
impurities to produce a deeply resonant
alloy ideal for cymbal -making. Manufacture
was entirely by hand, and the tonal quality of
the instrument was so high that cymbals
ceased to be an exotic novelty and came into
use in military bands and classical music all
over the world.

The manufacturing process was handed
down from generation to generation, and the
1940's saw the American branch of the
family dominating the world of jazz and big
band swing music with cymbals which were
still of outstanding quality, although often
now machine -stamped. In 1979, when the'
last Avedis Zildjian died, it was decided to re-
introduce a range of hand -made Zildjians in
the old traditional style, and to name them K.
Zildjian cymbals after another member of
the family.

On October 13th London's Venue played
host to a Zildjian clinic witnessed by
hundreds of drummers and other musicians
and given by some of the world's top session
musicians. Simon Phillips, late of the Jeff
Beck group, Stanley Clarke and Friends and
the Jack Bruce Band, and a sessioneer with
Judas Priest, Greenslade and David Cover -
dale, demonstrated Avedis Zildjian cymbals
as part of a Tama kit. Pete York, insistingthat
he was now a restaurant owner, had little
chance of concealing his background as
drummer with the Spencer Davis group and
the Chris Barber Jazz Band as he flew
around a K. Zildjian /Premier kit. A surprise
bonus for heavy rock fans appeared in the
form of Jon Lord on Korg keyboards, while
Rick Saunders played a hollow -bodied elec-
tric violin and Steve Richardson appeared on
bass.

A short introduction by Pete York filled in
a little of the background and history of the
cymbals. Although the K. Zildjian in its
original form had a deep mellow sound
ideally suited for be -bop and other forms of
jazz or swing music, it was capable of a wide
range of 'voices' depending on the playing
technique used. A short swing solo demon-
strated how cup size determines the amount
of ring and tuning on a cymbal, and how a
cymbal with a flatter cup and fewer over-
tones can fit in with any piece of music as it
approaches polytonality -that is, having no
particular pitch.

The K. Zildjian Crash/Ride cymbals,
then, are designed for a dry, dark sound with
a reasonable amount of sustain, and are
available in 18, 20 and 22 inch sizes. The
78

Ride cymbals are a little heavier, intended to
give better stick definition to hold a rhythm,
and come in the same sizes. Again the
dominant sound is low and dark, and this
can be emphasised on the 16, 18 or 20 inch
Dark Crash which gives shorter sustain as it
is a little thinner.

K. Zildjian hi hats, in a range of sizes and
matched or unmatched pairs, give what is
described as a 'deep solid chip sound' and as
the main rhythm -bearing cymbal have to
produce great definition and precision.

The manufacturing process helps to
produce this high degree of precision and
uniformity. The metal alloy is heated at
several stages and rolled in different direct-
ions to produce a pronounced cross -grain
for strength and durability. After these
stages the K. Zildjians are hand -hammered
into shape, while the Avedis Zildjians are
machine -hammered. In either case the
meticulous care taken results in a very
expressive cymbal, compared to even to top
flight machine stamped cymbals such as
Paiste or Premier, but generations of drum-
mers have decided that the extra expense is
justified.

Steve Richardson's 'Shtick' and Pete
York's 'Chicken Chasin' Charlie' then gave
the whole band the opportunity to demon-
strate how top musicians with high quality
instruments and a minimum amount of
rehearsal time can turn out music which is
exciting, powerful and expressive. Jon Lord's
Korg organ ebbed and flowed in his usual
inimitable style, the electric violin and bass
altemated between swirl ing, screaming solos
and delicate ornamentation, and Pete York's
kit held everything together and reinforced
the overall jazz/rock feel.

The drum solos displayed a fine degree of
precision and an ability to switch from
delicate ornamentation to the heaviest dual
tom-tom rhythm in an instant. Apart from
running through the different 'voices' of the
K. Zildjians he showed how tuned and de -
tuned tom-toms could give different effects
during rapid fills, and demonstrated his
mastery of the whole jazz/rock/swing idiom.

Certainly his modesty in introducing

Simon Phillips was largely unnecessary,
despite the latter's very high reputation.
Simon Phillips was demonstrating the Avedis
Zildjian cymbals, and treated the audience
to a fifteen -minute solo of unprecedented
force and precision.

Phillips plays a dual bass drum Tama kit
with a large number of toms and cymbals
and an unusual layout which, he says, is
necessary for a small person playing a very
large kit. His high -hat has become lower over
the years until it is almost level with the
snare, and the four rack toms are closely
spaced low along the front of the kit. There
are three floor toms and a wide range of
cymbals including the cupless Flat Top Ride
mounted almost vertically. Despite this
layout Phillips has still had to develop a
'both -handed' style to be able to play
everything with sufficient power; the amount
of freedom produced by his set-up and style
was evident from the very versatile solo
which, to his credit, showed how the cymbals
fit in as part of a drum kit rather than over-
emphasizing the cymbals alone.

A session of questions from the audience
revealed some of Phillips' thoughts on
practice ("no time any more"), on monitor-
ing ("drums sound better on a PA than they
can ever do direct"), on damping ("a Hilton
Hotels towel gaffa taped to stop back head
ring") and on a host of other subjects. His
hints on timing, which enable him to cope
with a very active bass drum style, were
given a practical demonstration during the
final numbers played with the whole band.

The laudable aspect of the whole clinic
was that it was practical and illustrative
rather than dry and theoretical. Drums and
cymbals can be used as rhythmic backing,
percussive ornamentation for other musi-
cians' solos, or as solo instruments in their
own right. The closing numbers demon-
strated all these functions, with the deep and
expressive cymbals providing a constant
ornamentation and rhythmic pattern. A very
successful introduction for a range of
professional instruments which are inevit-
ably going to be much sought after for years
to come. E&MM
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THE ZON X81
£25 A95
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*

CLASSIFIED
New rates for 1983: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra.

Display: £10.00 per single cm. column.
All lineage advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 5th of month preceding publication.

Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (availableon request),
Telephone: 01-527 3376 "Classified", E&MM, 282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

FOR SALE

POWERTRAN DIGITAL DELAY 1.6 secs. Professionally set
up, mint condition; bargain £220. Tel. Park Street 72372
(St Albans).
T8303 BASSLINE - as new £120 including postage. P. A.
Lovell, Flat 2, Old Rectory, Normanton-le-Heath, Leics.
TEAC A3440 (10 hours use only - as new) f495 ono. TEAC
SERIES 38 x4 mixer £150 ono. Tel. Wisbech (0945)772671.
PORTASTUDIO'S TASCAM new model 244 with any two
of the following free, AKGD 80 mic - Teac HP80
headphones - RC3OP drop in/out f'switch -8 x TDK SA
C90 cassettes. £595 inc VAT and delivery by Securicor.
TASCAM 38 professional 1/2" 8 -track machine for £1595
inc. VAT.
TASCAM 34 4 -track machine ex -demo £795.
TEAC 32-2B 2 -track machine. £499.
TEAC DXB UNITS for above from £199.
FOSTEX MULTITRACKER 250 with same freebies as
above. £575.
FOSTEX Mixers, Graphics, DDL's etc all in stock.
VESTA-FIRE modular signal processors from £56.
VESTA-FIRE RV -1 rack mount reverb. £199.
MXR 175 digital delay. £399.
ALLAN & HEATH'S new stereo 2:1 series mixers. Available
in 6, 12, and 18 input versions from £450. AKG, Beyer,
Electro-Voice, Sennheiser and Shure microphones all in
stock from £25 to £1000. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. This is
just a small example of what we have in stock. For all the
latest in home recording, phone Tim, Andy or Alan at Audio
Services, Studio House, High Lane Village, Near Stock-
port SK6 8AA. Tel: 06632-2442
CASIOTONE Keyboards. Lowest prices plus free access-
ories. Nationwide mail order, free delivery. Tel. R.A. Music,
Chesham (0494) 784090.
KORG MS20. Home use only, mint. £235 ono. Rotherham
817648 after 6.
DOKORDER 1140 4CH. Fully serviced. £700. Wareham
51163.

RECORDING

I.P.S. 8 -track recording studios. Musik electronique a
speciality. £6.50 p.h. Please ring David on (011-7411154 for
chat.

1 inch 8 -track Central London Electromusic specialists.
TR808. CSQ600, SH2-OB1, Korg Trident, more ... £6.00
p.h. £4.00 p.h. 4 -track. 01-2860642.

ACCESSORIES
LYNX AUDIO PROCESSORS - Great range of effects.
Reverbs £29.95; Dual Channel Programmable Drum Synthe-
siser £59.95; Ring Modulator £24.95. SAE for brochure: 26
Aldingbourne Close, !field, Sussex.

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,

Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea

Essex

SOUND with SINCLAIR
MAKE AMAZING SOUND EFFECTS
WITH YOUR ZX 81,
TIMEX Sinclair 1000
or SPECTRUM

The ZON X81 SOUND UNIT is completely self-contained and espe-
cially designed for use with the ZX 81, TIMEX Sinclair 1000 and
Spectrum Computers. It just plugs in - no dismantling or soldering.

* No power pack, batteries, leads or other extras.'
* Manual Volume Control on panel - ample volume from built-in loud-

speaker.

Standard Sinclair - 16K Rampack or printer can be plugged into
ZON X Sound Unit without affecting normal computer operation.

* Huge range of possible sounds for Games, Music, Helicopters, Sci-
Fi, Space Invaders, Explosions, Gun -shots, Drums, Planes, Lasers,
Organs, Bells, Tunes, Chords, etc., or whatever you devise)

* 8 full octaves. Uses 3 -Channel sound chip giving programme con-
trol of pitch, volume of tones and noise, all with envelope control.

* Easily added to existing games or programmes using a few simple
"BASIC" lines or machine code.

* Ncrmemory addresses used -1.0. mapped.

FULL instructions with many examples of how to obtain effects
and the programmes, supplied. Fully guaranteed. British Made.

'Except with Spectrum, you need the Spectrum Expansion Board Order
r -r1 No. SE1 - Price £5.50 + V.A.T.

Payment may be made by Bank Che-
que or International Money. Order
in U.S. S or £ Sterling - payable to:

BI-PAK Dept EMM PO 006.
83A High Street.
Ware. Hens

Ac ess & VISA accepted
RI g 0920 3162 for
Immediate despatch.

r

TOP GRADE
GUITAR LEADS
Noiseless, low loss, heavy duty
guitar cable c/w solid brass
plugs with internal thread AND
heavy steel 'U' clamp for ex-
cellent strain relief. Heavy duty
black covers.

We believe these guitar leads
are THE BEST on the market
and THE BEST VALUE FOR
MONEY. We support this
claim by offering you a
money back guarantee, if re-
turned unmarked within
seven days, this is beside our
normal warranty. If you're
unsure, phone and ask for
details. Catalogue of audio
leads available. TRADE AND
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WEL-
COME.

GL50-5m (161/2ft) £7.99
GI75-7.5m (241/2ft) £9.99

GL100-10m (321/2ft) (11.99
(Inc).postage & packaging & VAT)

Lowther Cables (E&MM)
36 Essex Avenue,
Slough SL2 1 DR

Tel: (0753) 38869
(Area Code) 75 from London

CLASSIFIED 1
ORDER FORM

Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for insertions
I enclose Cheque/PO. for f
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to:

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

ENTER EACH WORD OF YOUR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
IN EACH BLOCK. COST: 34p per word. Underline

words required in bold (add 10p extra per word)
NAME

ADDRESS

TEL. NO. (DAY)

Send this form together with your cheque to:-
E&MM CLASSIFIED, 282 LONDON ROAD,

WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA, ESSEX SSO 7JG
Ads to be received by 5th of Month for following month's issue

USE THIS FORM FOR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE ONLY
IL
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'MUSICAL
DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSE
KEYBOARDS
CASIO (all models) available - SUPER LOW PRICES. Flight cases available
LATEST CASIO'S AVAILABLE NOW INCLUDING MT60, MT70 ALL AT AMAZINGLY
CASIO CT 1000 P - FABULOUS INTRODUCTORY OFFER!! Phone for details ...

ultra cheap!
LOW PRICES.

CASIO 701. This is it!! The most entertaining
keyboard Casio make. Phone for a quote! Due to a
fantastic new deal with Casio we are now able to offer
these amazing keyboards at an unbelievably low
price.

ROLAND JUNO 6
ROLAND JUNO 6 - super low
prices
Roland SH101 arriving shortly.

DRUM MACHINES ETC.
ROLAND TR 303 Bassline

LOWEST
PRICES

The knockout new mono synth LOWEST Roland TR 606 Drumatix PHONE
with sequencer ... you can wear it PRICES Roland TR 808 FOR A
round your neck! PHONE Roland CR 5000 Compurhythm QUOTE
Juno 60 Poly Programmable FOR A Roland CR 8000 Compurhythm
Roland HP 70 electric piano QUOTE SOUNDMASTER STIX our price £99.50
Roland HP60 electric piano SOUNDMASTER SR 88 our price £69.50
Roland EP6060 electric piano
JEN FX100 mono synth good value at £129.00

Ci3CUir.3 inc

PRO ONE SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
THE BEST OF THE MONO SYNTHS, AT THE BEST
POSSIBLE PRICE. SUBJECT TO CURRENT STOCK
AVAILABILITY.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
TASCAM 34 now in stock
TEAC 32/2B (2 track mastering)
TEAC DX2B DBX for 32/2B
TEAC 2A 6/4 mixer
ROLAND 2A 6/4 mixer
ROLAND 501 Echo Unit
TEAC 124 AV Siml/Sync multi-
track cassette recorders our price £129.50
JUST IN: THE CLAP - THE TIMP - THE
SYNDRUM. SUPER INTRODUCTORY
OFFERS - PHONE!!!

AND ACCESSORIES
As seen on "Tomorrow's World".
No need for sticks ...Just use
your fingers! A British made in-
tegrated Electronic Drum
machine (see the review in this
issue of E&MM). Everything in
Everything in stock at ultra low
prices.

FENDER SQUIER GUITARS NOW IN STOCK!
Access - Barclaycard - Mail Order

- Closed Wednesdays -
FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY

MARY STREET
LANCASTER

LA1 1UW
0524 60740
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who put the bop in
the bopshuwopshump?



Compressor
Kit (CMK100)

 Designed
for low noise and
high speed for clear and
long tone.
 Assembly process: 20
 Control: Sustain, Level
 Function: Effect
changeover switch,
Effect indicator
 Terminals: Input,
Output, External
power source
 Output load impedance:
Over 10kO
 Max. input level: - 5dBm
 Max. output level:
- 10dBm (W/100kO load)
 Input conversion
noise: 100dBm
 Compression range: 40dB
 Power Source: 006P
battery or external
power source
 Consumption current:
4mA (DC 9V)
 Dimensions: 62(W)
x 56(H) x 128(D)mm
(2.44" x 2.2" x 5.04")
 Weight: 360g (0.79 lbs.)
 Modifiable points: 4

Consumers: Questions,
Problems, Suppliers?,
Retailers: Supplies and Re-
orders?

USE THE AMDEK
HOTLINE!

AMDEK
Roland (UK) Ltd., Great West Trading Estate
983 Grest West Road, Brentford , Middx. TW8 9DN

from the manufacturers of: IF Roland/M BOSS


